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Abstract

The 2-oxoacid dehydrogenase multienzyme complexes (OADHCs) catalyse the following reaction:

\[ \text{2-Oxoacid} + \text{NAD}^+ + \text{CoASH} \rightarrow \text{Acyl-SCoA} + \text{CO}_2 + \text{NADH} + \text{H}^+ \]

These 5-10 MDa complexes comprise multiple copies of three enzymes: E1, E2, and E3. The structural core of the OADHC is usually composed of either 24 (cubic) or 60 (dodecahedral) E2 polypeptides, around which the E1 and E3 enzymes associate non-covalently.

Due to a lack of detectable activity in cell extracts, it was originally thought that Archaea did not possess any OADHCs; instead they utilised the smaller ferredoxin oxidoreductase (FOR) family of enzymes. However, the OADHC genes have since been identified in an increasing number of aerobic archaea, and given that the genomes of these organisms have been streamlined to remove any unnecessary genes, these two observations suggest that archaea may utilise both FORs and OADHC.

The Thermoplasma acidophilum OADHC component enzymes have been recombinantly expressed and assembled, resulting in a thermostable and thermoactive branched-chain OADHC. This complex provides a model to investigate stability, not only of the individual enzymes but also of a multi-protein complex and its assembly. The structure of this hyper-thermostable E2 core is crucial to the thermostability of the entire complex. The Thermoplasma acidophilum E2 structure has been solved by analytical ultra-centrifugation, X-ray crystallography and small-angle X-ray scattering; these data have shown that this E2 assembles into a novel 42-mer structure, comprising 14 trimers, with both square and pentagonal faces, rather than either of the expected cubic 24-mer or dodecahedral 60-mer structures.

Analysis of the Thermoplasma acidophilum E2 structure has identified an isoleucine ‘anchor’ residue that is key to the formation of the trimer-trimer interactions. The isoleucine side-chain extends from the C-terminal helix of one trimer into a hydrophobic pocket of the adjacent trimer and vice versa. The putative anchor residue has been removed by the insertion of a premature stop codon, resulting in E2 trimers that no longer assemble into a 42mer. This mutation has no affect on the tertiary structure of the trimers or its acyltransferase activity; moreover, the trimeric E2 retains the ability to bind the E1 and E3 enzymes, resulting in the first example of a functional trimeric OADHC.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>∆H</td>
<td>Change in enthalpy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>∆S</td>
<td>Change in entropy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>Arrhenius constant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A_{280}</td>
<td>Absorbance at 280nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aa</td>
<td>Amino acid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abs</td>
<td>Absorbance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APS</td>
<td>Ammonium persulfate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUC</td>
<td>Analytical ultracentrifugation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BSA</td>
<td>Bovine serum albumin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CoA/CoASH</td>
<td>Coenzyme A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCPIP</td>
<td>2,6-dichlorophenolindophenol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DE3</td>
<td>Host has a chromosomal copy of the T7 RNA polymerase gene under control of the lacUV5 promoter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DHlipoamide/DHlip</td>
<td>Dihydrolipoamide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dNTP</td>
<td>Deoxyribonucleotide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DTNB</td>
<td>5',5'-Dithiobis-2-nitrobenzoate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E1</td>
<td>2-Oxoacid decarboxylase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E2</td>
<td>Dihydrolipoamide transacetylase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E2-trunc</td>
<td>Truncated version of the whole E2, missing the final 5 C-terminal residues (IIYEI)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E2cat</td>
<td>E2 catalytic domain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E2cat-trunc</td>
<td>Truncated version of the E2 catalytic domain, missing the final 5 C-terminal residues (IIYEI)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E3</td>
<td>Dihydrolipoamide dehydrogenase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ea</td>
<td>Activation energy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDTA</td>
<td>Ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G°</td>
<td>Standard Gibbs free energy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h</td>
<td>Hour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>His-tag</td>
<td>Polyhistidine-tag</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRP</td>
<td>Horseradish peroxidase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IgG</td>
<td>Immunoglobulin G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPTG</td>
<td>Isopropyl-β-D-thio-galactoside</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kb</td>
<td>Kilobase of DNA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K_B</td>
<td>Boltzmann constant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kcat</td>
<td>Catalytic constant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K_m</td>
<td>Michaelis constant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LB</td>
<td>Luria Bertani</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ln</td>
<td>Natural logarithm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LpIA-CTD</td>
<td>Lipoate-protein ligase A and C-terminal domain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>min</td>
<td>Minute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M_w</td>
<td>Molecular weight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAD</td>
<td>Nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OADHC</td>
<td>2-Oxoacid dehydrogenase complex</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbreviation</td>
<td>Definition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OGDHC</td>
<td>2-Oxoglutarate dehydrogenase complex</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OD</td>
<td>Optical density</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PBS</td>
<td>Phosphate buffered saline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCR</td>
<td>Polymerase chain reaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDB</td>
<td>Protein Data Bank</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDHC</td>
<td>Pyruvate dehydrogenase complex</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEI</td>
<td>Polyethylenimine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSBD</td>
<td>Peripheral subunit binding domain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PTA</td>
<td>Phosphotransacetylase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>Universal gas constant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r.p.m.</td>
<td>Revolutions per minute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAXS</td>
<td>Small-angle X-ray scattering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDS</td>
<td>Sodium dodecyl sulphate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDS-PAGE</td>
<td>Sodium dodecyl sulphate polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s</td>
<td>Second</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEMED</td>
<td>Tetramethylethylenediamine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T&lt;sub&gt;opt&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>Temperature optimum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TPP</td>
<td>Thiamine pyrophosphate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U</td>
<td>Enzyme units - 1U is defined as the amount of the enzyme required to convert 1µmole of substrate to product per min.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V&lt;sub&gt;max&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>Maximum velocity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YNB medium</td>
<td>Yeast nitrogen base medium</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Chapter 1: General introduction

1.1 Archaea

1.1.1 The three Domains of life

The three Domains of Life comprise Bacteria, Archaea and Eukarya. This classification system was proposed by Carl Woese et al. (1990) based on 16S ribosomal RNA sequences. The three Domains classification system replaces the phylogenetically inaccurate five Kingdom system, in which Archaea and Bacteria were grouped together, as Prokaryotes, owing to their similar appearances. Molecular characterisation of the Archaea supports their being placed on their own distinct evolutionary branch, separate from Bacteria and closer to the Eukarya branch (Figure 1.1) (Winker and Woese, 1991).

![Phylogenetic tree](image)

*Figure 1.1 Phylogenetic tree, based on the 16S rRNA sequences, illustrating the three Domains of life: Bacteria, Archaea and Eukarya (Jurgens, 2002).*

The Domain Archaea comprise two main phyla: Crenarchaeota and Eurarchaeota; a further two phyla, Korarchaeotota and Nanoarchaeotota, have tentatively been proposed based on unculturable environmental samples (Barns et al., 1996, Huber et al., 2002). Metagenomics is now beginning to identify a vast number of unculturable archaeal species; it has been suggested that up to 20% of all picoplankton cells in the world's oceans are Crenarchaeota (Karner et al., 2001). The exact arrangement of the phyla within the archaea may become more accurately described as an increasing number of archaeal species are identified.
1.1.2 Enzymes from extremophiles

Species of archaea and bacteria can be found in some of the world's most hostile environments, including extreme temperatures (-2°C to 15°C and 60°C to 110°C), high salinity (2-5M NaCl) and extreme pH (<4 and >9) (Hough and Danson, 1999). These extremophiles have evolved to thrive in these conditions; as a result they are now a source of novel extremophilic enzymes (extremozymes), of interest to both industry and academia. Enzymes from extreme temperatures have been characterised in an attempt to understand protein thermostability, and exploited due to their industrially favourable properties. Extremozymes currently in regular use include: the thermophilic Taq DNA polymerase from *Thermus aquaticus*, and the psychrophilic Cpn10 and Cpn60 chaperonins from *Oleispira antarctica* that are utilised by the ArcticExpress™ *E. coli* expression system (Stratagene, U.K.) in order to increase the recombinant protein yield. The production method of the industrial thermophilic enzymes can vary; for example, the starch-processing industry utilises recombinant amylases and other hydrolases in the conversion of starch into high-fructose corn syrup (Vieille and Zeikus, 2001); whereas, the thermophilic bacterium *Geobacillus thermoglucosidasius* is used as a whole organism, by TMO Renewables Ltd, to generate bioethanol from waste carbohydrates (Cripps et al., 2009).

1.1.2.1 Protein folding, unfolding and stability

The process of protein thermal denaturation can be described as a reversible equilibrium between the folded (F), and unfolded (U) form, coupled to the essentially irreversible conversion of the unfolded protein to the thermally denatured (D) form:

\[ F \leftrightarrow U \rightarrow D \]

Figure 1.2 illustrates the activation energy (\( \Delta G^* \)) of the inter-conversion between the folded and unfolded forms of a protein; that is, \( \Delta G^* \) determines the rate at which the equilibrium is reached and therefore influences the kinetic stability of a protein. The free energy difference (\( \Delta G \)) between the folded and unfolded forms of a protein determines the position of the equilibrium, and thus describes the thermodynamic stability of a protein. The \( \Delta G \) value is influenced by the entropy, enthalpy and temperature of the unfolding process, shown by the following equation:

\[ \Delta G_{(\text{unfold})} = \Delta H_{(\text{unfold})} - T\Delta S_{(\text{unfold})}. \]
Protein thermostability can be increased by:

1) Increasing the free energy of the unfolded form, this makes U less thermodynamically favourable compared to F.

2) Increasing the $\Delta G^*$, this decreases the rate of conversion between F and U, resulting in a more kinetically stable protein.

3) Decreasing the free energy of the folded form, this increases the $\Delta G$ and $\Delta G^*$ making the protein more thermodynamically and kinetically stable (Figure 1.2) (Daniel et al., 2008).

![Gibbs free energy diagram illustrating the thermodynamic and kinetic contributions to protein stability. F and U denote the folded and unfolded protein respectively. The free energy change ($\Delta G$) and activation energy ($\Delta G^*$) of this equilibrium are shown by the black arrows. The dashed arrows indicate energy changes required to increase the stability of a protein.](image)

**Figure 1.2 Gibbs free energy diagram illustrating the thermodynamic and kinetic contributions to protein stability.** F and U denote the folded and unfolded protein respectively. The free energy change ($\Delta G$) and activation energy ($\Delta G^*$) of this equilibrium are shown by the black arrows. The dashed arrows indicate energy changes required to increase the stability of a protein.

### 1.1.2.2 Structural basis of protein thermostability

The structural basis of protein thermostability has been investigated by comparisons of homologous proteins from psychrophilic, mesophilic and thermophilic organisms. The three dimensional structures of these different temperature homologs are often similar, leading to the suggestion that thermostability is achieved by a number of small subtle changes, rather than larger global changes in the proteins structure, (Bell et al., 2002, Daniel et al., 2008) including:

- Increased hydrophobicity,
- Increased number of ionic bonds,
- Increased compactness,
- Reduced loop length and flexibility,
- Stronger N- and C-termini interactions,
- Reduced usage of thermolabile amino acids
Protein hydrophobicity

Thermostable proteins tend to have an increased number of buried hydrophobic residues (Vieille and Zeikus, 2001); the increased hydrophobicity stabilises the structure both enthalpically, through the formation of van der Waals bonds, and entropically, as the bulk water becomes increasingly disordered as a result of the burial of hydrophobic side chains. Increased hydrophobicity is less significant in the stabilization of hyperthermostable proteins; above 80°C the bulk water becomes more disordered, and therefore the entropy increase as a result of the burial of the hydrophobic residues becomes less significant.

Ionic interactions

Ionic interactions and networks, unlike hydrophobic interactions, increase in strength at higher temperatures. The formation of a single ionic interaction is a balance between the energy required to desolvate two ions, the gain in stability as a result of the formation of a salt bridge, and any changes to the protein region surrounding the ion:

\[ \Delta G_{\text{Total}} = \Delta G_{\text{Desolvation}} + \Delta G_{\text{Electrostatic}} + \Delta G_{\text{protein}} \]

The formation of a single bond requires the desolvation of two ions, and thus at lower temperatures a single ionic interaction may have little effect on protein stability. At higher temperatures, ionic interactions become increasingly important to protein stabilisation; as the surrounding water becomes more disordered the desolvation penalty decreases, and therefore the formation of an ionic bond becomes more favourable. The formation of ionic networks is another method of decreasing the desolvation penalty; ionic networks only require the desolvation of a single additional ion to create a second ionic bond.

Packing density and conformational flexibility

Thermophilic enzymes tend to be more compact than their mesophilic homologs; this increases the stability of the folded form of the protein, by increasing the number of van der Waals interactions within the core of the protein (Vieille and Zeikus, 2001). Flexible surface loops or free N- and C- termini can be initiator sites for protein thermal denaturation. Thermophilic proteins tend to have shorter loops and termini than their mesophilic homologs; loop flexibility can also be reduced by extra interactions or the presence of additional metal ions not found in mesophilic homologs (Vieille and Zeikus, 2001, Li et al., 2005). The reduced conformational flexibility of thermophilic proteins at
lower temperature enables them to remain stable at higher temperatures, preserving catalytic activity and specificity (Daniel et al., 2008).

**Amino acid bias**
Amino acid usage varies with temperature; above 85°C the amino acids cysteine, methionine, serine, threonine, asparagine, and glutamine can be chemically degraded if they are free in solution. However, these residues are still used by hyper-thermophilic proteins, but they tend to be found in conformationally-stable locations and shielded from the surrounding solvent (Daniel et al., 2008). An increase in the number of proline residues can stabilise a protein; prolines can only adopt a limited number of conformations, this limits the entropy of the unfolded protein, increasing the favourability of the folded form (Vieille and Zeikus, 2001). Increasing the number of intra-polypeptide disulphide bonds is another technique used to decrease the flexibility of the unfolded protein and thus promote refolding (Li et al., 2005).

1.1.3 *Thermoplasma acidophilum*
*Thermoplasma acidophilum* is a thermophilic Euryarchaeota, first isolated in 1970 from a coal refuse pile at the Friar Tuck mine in south-western Indiana, by Darland et al. (1970). *Tp. acidophilum* is an aerobic archaea that grows optimally at 60°C and between pH 1-2; however, it should be noted that the cell's internal pH is approximately pH 5.5 (Searcy, 1976). The 1.5Mb genome of *Tp. acidophilum* has been sequenced, and 1509 open reading frames identified (Ruepp et al., 2000). The *Tp. acidophilum* genes encoding a predicted 2-oxoacid dehydrogenase multienzyme complex have been identified, cloned and recombinantly expressed; details of this work are discussed in Chapter 1.3.
1.2 Carbon metabolism

The pathways involved in central carbon metabolism have many common features in all three-domains of life; these pathways not only catabolise compounds to release energy, but are also anabolic in nature, creating many of the starting substrates required for biosynthesis. This project focuses on the 2-oxoacid dehydrogenase multienzyme complex (OADHC) family of enzymes that are involved in central carbon metabolism.

There are several enzyme pathways that convert glucose into pyruvate, the three main ones are: the classical Embden-Meyerhof (EM), the non-phosphorylative Entner-Doudoroff (ED) or the pentose P pathway (Danson et al., 2007). The resulting pyruvate is then converted into acetyl-CoA by the action of either a pyruvate dehydrogenase multienzyme complex or a pyruvate ferredoxin oxidoreductase (FOR) before it enters the citric acid cycle. The citric acid cycle is a series of oxidative reactions carried out by aerobic organisms to generate NADH+H⁺ and FADH₂, coupled with the release of CO₂ (Figure 1.3). The re-oxidation of the NADH+H⁺ and FADH₂ via the electron transport chain then allows the efficient generation of ATP.
1.2.1 The conversion of 2-oxoacids to acyl-CoAs

Within central metabolism there are several steps that require the conversion of a 2-oxoacid to its corresponding acyl-CoA; these reactions can be catalysed by two different enzymatic systems, either the 2-oxoacid ferredoxin oxidoreductase or the 2-oxoacid dehydrogenase multienzyme complex. The structure and reaction mechanism of these two enzymatic systems are discussed later in Sections 1.2.3 and 1.2.4, respectively.

There are four main reactions requiring the conversion of a 2-oxoacid into its corresponding acyl-CoA (Figure 1.4). The first links glycolysis with the citric acid cycle, with pyruvate being converted into acetyl-CoA. The second reaction is found within the citric acid cycle, and involves the conversion of 2-oxoglutarate into succinyl-CoA. A third OADHC produces acetyl-CoA from acetoin; acetoin is a neutral molecule that can be used to store pyruvate and prevent overacidification of the cytoplasm by balancing the ratio of NAD\(^+\) and NADH+H\(^+\). The branched-chain amino acids, valine, leucine and isoleucine, can be deaminated to produce branched-chain 2-oxoacids, which can then be converted into their corresponding acyl-CoAs and on via a series of reactions into acetyl-CoA, acetoacetate or succinyl-CoA.

![Figure 1.4 Diagram of central metabolism indicating the location of the conversions of 2-oxoacids to their corresponding acyl-CoAs.](image)

The reactions highlighted by bold black arrows are catalysed by either a ferredoxin oxidoreductase or 2-oxoacid dehydrogenase multienzyme complex highlighted. The dashes lines indicate the multiple reactions required to convert the branched chain acyl-CoAs into molecules such as acetyl-CoA and succinyl-CoA that can then enter the citric acid cycle. The dashed and dotted line indicates the multiple reactions required to convert pyruvate to acetoin.
1.2.2 The branched-chain amino acids and their corresponding 2-oxoacids and acyl-CoAs

The branched-chain 2-oxoacids are produced by the deamination of the branched-chain amino acids Val, Leu and Ile; these 2-oxoacids are then converted into their corresponding acyl-CoAs, the chemical structures of each of these molecules are shown in Table 1.1. The branched-chain acyl-CoAs then enter into the citric acid cycle via a specific pathway for each acyl-CoA; these pathways are shown in Figure 1.4. Leucine and isoleucine can be converted into acetyl-CoA and either acetoacetate or succinyl-CoA, and valine is converted into succinyl-CoA. The resulting succinyl-CoA and acetyl-CoA can then enter the citric acid cycle.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Amino acid</th>
<th>Branched-chain 2-oxoacid</th>
<th>Acyl-CoA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Leucine</td>
<td>4-Methyl-2-oxopentanoic</td>
<td>3-Methylbutanoyl-CoA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>acid</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isoleucine</td>
<td>3-Methyl-2-oxopentanoic</td>
<td>2-Methylbutanoyl-CoA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>acid</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valine</td>
<td>3-Methyl-2-oxobutanoic</td>
<td>2-Methylpropanoyl-CoA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>acid</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1.1 Summary of the structure of the branched-chain amino acid, and the corresponding 2-oxoacid and acyl-CoA
Figure 1.5 Flow diagram of the metabolism of branched-chain amino acids to acetyl-CoA, succinyl-CoA, and acetoacetate. (Details on the next page)
1.2.3 Ferredoxin oxidoreductase

The conversion of 2-oxoacids to their corresponding acyl-CoAs in archaea and anaerobic bacteria is catalysed by a family of 2-oxoacid FOR enzymes including the pyruvate FOR (EC 1.2.7.1), 2-oxoglutarate FOR (EC 1.2.7.3) and the branched-chain 2-oxoacid FOR (EC 1.2.7.7). These enzymes can be promiscuous, exhibiting catalytic activity with a range of 2-oxoacids; for example, the 2-oxoglutarate FOR from Sulfolobus solfataricus P1 is capable of also utilising pyruvate and 2-oxobutyrate (Park et al., 2006).

The catalytic mechanism utilised by these enzymes is shown in Figure 1.6, as initially determined for the 2-oxoacid FOR from Halobacterium halobium by Kerscher and Oesterhelt (1981). The 2-oxoacid binds to the enzyme and is decarboxylated, leaving a reduced enzyme-bound iron-sulphur cluster, this is then reoxidised by ferredoxin and a TPP-acyl intermediate radical. Co-enzymeA (CoA) binds to the enzyme, resulting in the transfer of the acyl group from the TPP cofactor and the transfer of a second electron via an iron-sulphur centre onto a second ferredoxin molecule (Kerscher and Oesterhelt, 1981).

\[
\text{Net reaction: } \text{Pyruvate} + \text{Fd}_{\text{ox}} + \text{CoA} \rightarrow \text{Acetyl-CoA} + \text{CO}_2 + \text{Fd}_{\text{red}} + 2\text{H}^+ 
\]

Figure 1.6 A reaction scheme of the 2-oxoacid ferredoxin oxidoreductase enzyme used by archaea and anaerobic bacteria. The enzyme utilises a thiamine pyrophosphate (TPP) cofactor to decarboxylate the 2-oxo-acid, and the resulting acyl-group is subsequently transferred to Co-enzymeA (CoASH) with the concomitant transfer of the reducing equivalents via iron-sulphur centres (FeS) to ferredoxin (Fd). Diagram was provided by Professor M.J. Danson, University of Bath.
The FORs comprise multiple copies of between two and eight polypeptides; the number and combination of these polypeptides varies depending on the organism. Thermophilic organisms tend to contain FORs comprising four subunit types, for example the *Thermococcus profundus* branched-chain 2-oxoacid FOR is a hetero-octamer (αβγδ). On the other hand, mesophilic FORs tend to be dimers such as the *Desulfovibrio africanus* (Figure 1.7) FOR that has two large A subunits. The large mesophilic subunits have possibly evolved by the fusion of the genes encoding the various smaller polypeptides (Ozawa et al., 2005).

Figure 1.7 Crystal structure of the *Desulfovibrio africanus* pyruvate ferredoxin oxidoreductase. The ribbon dimer is composed of two identical polypeptides coloured red and blue, PDB access code 1B0P (Chabrière et al., 1999).
1.2.4 The 2-oxoacid dehydrogenase multienzyme complex

The 2-oxoacid dehydrogenase multienzyme complexes (OADHC) catalyse the conversion of 2-oxoacids to their corresponding acyl CoAs, along with the release of CO$_2$; unlike the FORs, the reducing equivalents are transferred onto NAD$^+$ rather than ferredoxin. It has been suggested that the OADHCs evolved after the evolution of oxidative phosphorylation, due to the presence of OADHCs only in aerobic organisms, whereas the FORs are utilised by anaerobic bacteria and archaea (Kerscher and Oesterhelt, 1982). It was originally thought that both aerobic and anaerobic archaea utilise only the FOR enzymes to catalyse the conversion of 2-oxoacids into their corresponding acyl-CoAs; but the discovery of the OADHC genes in several archaeal species opens up the possibility that archaea utilise both systems (discusses later in Chapter 1.3).

Structurally the FORs and OADHCs are very different; the FORs are smaller and simpler than OADHCs, which can be up to 10 MDa in size. The OADHCs comprise multiple copies of three enzymes: E1, E2, and E3. The E2 enzyme forms the structural core of the complex, 8 or 20 E2 trimers form a cubic or dodecahedral hollow cage like structure, to which the E1 and E3 enzymes associate non-covalently (Figure 1.8) (Perham, 2000).

![Figure 1.8 The structure of a 24-mer 2-oxoacid dehydrogenase multienzyme complex.](image)

The 8 E2 trimers (red circles) form the central core of the complex, and the E1 (yellow) and E2 (blue) enzymes then associate non-covalently with the E2 resulting in a 6 MDa complex.
The E1 enzyme is a 2-oxoacid decarboxylase. The 2-oxoacid is decarboxylated and then the acyl group is transferred onto the lipoic acid moiety attached to the end of the E2 swinging arm (E2 details in 1.2.4.2). The acyl group is then transferred from the lipoic acid onto CoA by the E2 dihydrolipoamide transacylase enzyme; this process leaves the lipoic acid moiety disulphide bond in its reduced form, this is then reoxidised and thus regenerated by the E3 dihydrolipoamide dehydrogenase enzyme.

Net reaction: \[ \text{2-oxoacid} + \text{CoA} + \text{NAD}^+ \rightarrow \text{Acyl-CoA} \text{ CO}_2 + \text{NADH}+\text{H}^+ \]

Figure 1.9 A generalised reaction scheme of the 2-oxoacid dehydrogenase multienzyme complex. The three enzymes, E1 (blue), E2 (red) and E3 (green), catalyse consecutive reactions. Courtesy of Professor M.J. Danson (University of Bath)

1.2.4.1 E1 - 2-oxoacid decarboxylase
The E1, 2-oxoacid decarboxylase, enzyme (EC 1.2.4.1, 1.2.4.2 or 1.2.4.4), catalyses the decarboxylation of a 2-oxoacid, along with the concomitant reductive acylation of an E2-lipoic acid moiety and the liberation of CO\(_2\). The E1 enzymes are arranged as either homodimers (\(\alpha_2\)), or heterotetramers (\(\alpha_2\beta_2\)) (Figure 1.10). The homodimeric \(\alpha\)-subunit (Figure 1.10A) is thought to have evolved from the fusion of the original \(\alpha\) and \(\beta\) genes; thus, the Pseudomonas putida branched-chain OADHC E1\(\alpha\) and \(\beta\) chains (Figure 1.10B) contain 410 and 339 residues respectively, in comparison to the E. coli PDHC homodimeric E1\(\alpha\) that comprises 886 amino acids (Ævarsson et al., 1999, Arjunan et al., 2002). The Tp. acidophilum E1 and, based on gene structures, the E1 enzymes from all other archaea comprise E1\(\alpha\) and E1\(\beta\) subunits; therefore, the structure and mechanism of only the heterotetramers will be discussed further.
Figure 1.10 The crystal structures of A) the homodimeric E1 from *E. coli* PHDC and B) the heterotetrameric E1 from *Pseudomonas putida* branched-chain OADHC. The *E. coli* monomer ribbon diagrams are shown in yellow and green [PDB access code 1L8A (Arjunan et al., 2002)]. The *P. putida* α2β2 ribbon diagram is shown with the α subunits coloured red and magenta and the β subunits coloured blue and cyan (PDB access code 1QS0 (Ævarsson et al., 1999)). Both images were created using PyMOL.

The structures of the E1α and β subunits mainly comprise α/β-fold domains. The α-subunit comprises one large α/β domain, a small C-terminal α-helical domain and an N-terminal extension; the β-subunit comprises two α/β domains connected by an extended loop region. The four polypeptides are arranged so that the two β-subunits are held in a vice like grip between the small C-terminal domains of the two α-subunits; the two E1α subunits are secured to each other by their N-terminal extensions (Figure 1.10) (Ævarsson et al., 1999). The E1 enzyme associates non-covalently with the E2 core of the OADHC, via the enthalpy driven, water-mediated interactions between the E1β subunits and the E2 peripheral subunit binding domain (PSBD). The binding of the PSBD to the E1 does not change the structure of the E1 and is not required for 2-oxoacid decarboxylase activity (Frank et al., 2005, Jung et al., 2002).

The E1, as the first enzyme in the OADHC, is responsible for conferring the 2-oxoacid substrate specificity of the complex; unlike the E2 and E3 enzymes which can accept exogenous lipoic acid, the E1 enzyme can only utilise lipoyl groups attached to its cognate E2 (discussed in Chapter 1.2.4.2/Figure 1.15). There are two active sites per E1α2β2 located at the interface between the α- and β-subunits (Figure 1.11A); the active site containing the Mg2+ and TPP cofactors is accessed via a hydrophobic tunnel (Ævarsson et al., 1999). The TPP cofactor is bound in the active site in a V-shaped formation; the phosphate end of the TPP molecule binds to the Mg2+ and the E1α-subunit’s TPP binding
motif (GDG(X)_{20+}-NN) (Hawkins et al., 1989); the aminopyrimidine end of the TPP binds to the E1β-subunit (Ævarsson et al., 1999). Forcing the TPP cofactor into a V-shaped formation, along with the abstraction of a proton by a nearby glutamate residue, acts to convert the cofactor into a highly reactive carbanion/ylide (Pei et al., 2008). The E1 catalyses the essentially irreversible decarboxylation and transfer of the acyl group by a two step ping-pong mechanism (Fries et al., 2003). The first reaction is the nucleophilic attack of the TPP carbanion on the 2-oxoacid, resulting in the liberation of CO₂ and the formation of an unstable acyl-TPP intermediate. The second reaction is the reductive acylation of the lipoic acid moiety, attached to the E2 lipoyl domain; it is this step that is rate limiting in the overall oxidative decarboxylation of the 2-oxoacids by an OADHC [Reviewed in Fries et al. (2003) and Pei et al. (2008)].

The X-ray crystal structure of the *Geobacillus stearothermophilus* PDHC E1α₂β₂ shows asymmetry between the two αβ dimers, with one dimer in an "open" accessible conformation and the other in a "closed" confirmation; in the closed state, the entrance to the E1 active site is obscured by a surface loop (Frank et al., 2005). This asymmetry in the X-ray structure, along with the apparent increase in E1 activity after limited proteolysis, has led to the suggestion that the E1 active sites communicate with each other, allowing only one site to be functional at any one time (Chauhan et al., 2000). The two active sites are linked via a water-filled cavity and a chain of acidic residues (Figure 1.11B); it has been suggested that a "proton wire" allows the transfer of a proton from the activated TPP in one active site to the cofactor in the adjacent site, thus preventing activation of the second TPP (Frank et al., 2004). Mutation of *G. stearothermophilus* E1 Asp180 to Asn and Glu183 to Gln, two of the acidic residues located within the tunnel, reduced the rate of the E1 catalysed reaction (Frank et al., 2004), and similar studies on the *E. coli* PHDC E1α₂ found that mutation of the acidic residues prevented transfer of information between the two active sites and reduced the binding of TPP in the correct orientation (Nemeria et al., 2010).
Figure 1.11 The crystal structure of the *G. stearothermophilus* PDHC E1 heterotetramer.
A) E1α₂β₂ ribbon diagram with the TPP cofactor shown in red; B) magnified view of the above structure rotated 90° to the right, showing the water-filled channel linking the two active site TPPs. The α- and β-subunits are shown in yellow and blue, respectively. PDB access code: 1W88.
1.2.4.2 E2 - Dihydrolipoamide transacylase

The E2, dihydrolipoamide transacylase (EC 2.3.1.12 or 2.3.1.61), catalyses the transfer of the lipoamide-attached acyl group onto CoA, releasing acyl-CoA and reducing the lipoyl disulphide. Each E2 polypeptide comprises three separate domains connected by two flexible linker regions (Figure 1.12) (Perham, 2000):

- An N-terminal lipoyl domain (~80 residues) that transfers the intermediates between active sites via its covalently-attached lipoyl group,
- A peripheral subunit binding domain (PSBD) (~40 residues) that is responsible for the non-covalent association of the E1 and E3 enzymes with the E2 core
- A C-terminal catalytic domain (~230 residues) that has two roles: it contains the E2 acyltransferase active site, and this domain also forms the structural E2 core of the OADHC.

The flexible linkers play a crucial role, the N-terminal linker allows the lipoyl domain to move between active sites and thus transfer the reaction intermediates. The spatial arrangement of the E1 and E3 enzymes relative to the E2 core is controlled by the C-terminal linker region, this region adopts an extended conformation, resulting in a shell of E1 and E3 enzymes 75-90 Å away from the E2 core (Lengyel et al., 2008) (Figure 1.12).

**Figure 1.12 Diagram of the domain structure of the E2 protein.** The eight catalytic domain trimers are represented in red, the PSDB (blue), lipoyl domain (yellow) and linker regions (black dashes) are shown for each of the monomers within one trimer.
The C-terminal E2 catalytic domain

There are several structures available for the E2 catalytic domain (E2cat) including *E. coli* succinyltransferase (PDB access code: 1E2O), *Geobacillus steaothermophilus* and *Azotobacter vinelandii* acetyltransferase (1B5S and 1EAA, respectively), and *Pseudomonas putida* and *Bos taurus* branched-chain acyl-transferases (1QS0 and 2IHW).

The E2cat monomers initially form trimers, and then either 8 or 20 trimers associate into a cubic 24-mer (Figure 1.13A) or a dodecahedral 60-mer (Figure 1.13B) respectively, depending on the organism and the complex. The E2 24- and 60-mers are both hollow cage-like structures comprising either square or pentagonal faces, with a large opening in the centre of each face, allowing free movement of substrates and products into and out of the interior of the E2 structure (Mattevi et al., 1992). The 24-and 60-mer structures are both Euclidean shapes, in which all subunits are in identical environments: the 24-mer displays octahedral 4,3,2 symmetry and the 60-mer displays icosahedral 5,3,2 symmetry; the only other form of cubic symmetry is tetrahedral 3,2 symmetry (Caspar and Klug, 1962). It is not possible to arrange more than 60 subunits into a perfectly symmetrical structure, in which all monomers are in identical environments. In the case of virus capsids which can comprise over 60 polypeptides, the structures are said to be quasi-symmetrical arrangements, the subunits inhabit slightly differing environments.

![Figure 1.13 A Surface representation of A) the cubic 24-mer, and B) the dodecahedral 60-mer.](image)

---

**Figure 1.13 A Surface representation of A) the cubic 24-mer, and B) the dodecahedral 60-mer.** The cubic 24-mer is the pyruvate dehydrogenase complex from *Azotobacter vinelandii* (PDB code: 1EAF) (Mattevi et al., 1992) and the 60-mer is the pyruvate dehydrogenase complex from *Geobacillus steaothermophilus* (PDB code: 1B5S) (Izard et al., 1999). The maximum diameter is shown below each structure (Image created with PyMOL).
The E2cat monomers have a structure similar to the chloramphenicol acetyltransferase enzyme (Knapp et al., 1998); they comprise a large β-sheet, surrounded by five α-helices and a C-terminal 3_{10} helix (Mattevi et al., 1992). The construction of trimers from the individual *A. vinelandii* E2 monomers is accompanied by the formation of 12 hydrogen bonds and the burial of 25% of the monomer surface area (Mattevi et al., 1992). The trimer structure of the 24- and 60-mers are identical, and it is the angle at which the trimers interact with one another that influences the overall structure. The inter-trimer interactions are mediated via a hydrophobic "anchor residue"; this residues, either a Met, Leu or Ile, is located a few residues in from the C-terminus of the protein on the 3_{10} helix (Izard et al., 1999); the hydrophobic side chain extends from one trimer into a hydrophobic pocket of a second trimer and *vice versa*. No correlation between the oligomeric nature of the E2 assemblies and the E2cat sequence have been identified; instead, it has been suggested that small changes in the interactions between the anchor residue and the side chains within the pocket may influence the angle of inter-trimer interactions, and thus the assembly of the E2 core (Izard et al., 1999). The importance of the anchor residue has been demonstrated by Peng et al. (2012), as the removal of the 3_{10} helix containing the Met 425 anchor residue from the *G. stearothermophilus* E2cat resulted in a protein that no longer assembled into a 60-mer.

The E2 transacylase active site is located within a ~30Å channel, situated at the intra-trimer monomer interfaces, and each of the three active sites contains residues contributed by two monomers. The channel traverses the trimers with an opening on both the inside and the outside of the assembled E2; the acylated lipoic acid enters the active site from the outside, and the CoA enters from the interior of the E2 cage (Mattevi et al., 1993). Binding of substrates to the *A. vinelandii* and *E. coli* E2 has no effect on the structure. However, there are differences between the bovine branched-chain E2 crystal structures with and without CoA bound, and it has been suggested that the eukaryotic E2 may have a substrate-gating mechanism (Kato et al., 2006). In the absence of CoA, a cluster of residues (Leu 93, Val 295 and Leu 353) prevent the acylated-lipoamide from entering the active site channel; however, upon binding of CoA to the active site a conformational change rotates these gating residues away from the channel entrance, thus exposing the lipoamide binding site. The role of this gating mechanism is possibly to increase the efficiency of the E2 enzyme, by only allowing the acylated-lipoamide to enter active sites that already have a CoA present. This adaptation may increase efficiency by reducing the chance of acyl groups being lost by hydrolysis in the absence of CoA and/or
to reduce the time that each lipoamide spends bound to an E2 waiting to be deacylated (Kato et al., 2006).

The E2 is thought to catalyse the transfer of the acyl group from the lipoic acid moiety onto CoA via a mechanism similar to that used by the chloramphenicol acetyltransferase (Guest, 1987). The CoA thiol group is first deprotonated by a histidine imidazole side chain. The negatively-charged CoAS\(^-\) then attacks the acylated lipoic acid, resulting in a tetrahedral intermediate that is stabilised by a Thr or Ser residue, and correctly orientated by an Asp (Knapp et al., 1998); this intermediate then collapses, resulting in the formation of acyl-CoA and a reduced E2 bound lipoic acid.

Following the determination of the *G. stearothermophilus* E2 structure by Izzard et al. (1999), one branch of research has focused on the potential medical applications this protein may have. One possibility is to replace the PSBD and lipoyl domains with a viral protein or protein motifs, in order to create a vaccine for HIV (Domingo et al., 2001). The advantage of using the E2 to present antigens is that multiple viral protein motifs and immune cell activating proteins can be displayed on a single 60-mer, resulting in a synergistic immune response (Caivano et al., 2010). Another potential use of the E2 protein being investigated is the ability of the E2 catalytic domain to encapsulate a drug molecule whilst display targeting molecules on its outer surface (Dalmau et al., 2008). This research aims to add a solvent-accessible Cys residue to the interior surface of the E2cat protein, so that a drug molecule can be attached to the inside of the cage, thus encapsulating and sequestering it. The addition of a targeting protein to the surface could then target the encapsulated drug to a certain cell type. The next stage of this research was to modify the E2 structure by the addition of histidine residues at the trimer-trimer interfaces. The aim is to create an E2 capsule that sequesters the drugs until the protein is endocytosed; during endocytosis the acidification of the vesicle causes the imidazole side chains at the trimer-trimer interface to become positively charged, repel each other and trigger disassembly of the E2 protein along with the release of the sequestered drug. Currently, the pH-dependent disassembly of this E2 protein is unfortunately coupled with its aggregation, which may cause unwanted side effects (Dalmau et al., 2009).
The peripheral subunit binding domain (PSBD)

The PSBD is located between the N-terminal lipoyl domain and the C-terminal catalytic domain; this small domain, comprising 40-50 residues, is responsible for the non-covalent association of the E1 and E3 enzymes with the OADHC E2 core. This domain and its role in OADHC assembly, were determined by limited proteolysis of the E2 in the presence of the E1 and E3 enzymes; gel filtration of the resulting protein fragments found that a small E2 domain remained attached to the E1 and E3 proteins (Duckworth et al., 1982). The structure of this domain was solved by NMR, using a 43-residue synthetic peptide based on the G. stearothermophilus sequence. The PSBD structure is a compact domain (25Å x 20Å x 20Å) comprising two short α-helices and one 310 helix (Kalia et al., 1993). The structure of the recombinantly expressed G. stearothermophilus PSBD in complex with the E3 has since been determined by X-ray crystallography (Figure 1.14) (Allen et al., 2005).

The PSBD is one of the smallest known independently-folding protein domains with a stable tertiary structure; this along the short sequence allowing for synthetic production and thus the ability to incorporate non-natural amino acids, has meant that the PSBD has been an ideal model for studying the energetics and physical processes involved in protein folding and unfolding (Sharpe et al., 2008, Spector et al., 1998, Ferguson et al., 2005).

Figure 1.14 The X-ray crystal structure of the G. stearothermophilus PSBD domain. The two α-helices and the 310 helix are shown in red and yellow respectively; the loop regions are shown in blue (Allen et al., 2005). (PDB access code: 1W3D).

The E1 and E3 enzymes bind competitively to the PSBD. The E1αβ2 interaction is mediated via the β-subunits; the G. stearothermophilus E1β has been shown to bind to the PSBD without the E1α subunit. The E1 tetramers and E3 dimers have both been shown to bind separately to the PSBD in a stoichiometry of 1:1 (Lessard and Perham, 1995, Hipps et al., 1994), with the E1 binding more strongly than the E3 (Jung et al., 2003).
The biophysical data and the X-ray crystallographic structures of the PSBD, bound to either the E1 or E3 (Figure 1.15), confirm that E1 binds to only one PSBD at the E1β interface (Frank et al., 2004), and the E3 dimers also bind to only one PSBD at the dimerisation interface (Mande et al., 1996). Mutagenesis studies of the G. stearothermophilus PSBD have identified two Arg residues (Arg 135 and 156) as vital in the formation of interactions between the PSBD and the E1 or E3. Met 131 has also been identified as crucial for the formation of the E1-PSBD interactions but is not required for E3 binding (Jung et al., 2003); these data suggest that the PSBD has two overlapping binding sites for the E1 and E3 enzymes.

The situation in eukaryotes is slightly different, as only the E1 binds to the E2-PSBD; the E3 binds instead to an E3-binding protein (E3BP). The E3BP comprises a single lipoyl domain, an E3-binding domain and a non-catalytic core. The non-catalytic E3BP core domain, along with the E2 catalytic domain, assemble into a 60-mer; the exact stoichiometry in vivo is not clear but a ratio of 48:12 E2:E3BP has been suggested (Brautigam et al., 2009). It has been proposed that the human E3BP integrates into the OADHC by replacing some E2 subunits (Yu et al., 2008). The mammalian E2 and E3BP are closely related homologues; however, the E2 active site His is replaced in the E3BP by a Ser, the E3BP
also has only one lipoyl domain unlike the E2 which has three (Hiromasa et al., 2004). This alternative eukaryotic arrangement, may allow for increased control of the stoichiometry of E1 and E3 enzymes in the assembled OADHC, in a more subtle manner than by simply controlling expression levels of the two proteins.

The N-terminal lipoyl domain

The N-terminal lipoyl domain has a lipoic acid moiety covalently attached to a lysine residue; this chemical modification allows the OADHC reaction intermediates to bind to this domain and be transferred between the active sites. The number of lipoyl domains can vary between one and three depending on the complex and the organism: *Tp. acidophilum* OADHC has one, *Neisseria meningitidis* and *Alcaligenes eutrophus* PDHCs have two and the *A. vinelandii* and *E. coli* PDHCs have three (Perham, 2000).

The structure of this domain has been determined by NMR. The lipoyl domain comprises two β-sheets; a lipoic acid moiety is covalently attached to a lysine residue that is located on a exposed surface loop flanked by moderately-conserved Asp and Ala residues (Figure 1.16) (Reche and Perham, 1999, Perham, 2000). It has been shown that the *G. stearothermophilus* E1 enzyme recognises the lipoylated lipoyl domain preferentially over either a non-lipoylated domain or free lipoic acid; thus, the E1 active site interacts with the β-turn and surface loop of the lipoyl domain, in addition to the lipoic acid. The E3 enzyme also preferentially accepts lipoic acid tethered to a lipoyl domain, but in this case the active site interacts only with the lysine and two adjacent amino acids (Figure 1.15) (Fries et al., 2007).

![Figure 1.16 The *G. stearothermophilus* PDHC E2 lipoyl domain ribbon diagram.](image)

The lysine residue to which the lipoic acid is attached is highlighted in red. The magenta regions are the residues either side of the Lys that the E1 and E3 active sites recognise; the orange regions are the residues recognised by the E1 active site in addition to the pink residues PDB access code: 1LAB (Fries et al., 2007). Image created in PyMOL.
Lipoylation of the E2 lipoyl domain lysine can occur via two pathways in *E. coli* depending on the availability of exogenous lipoic acid. When lipoic acid is exogenously available, LplA (EC: 2.7.7.63), an ATP-dependant lipoate protein ligase, catalyses the formation of an amide bond between the lipoic acid and the Lys ε-amino group (Morris et al., 1994). A second pathway is utilised when lipoic acid is not freely available; in this case, octanoic acid, produced by the fatty acid biosynthesis pathway, is attached to the lipoyl domain by LipB, a lipoyl (octanoyl) transferase (EC 2.3.1.181). The octanoic acid is then converted via octanoyl-ACP into lipoyl-ACP by LipA, a lipoyl synthase (EC 2.8.1.8) (Morris et al., 1994).

The flexible linker region connecting the lipoyl domain and the PSBD lets the lipoyl domain to move freely between the active site of the OADHC (Perham, 1991); allowing the covalently attached reactive intermediates to be stabilised and efficiently transported between active sites. The efficiency of the OADHC is also increased by the lipoyl domains ability to transfer intermediates onto other lipoyl domains, and thus channel substrates around the complex; at low substrate concentrations this ability allows the sequential OADHC reactions to occur, even if the substrates were initially dispersed around the complex (Danson et al., 1978).

### 1.2.4.3 E3 - Dihydrolipoamide dehydrogenase

The E3 dihydrolipoamide dehydrogenase catalyses the following reaction:

\[
\text{E2-Lip(SH)}_2 + \text{NAD}^+ \rightleftharpoons \text{E2-LipS}_2 + \text{NADH} + \text{H}^+
\]

The homodimeric E3 enzyme is part of a family of dehydrogenases including the glutathione, trypanothione and mercuric reductases, all of which have a similar overall structure and have a reaction mechanism that utilises an active-site disulphide bond. The *A. vinelandii* E3 structure has been determined to a resolution of 2.2Å by Mattevi et al. (1991a); each E3 monomer comprises 4 domains: the FAD$^+$ and NAD$^+$ binding domains (amino acids 1-150, and 151-280 respectively), a central domain (281-349) and an interface domain (350-466). The two active sites are located at the interface between the two dimers, with each monomer contributing residues to both sites. The active-site disulphide bond is formed between Cys48 and Cys53 (Figure 1.17). The two Cys residues are located on an α-helix with an extended turn; the distortion in the α-helix brings the two sulphurs to within 4.2Å, rather than 8.8Å without the distortion, allowing the formation of the crucial active-site disulphide bond (Mattevi et al., 1991a).
The lipoamide dehydrogenation reaction occurs in two steps: the oxidation of the lipoic acid moiety by the E3 enzyme, followed by the oxidation of the enzyme by NAD$^+$ (Thorpe and Williams Jr, 1981):

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Reaction 1:} & \quad E + \text{Lip(SH)}_2 \rightleftharpoons EH_2 + \text{Lip(S)}_2 \\
\text{Reaction 2:} & \quad EH_2 + \text{NAD}^+ \rightleftharpoons E + \text{NADH} + H^+ 
\end{align*}
\]

The reduced lipoamide enters the active site via a narrow channel, where it reduces the enzyme’s disulphide bond (Cys48-Cys53). Cys48 and the active site His450$'$ are protonated, while the negative charge on Cys53 is stabilised by the formation of a charge transfer complex with the enzyme bound FAD$^+$. The oxidised lipoamide then leaves the E3 active site and, in the second part of the reaction, the reducing equivalents are transferred onto NAD$^+$, thus regenerating the enzyme and releasing NADH + H$^+$ (reviewed in Mattevi et al. (1991a)).
1.3 The OADHCs in Archael carbon metabolism

1.3.1 Evidence of OADHCs in Archaea

Archaea were originally thought to utilise only FORs to convert all the 2-oxoacids to their corresponding acyl-CoAs (Kerscher et al., 1982); however evidence has emerged that aerobic archaea may utilise both FORs and OADHCs (Smith et al., 1987).

1.3.1.1 The detection of dihydrolipoamide dehydrogenase activity in archael cell lysates

The first indication that aerobic archaea may utilise an OADHC, in addition to the FOR, was the detection of dihydrolipoamide dehydrogenase activity in cell lysates from *Halobacterium halobium*, a halophilic archaeon, and *T. acidophilum*, a thermoacidophilic archaeon (Danson et al., 1984, Smith et al., 1987). The activity detected in *H. halobium* was confirmed to be a result of a dihydrolipoamide dehydrogenase, rather than a promiscuous glutathione reductase as the two activities could be separated by gel filtration (Smith et al., 1987). The presence of dihydrolipoamide dehydrogenase activity and the detection of lipoic acid, an essential cofactor for OADHC activity, by GC-mass spectrometry, in *H. halobium* (Pratt et al., 1989) led to the hypothesis that some species of archaea may possess an OADHC in addition to the FORs. E3 activity has since been detected in several species of aerobic archaea, but this has not been coupled with the detection of OADHC or E1 activity in any archael cell lysate.

1.3.1.2 Identification OADHC genes archaea

The E3 gene was identified in the halophile *Haloferax volcanii*; upstream sequencing of this gene identified the other three OADHC genes, E1α, E1β and E2, arranged in an operon-like structure. *H. volcanii* messenger RNA was screened for a region containing the E3 sequence, and a single 5.2kb mRNA strand was identified (Al-Mailem et al., 2008); this size closely matches the 5.4kb expected if the putative OADHC genes are arranged as an operon and are translated as a single mRNA molecule (Jolley et al., 2000).

The recent sequencing and annotation of the genomes of several species of archaea have identified the OADHC genes in aerobic organisms from mesophilic, halophilic and thermophilic environments (Figure 1.18).
Figure 1.18 Putative OADHC gene arrangements in aerobic archaea. The genes identified as encoding the components of a putative OADHC are shown by arrows indicating the direction of the open reading frame, and the distances in base pairs between the genes are shown above. The -1* in the middle of the *S. solfataricus* E2 gene indicates that this gene contains a -1 base-pair frame-shift. The AcoX gene located within the *S. solfataricus* operon encodes a protein that may be involved in acetoin metabolism.

Transcriptomic studies of *Pyrobaculum aerophilum* have noted that the OADHC genes are transcribed, and that transcription appears to be regulated by the respiratory growth conditions of the organism (Cozen et al., 2009). A proteomics study of large complexes (>1 MDa) in *Tp. acidophilum* identified the E1 and E2 proteins but not the E3, (Sun et al., 2007), implying that the OADHC genes are transcribed and translated but under these conditions the E3 does not appear to associate with the E2 core.

In conclusion, there is a mounting body of evidence implying that aerobic archaea utilise the OADHCs; this evidence includes the presence of genes encoding the OADHC proteins, E1α, E1β, E2, and E3, along with the proteins required for E2 lipoylation, and that these genes appear to be transcribed and translated, with E3 activity being detected in several cases. The only result contradicting these findings, is that as yet no OADHC activity has been detected in cell lysates of the archaea.
1.3.2 Characterisation of the OADHC from *Tp. acidophilum*

The four complex genes, E1α, E1β, E2 and E3, were identified in the *Tp. acidophilum* genome along with a possible LplA gene (Section 1.3.3), suggesting that this organism has the potential to produce a functional OADHC. The OADHC genes were cloned and expressed by Heath (2006) and Aass (2003). The E1α and E1β assembled into an α₂β₂ tetramer which had activity with branched-chain 2-oxoacids and to a lesser extent, pyruvate (Heath et al., 2004). The recombinantly expressed E2 was soluble and approximately 50% of the polypeptides were lipoylated by the *E. coli* cells when the medium was supplemented with lipoic acid; the E2 assembled into a large structure predicted to be a 24-mer by sedimentation velocity ultracentrifugation. The E3 gene was recombinantly expressed in *E. coli*, resulting in a dimeric protein with an equimolar concentration of FAD⁺ to E3 polypeptides (Aass, 2003). The purified recombinant *Tp. acidophilum* OADHC enzymes were found to assemble into a large 5 MDa multienzyme complex, which was capable of catalysing the oxidatative decarboxylation of branched-chain 2-oxoacids and pyruvate (Heath et al., 2007). These data prove that even though OADHC activity has not been detected in *Tp. acidophilum* cell extracts, the OADHC genes encode functional proteins that can assemble into a branched-chain OADHC.

1.3.3 Identification of an E2 lipoylation pathway in *Tp. acidophilum*

A search of the *Tp. acidophilum* genome for LplA or LipA/LipB genes, encoding the enzymes required to lipoylate the E2, identified a putative LplA gene (Ta0514) (McManus et al., 2006); the LpA protein was recombinantly expressed but lipote protein ligase activity was not detected (PDB access code: 2C7I). The *Tp. acidophilum* and *E. coli* LplA protein sequences align well with each other, except *Tp. acidophilum* LplA is 90 amino acids shorter than the *E. coli* LpA. When the structure of the two LplAs were superimposed, the missing region equated to the *E. coli* C-terminal domain, a small domain that is separated from the rest of the protein by a flexible linker (McManus et al., 2006). A BLASTP search of the *Tp. acidophilum* genome for the missing 90 residues identified a short gene upstream of the putative LplA sequence (Ta0513m). Thus, *Tp. acidophilum* appeared to possess genes for separate N- and C-terminal LplA domains that might constitute a novel bipartite LplA enzyme, (Posner, 2009). The two proteins have been recombinantly expressed in *E. coli* and shown to associate with each other to give a catalytically-active LplA enzyme (Posner et al., 2009). The *Tp. acidophilum* genome
therefore contains the proteins required to lipoylate the E2 enzyme in the presence of exogenous lipoic acid. The presence of the bipartite LplA, E1, E2, and E3 genes suggests that even though OADHC activity has never been detected in cell lysate, it must have a role, as archaea do not maintain unnecessary genes (Csűrös and Miklós, 2009).
1.4 Aims of the project

To date studies of enzyme thermostability and thermoactivity have mainly been performed on individual isolated enzymes; however, this is not truly representative of the conditions within a cell, where a large number enzymes and proteins may be closely associated with one another. This project aimed to extend these studies from small oligomeric enzymes to a multienzyme complex, namely the OADHC from the thermophilic and hyper-thermophilic archaea by characterising the thermostability and thermoactivity of the \textit{Tp. acidophilum} individual OADHC components and the fully assembled OADHC.

The E2 enzyme forms the structural core, around which the E1 and E3 enzymes associate; the thermostability of the E2 is fundamental to the stability of the whole multienzyme complex. Due to the flexible multi-domain nature of the E2 protein’s structure, the whole E2 is unlikely to crystallise; therefore, the second aim of this project was to clone and express the catalytic domain of the E2, in order to determine a high-resolution X-ray crystallographic structure.

The final aim was to study other thermophilic and hyper-thermophilic OADHCs, in order to answer questions such as: what are the substrate specificities of the different complexes in the different species of archaea, how does this affect the possible physiological roles of the OADHCs and finally what is the evolutionary history of these complexes in archaea?
Chapter 2: Material and Methods

In all cases, unless otherwise stated, laboratory reagents were supplied by Sigma-Aldrich Company Ltd. (Poole, U.K.), Melford Laboratories Ltd. (Ipswich, U.K.), or Fisher Scientific (Loughborough, U.K.), and were of the highest grade commercially available.

2.1 Microbiology techniques

2.1.1 Escherichia coli strains

Cloning experiments were carried out using *E. coli* JM109 cells, an endonuclease (*endA*) and recombinase (*recA*) deficient strain. The following modified *E. coli* strains were used for protein expression: *E. coli* BL21, *E. coli* Rosetta (DE3) pLysS (both Novagen, Merck, U.K.) and Arctic Express™ (Stratagene, Agilent Technologies, U.K.); these strains utilise the IPTG-inducible lac promoter to drive the expression of the T7 RNA polymerase, and the consequent over-expression of the target protein. The *E. coli* Rosetta strain contains an additional pRARE plasmid that supplies extra tRNAs, not commonly used by *E. coli*: AUA, AGG, AGA, CUA, CCC, and GGA. The ArcticExpress™ strain was utilised when the target protein was consistently expressed in an insoluble form by the other two strains. This strain contains the psychrophilic Cpn10 and Cpn60 chaperonins from *Oleispira antarctica*; these chaperonins are able to function between 4-12°C, assisting protein folding and thus increasing the overall yield of correctly-folded soluble protein.

2.1.2 Growth of *Escherichia coli*

Unless otherwise stated, all cultures were grown in 500ml Luria Bertani (LB) medium (1% (w/v) tryptone, 1% (w/v) NaCl, 0.5% (w/v) yeast extract and pH 7.0). The LB medium was supplemented with antibiotics as recommended by the pET vector system, Promega and Stratagene manuals (carbenicillin 50μg/ml, kanamycin 30μg/ml, chloramphenicol 34μg/ml, or 20μg/ml gentamycin).

2.1.3 Production of electrocompetent *E. coli* cells

To produce the electrocompetent *E. coli* JM109 and Rosetta cells, 5ml YENB medium (0.75% (w/v) yeast extract, 0.8% (w/v) nutrient broth, adjusted to pH7.5), supplemented with the required antibiotics, was inoculated with a single colony and incubated for 15 h
at 37°C; 2ml of this starter culture were then inoculated into 500ml YENB medium and incubated at 37°C, shaking at 200rpm, until the A_{600} reached 0.8-1.0. The cells were then harvested by centrifugation at 13400 x g, at 4°C for 10 min. The cell pellet was then gently resuspended in 25ml cold dH_{2}O and centrifuged again; this wash step was repeated with another 25ml dH_{2}O, and 30ml 10% (v/v) glycerol. The final cell pellet was resuspended in 900μl 10% (v/v) glycerol, and then divided into 40μl aliquots, snap-frozen and stored at -80°C.

2.2 Molecular biology techniques
The following molecular biological instructions were followed to clone and express a target gene in *E. coli*:

1. PCR amplify the required gene
2. Determine PCR products size and purity by agarose gel electrophoresis
3. Purify PCR product from agarose gel
4. A-tail the PCR product and ligate into pGem-T Easy vector
5. Transform the pGem-T Easy vector into *E. coli* JM109 for blue/white screening
6. Select several white *E. coli* colonies, and extract the plasmid
7. Confirm the presence and size of the insert in pGem-T Easy by restriction digestion using specific enzyme combinations
8. Sequence the selected pGem-T Easy plasmids to confirm gene sequence
9. Ligate the digested gene from pGem-T Easy into the required pET vector, that has been previously digested using the same restriction enzyme combination
10. Transform the pET vector into *E. coli* JM109
11. Select *E. coli* colonies to screen for the target gene using a colony PCR
12. Extract the pET vector plasmid from positive colonies
13. Confirm the positive colony PCR result by restriction digestion of the pET vector
14. Sequence the pET vector to ensure the correct gene is present without any mutations
15. Transform the pET vector into an *E. coli* expression strain for protein expression
2.2.1 Polymerase chain reaction

2.2.1.1 DNA amplification

Unless otherwise stated, all PCR reactions were performed using Phusion® polymerase PCR kits (New England Biolabs) following the conditions recommended by the supplier; a standard PCR mixture contained: 1x High Fidelity buffer, 0.2-1.0μM primers, 6ng/50μl template DNA, 0.02U/μl Phusion DNA polymerase, and 200μM dNTPs (dATP, dCTP, dGTP, dTTP) (New England Biolabs, Ipswich). The reactions were carried out in thin-walled Eppendorf PCR tubes in an Eppendorf Maser cycler (Eppendorf, Germany). A standard cycle is shown in Table 2.1. All primers were produced by Invitrogen (U.K.).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage</th>
<th>Temperature (°C)</th>
<th>Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Initial denaturation</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>30 sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denaturation</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>10 sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annealing</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>30 sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elongation</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>X min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final elongation</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>10 min</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.1 Temperatures and times of each stage of a standard PCR. The elongation time (X) is dependent on the length of each DNA sample (30 sec per 1Kb). Temperature (Y) depends on annealing temperature of each pair of primers.

2.2.1.2 Mutagenesis cycle

Site-directed mutagenesis was utilised to mutate or delete short sequences of DNA in a plasmid. The method described in the Stratagene Quickchange® Site-Directed mutagenesis kit manual was used to design the primers and Phusion polymerase-PCR conditions (Table 2.2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage</th>
<th>Temperature (°C)</th>
<th>Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Initial denaturation</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>30 sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denaturation</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>30 sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annealing</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>30 sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elongation</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>X min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final elongation</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>10 min</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.2 The temperatures and times of each stage of a site-directed mutagenesis PCR. The elongation time (X) is dependent on total size of the plasmid and gene (30 sec per 1Kb).
The methylated template DNA was removed, after the PCR, by a 60-minute incubation with Dpn I, leaving only the amplified plasmid containing the required mutation. The PCR mixture, containing the Dpn I enzyme, was then incubated at 80°C for 20 min to inactivate the Dpn I. The mutated plasmids were then purified, using the Wizard® SV Gel and PCR DNA Purification System (Promega) following the supplier’s instructions, and transformed into E. coli JM109 for propagation. The plasmids were extracted from several E. coli colonies and sequenced by SourceBioscience plc (Oxford, U.K.) to ensure the correct mutation was present. The mutated plasmid was then transformed into the required E. coli protein expression strain (Chapter 2.2.5).

2.2.2 Agarose gel electrophoresis
DNA was visualised on an agarose gel containing 1.0 - 2.5% (w/v) agarose (Lonza, Switzerland) dissolved in TAE buffer (40mM Tris-acetate, pH 8.0, and 1mM EDTA) with 0.004% ethidium bromide. DNA samples were prepared in x6 blue/orange loading buffer (Promega, U.K.). To determine the size of the DNA bands, 1Kb and 100bp DNA markers (Promega, Southampton, U.K.) were run alongside any experimental samples. The agarose gels were electrophoresed in TAE buffer at 80-100V until DNA were separated; the DNA bands were then visualised using a UV transilluminator. The required DNA bands were excised and purified using the Wizard® SV Gel and PCR DNA Purification System (Promega) following the supplier’s instructions.

2.2.3 A-tailing of the blunt-ended PCR products
The PCR products generated by Phusion polymerase are blunt-ended; therefore, they require the addition of a 3’ adenine before being ligated into pGem-T. Taq polymerase (Genosys Ltd, U.K.) was used to A-tail the 3’ end of the DNA following the instructions detailed in the Promega pGem-T manual; each A-tailing reaction contained 7μl DNA, 1x standard Taq buffer, 0.2mM dATPs, and 0.5U Taq, this mixture was incubated at 70°C for 30 min. The A-tailed DNA was then purified using the Wizard® SV Gel and PCR DNA Purification System (Promega) and ligated into pGem-T Easy.
2.2.4 DNA plasmid ligation
The A-tailed PCR products and restriction-digested gene fragments (Chapter 2.2.5) were ligated into either pGEM-T or pET vectors, respectively. A typical 10μl ligation reaction contained 0.5-1.5U T4 DNA ligase, 1x ligase buffer (both Promega), 7.5μl purified DNA fragment, and 1μl of either pGEM-T Easy (Promega) or digested pET vectors (Novagen, Merck, U.K.). This mixture was incubated overnight at 16°C, along with a control ligation containing vector with no insert DNA.

2.2.5 Restriction digest
All restriction enzymes and buffers used were supplied by Promega or New England Biolabs (Ipswich, U.K.). A typical restriction digest contained 0.25U enzyme, 2μl recommended buffer, 5-10μl DNA, and dH₂O up to 20μl. The reaction mixture was then incubated at 37°C for 2-4 h. In the case of pET vector digestion, to prevent the vector undergoing self-ligation, the 5’phosphate was removed by the addition of 0.5U Shrimp alkaline phosphatase (Roche, U.K.) during the final hour of the digestion.

2.2.6 Transformation of electrocompetent and chemically-competent E. coli cells
The plasmid DNA was ethanol precipitated, to remove salts and concentrate the DNA, before being transformed into the required E. coli cells. A typical ethanol precipitation mixture contained 10μl ligation mixture (Chapter 2.2.3), 66μl absolute ethanol, 0.1M sodium acetate, pH 5.2, and 1μl dextran blue. The mixture was incubated at -20°C for 30 min and then centrifuged at 13400 x g at 4°C to pellet the DNA. The precipitated DNA was washed with 100μl of 70% ethanol and re-pelleted before being left to dry. The plasmid was then re-suspended in 5μl Milli-Q water.

2.2.6.1 Transformation of electrocompetent cells
0.5μl DNA was added to 40μl of electrocompetent cells and incubated on ice for 5 min. These cells were then transferred into a 10mm pathlength GenePuler™ electroporation cuvette (BioRad, U.K.) before being electroporated using the Micropulser™ electroporator set to Ec1, the E. coli setting of approximately 1.8kV for 3-5 milliseconds. The cells were incubated for 1 h in 1ml SOC medium (LB medium supplemented with 20 mM glucose, 2.5 mM KCl, 20 mM Mg²⁺ [from stock: 1M MgCl₂.6H₂O, 1M MgSO₄.7H₂O]) at 37°C. The cells containing the pET vectors were spread onto LB agar plates supplemented with the
required antibiotic. For blue/white selection of the JM109 cells containing the pGEM-T easy vector, the LB agar plates supplemented with 100μg/ml carbenicillin, with 100μl 100mM IPTG and 20μl 50mg/ml X-Gal was spread on the surface.

2.2.6.2 Transformation of chemically-competent cells
The *E. coli* BL21 and ArcticExpress™ expression strains were chemically transformed with the required pET vector. Approximately 50 ng (1-5 μl) of ethanol-precipitated DNA was added to 20μl of cells; this mixture was then incubated on ice for 30 min. The cells were incubated at 42°C for 45 sec, and then immediately cooled on ice. The cells were resuspended in 1ml SOC medium and incubated at 37°C for 1 h; the cells were then spread onto antibiotic-supplemented LB agar plates.

2.2.7 Colony PCR screens
Colony PCR reactions were performed when a large number of colonies were produced from transformations of newly-ligated pGEM-T easy or pET vector plasmids. A typical reaction contained 10μl of Taq Master Mix (GeneSys Ltd, Surrey, U.K.) [Taq polymerase, Taq buffer, dNTPs and loading dye] diluted with 9μl water and 0.5μl of the forward and reverse gene specific primers. The genomic DNA was introduced to the PCR mixture by the addition of a few cells from each colony; the cells were lysed and DNA released during the initial denaturation step shown in Table 2.3. The PCR products were analysed by agarose gel electrophoresis, and any colonies that resulted in a PCR product of the expected gene size were subjected to a double restriction digest as described in Chapter 2.2.5.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Temperature (°C)</th>
<th>Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Initial denaturation</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denaturation</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annealing</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elongation</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final elongation</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.3 The temperatures and times of each stage of Taq polymerase PCR. The elongation time (X) is dependent on the size of the gene (1 min per 1Kb).
2.2.8 DNA sequencing
The genes inserted into the multiple cloning regions of both pGem-T Easy and pET vectors were sequenced, in the forward and reverse directions, using commercially available primers. Inserts in pGem-T Easy were sequenced using the T7F and SP6 primers, and all pET vector inserts were sequenced using the T7F and T7R primers. Internal gene-specific primers were designed for genes longer than 1.5Mbp. The sequencing reactions were performed by SourceBioscience plc (Oxford, U.K.).

2.3 Protein expression and purification

2.3.1 Protein expression
The pET vectors containing the genes of interest were transformed into E. coli Rosetta(DE3)pLysS, E. coli BL21 or Arctic Express™ for protein expression. A 10ml LB medium starter culture, supplemented with the required antibiotics, was inoculated with a single colony and grown overnight; 2ml of this culture were used to inoculate 500ml of LB medium, in 2L flasks, supplemented with the required antibiotic. All cultures were grown at 37°C until they reached an OD$_{600}$ ≈0.6-1.0. The conditions after this point varied depending on the protein being expressed and the E. coli expression strain. The cultures containing the Tp. acidophilum genes were grown in conditions described in Table 2.4 for approximately 20 h, before the cells were harvested by centrifugation at 13400xg, 4°C for 15 min.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Protein</th>
<th>Induction method</th>
<th>Post induction temperature (°C)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E1</td>
<td>1mM IPTG</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E2</td>
<td>1mM IPTG</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E2cat</td>
<td>1mM IPTG</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E3</td>
<td>Not induced (Aass, 2003)</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.4 The conditions used for the heterologous expressions of the Tp. acidophilum complex proteins in E. coli. The mutated versions of the E2 and E2 catalytic domain (Chapters 7 and 8) were expressed in the same conditions as the non-mutated protein.

2.3.2 Preparation of soluble cell extract
The pelleted cells were resuspended in the required buffer (0.25-0.50 % (v/v) of the initial culture); E1, E2 and E3 samples were suspended in his-bind buffer (300mM NaCl, 50mM Tris-HCL, 20mM imidazole (Acros Organics, U.K.), pH8.0), and the E2cat samples in 50mM
Tris-HCl, pH 8.8. Complete protease inhibitor cocktail, EDTA-free, tablets (Roche) were added to all samples and 1mM EDTA was also added to the E2cat sample. The cells were lysed by sonication, whilst remaining on ice, to release the cytoplasmic proteins and shear the genomic DNA.

2.3.2.1 Heat treatment
Heat treatments were used immediately after lysing the cells, to remove a large proportion of the contaminating E. coli proteins. The _Tp. acidophilum_ protein samples were incubated at 55°C for 10 min. The cell lysate was then centrifuged at 13400 x g at 4°C for 15-20 min. The clear supernatant was then passed through a 0.45μm filter (Millipore, U.K.).

2.3.2.2 Nickel-affinity chromatography
Nickel-affinity chromatography was used to purify the N-terminal histidine-tagged E1, E2, and E3 proteins. A PolyPrep chromatography column (BioRad, U.K.) was filled with 1ml chelating cellulose (Bioline, U.K.) and washed with 5ml of Milli-Q water, followed by 2ml 0.4M NiSO₄; the excess NiSO₄ was removed with Milli-Q water and the column was finally equilibrated with his-bind buffer (50mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0, 20mM imidazole (Acros organics, U.K.), and 300mM NaCl). The filtered supernatant was loaded onto the column and allowed to flow through; the solution that passed through the column was collected and loaded again to ensure all his-tagged proteins had bound. The unbound proteins that remained in the column were eluted with 5ml of his-bind buffer. The bound proteins were then removed by increasing the concentration of imidazole in the elution buffer; the his-elute buffer (50mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0, 1M imidazole, and 300mM NaCl) and the his-bind buffer were mixed together to produce an imidazole concentration gradient, usually 5% and 10% (v/v) his-elute to his-bind solutions. The undiluted 100% his-elute buffer was added and the eluent collected from the column in five 1ml aliquots.

2.3.2.3 Analytical Gel filtration
The Superdex 200, 10-300GL (GE Healthcare) was used to purify and determine the size of the recombinant proteins. A maximum of 0.5ml of protein solution was loaded on to the Superdex 200 column, which had been equilibrated with the required buffer. Gel filtration was used as the final E2cat protein purification step (Chapter 4); in this case the column was equilibrated in 50mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.8, and 100mM NaCl. The molecular weights of the eluted protein peaks were determined by comparison with standard proteins of known molecular weight: Carbonic Anhydrase 29 kDa, Bovine Albumin 66 kDa,
Alcohol Dehydrogenase 150 kDa, β-Amylase 200 kDa, Apoferritin 443 kDa, and Thyroglobulin 669 kDa. Dextran Blue (2000kDa; Sigma-Aldrich) was used to measure the void volume of the column.

### 2.3.3 SDS-PAGE

Proteins were visualised by SDS-PAGE using 10% or 12.5% acrylamide gels.

**10% Separating gel**: 4ml Milli-Q water, 3.3ml 30% (v/v) acrylamide (BioRad), 2.5ml 1.5M Tris-HCl pH8.8, 100μl 10% SDS, 100μl 10% (w/v) ammonium persulphate and 10μl tetramethylethylenediamine (TEMED) (National diagnostics).

**Stacking gel**: 1.5ml Milli-Q water, 0.3ml 30% (v/v) acrylamide, 0.5ml 0.5M Tris-HCl pH6.8, 20μl 10% SDS, 20μl 10% (w/v) Ammonium persulphate, and 5μl TEMED.

The protein samples were heated at 95°C for 3 min with loading buffer (4x loading dye contained 4ml 0.5M Tris-HCl, pH 6.8, 2ml 10% SDS, 4ml glycerol, 100μl β-mercapoethanol (Sigma-Aldrich), 8μg bromophenol blue); each sample was briefly centrifuged at 13400 x g before being loaded onto a gel. The size of the protein bands were determined by comparison with the BioRad (U.K.) broad-range standard molecular markers: 200 kDa myosin, 116 kDa β-galactosidase, 97 kDa phosphorylase b, 66kDa serum albumin, 45 kDa ovalbumin, 31 kDa carbonic anhydrase, 21.5 kDa trypsin inhibitor, 14.4 kDa lysozyme, and 7 kDa apoferitin.

The electrophoresis tank was filled with Tris/glycine buffer containing 0.02M Tris-HCl, 0.192M glycine, and 0.1% (w/v) SDS. The gels were run at 200V until the marker dye had reached the bottom of the gel. The gels were stained with Coomassie stain (50% (v/v) Methanol, 10% (v/v) Acetic acid, and 0.01% (w/v) Coomassie Brilliant Blue R 250 (Sigma-Aldrich)), and then the excess stain was removed from the gel by incubation in destain solution containing 30% (v/v) Methanol and 10% (v/v) Acetic acid.

### 2.4 Determination of protein concentration

#### 2.4.1 Bradford Assay

The Bradford assay was used to determine the protein concentration of any impure protein samples. A standard curve was produced by the addition of 200μl of Bio-Rad
reagent (Coomassie blue G 250) to 800μl of bovine serum albumin (Sigma-Aldrich) standards ranging between 2μg/ml and 10μg/ml. The absorbance of the standards and protein samples were measured at 595nm, in a Cary UV spectrophotometer.

2.4.2 Protein concentration determination by $A_{280}$
The concentration of pure protein samples were determined spectrophotometrically at 280nm on a Cary UV spectrophotometer, using the absorption coefficient predicted by Expasy ProtParam, based on the amino acid sequence (Gasteiger et al., 2003). Non-specific light scattering was taken into account when measuring the E2 protein concentration. That is, the apparent absorbance was measured at 280, 320 and 360nm, where that observed at 360 and 320nm is due to scattering of the beam rather than absorbance. A linear extrapolation from 360-320 to 280nm then allowed a correction to be made to give the true $A_{280}$. In the case of E3 enzyme, the FAD concentration was determined by the absorbance at 455nm using the molar absorption coefficient 11.3 x10$^3$ M$^{-1}$cm$^{-1}$.

2.5 Enzyme assays
Unless otherwise stated, all material was kept on ice, all buffers were pre-incubated to the required temperature before each experiment, and assays were carried out using a Cary 300 Bio or Cary 50 Bio spectrophotometer. The total volume of all assays was 1ml.

2.5.1 2-Oxoacid decarboxylase (E1) spectrophotometric assay
The *Tp. acidophilum* E1 enzyme was first incubated at 55°C for 10 min in preheated E1 buffer (20mM potassium phosphate, pH 7.0, 2mM MgCl$_2$, and 0.2mM thiamine pyrophosphate). The background rate was determined after the addition of 1μM 2,6-dichlorophenolindophenol (DCPIP) (Sigma-Aldrich), an artificial electron acceptor that allows E1 activity in the absence of the E2 attached lipoic acid moiety. The reaction was started by the addition of 0.4mM 2-oxoacid (Sigma-Aldrich). The rate of DCPIP reduction was measured by the decrease in the absorbance at 595nm, using the absorption coefficient of 2.2x10$^3$ M$^{-1}$cm$^{-1}$.
2.5.2 Dihydrolipoamide S-acetyltransferase (E2) spectrophotometric coupled assay

E2 enzyme activity was measured by coupling the E2-transacylase activity with a phosphotransacetylase (PTA) from *Geobacillus stearothermophilus* (EC Number: 2.3.1.8) (Sigma-Aldrich), based on the assay described by Packman et al. (1984). The production of thioester bonds were measured by the absorbance change at 233nm, using the absorption coefficient of $5.4 \times 10^3 \text{ M}^{-1}\text{cm}^{-1}$ (Srere and Kosicki, 1961). Each 1ml assay contained 0.1M Tris-HCl, pH 7.6, 4.0mM DL-dihydrolipoamide (DHlip), 0.1mM coenzyme A, 10mM acetyl phosphate, and 7.5U phosphotransacetylase; this reaction was allowed to reach equilibrium at 55°C before the E2 enzyme was added. The E2 enzyme then converted the acetyl-CoA to acetyl-dihydrolipoamide, with the excess PTA replacing any acetyl-CoA used, resulting in an overall increase in total concentration of thioester bonds (an example assay is shown in Figure 2.1) (Packman et al., 1984).

First reaction - catalysed by the phosphotransacetylase (PTA):

$$
\text{CoA} + \text{acetyl phosphate} \leftrightarrow \text{acetyl-CoA} + \text{Pi}
$$

Second reaction - catalysed by E2 dihydrolipoamide transacetylase:

$$
\text{acetyl-CoA} + \text{DHlip} \leftrightarrow \text{Acetyl-dihydrolipoamide} + \text{CoA}
$$

Figure 2.1 An example of the coupled E2-PTA assay 233nm trace. Rate A is the background reaction with all substrates but no enzymes; rate B is as a result of the addition of excess PTA, resulting in an equilibrium of CoA + acetyl phosphate and acetyl-CoA and Pi. Rate C is due to the addition of E2 enzyme which converts acetyl-CoA into Acetyl-dihydrolipoamide.
2.5.3 Dihydrolipoamide dehydrogenase (E3) spectrophotometric assay

The rate DHlip oxidation was measured by the reduction of NAD$^+$ to NADH at 340nm, using the absorption coefficient of $6.22 \times 10^3 \text{ M}^{-1} \text{cm}^{-1}$. The E3 assay buffer (50mM sodium phosphate, pH7.0) was preheated to 55°C. The background rate was measured after the addition of 0.4mM NAD$^+$ and 0.4mM dihydrolipoamide (DHlip) to the cuvette, after which the reaction was started with the addition of E3 enzyme.

2.5.3.1 Preparation of dihydrolipoamide

DL-Lipoamide was reduced by NaBH$_4$ to DL-dihydrolipoamide (DHlip) following the method described by Reed et al. (1958). The DL-lipoamide (800mg) was dissolved in 40ml methanol:water (10:1) and mixed with 800mg NaBH$_4$ dissolved in 4ml cold dH$_2$O. The solution was stirred on ice for 2 h or until colour changed from yellow to white. The solution was then acidified by the addition of 1M HCl until the effervescence stopped. The product was extracted three times with 50ml chloroform; the chloroform was removed from the dihydrolipoamide using a rotary evaporator. The resulting crystals were dissolved in 40ml toluene and gentle warmed. 16ml hexane was added to this solution to precipitate dihydrolipoamide; the precipitated DHlip was collected and dried by vacuum filtration. (Reed et al., 1958)

2.5.3.2 Determination of purity

The purity of the DHlip was determined spectrophotometrically by reacting with 0.2mM 5',5'-dithiobis-2-nitrobenzoate (DTNB) with 0.05mM dihydrolipoamide (0.1mM thiol groups) in 1ml20mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0. A 100% pure sample of DHlip would be expected to have an absorbance at 412nm of 1.36 ($E_m = 13.6 \times 10^3 \text{ M}^{-1} \text{cm}^{-1}$) (Reed et al., 1958).

2.5.4 Branched chain 2-oxoacid dehydrogenase complex assay

The whole OADHC assay was performed in buffer containing 50mM potassium phosphate, pH 7.0, 2.5mM NAD$^+$, 1mM MgCl$_2$, and 0.2mM TPP. The E1$\alpha_2\beta_2$, E2 and E3$\alpha_2$ enzymes were added to the preheated buffer in the required molar ratio and incubated for 10 min at 55°C to allow the complex to assemble (Heath, 2006). The reaction was started by the addition of 0.13mM CoA and the 2-oxoacid substrate, e.g. 2mM 3-methyl-2-oxopentanoic acid. The rate of conversion of NAD$^+$ to NADH$+$H$^+$ was measured at 340nm, using the absorption coefficient of $6.22 \times 10^3 \text{ M}^{-1} \text{cm}^{-1}$ (Reed et al., 1958).
2.5.5 Determination of Michaelis-Menten kinetic parameters

The Michaelis-Menten kinetic parameters, Michaelis constant ($K_m$) and maximum velocity ($V_{max}$), were determined by assaying the enzymes in saturating conditions for all but one substrate, which was varied each time. The specific activity (U/mg) was calculated for each substrate concentration, where one Unit of enzyme activity (U) is defined as 1 μmol of substrate disappearance or product appearance per minute. The $K_m$ and $V_{max}$ values were calculated by SigmaPlot 12 (Systat Software Inc) by fitting the data to the Michaelis-Menten equation and the Hanes-Woolf derivative, shown below:

Michaelis-Menten equation:

$$v = \frac{V_{max} \times [S]}{K_m + [S]}$$

Hanes-Woolf equation:

$$\frac{[S]}{v} = \frac{1}{V_{max}} \times [S] + \frac{K_m}{V_{max}}$$

Where $v$ is the velocity of the reaction at a given substrate concentration [S], $K_m$ is the Michaelis constant and $V_{max}$ is the maximum velocity.
Chapter 3: Characterisation of the \textit{Tp. acidophilum} 2-oxoacid dehydrogenase complex

3.1 Introduction

The \textit{Tp. acidophilum} branched-chain 2-oxoacid dehydrogenase complex is composed of three enzymes: E1 (2-oxoacid decarboxylase), E2 (dihydrolipoamide transacetylase), and E3 (dihydrolipoamide dehydrogenase); consequently, the thermostability and thermoactivity of the assembled complex is dependent upon the stability of these individual subunits and the interactions between them. This chapter studied the thermostability and thermoactivity of the individual recombinant enzymes and the assembled complex. The \textit{in vitro} study of the assembly of the \textit{Tp. acidophilum} OADHC with varying stoichiometries of E1 and E3 compared to E2 subunits, and the effect on the relative activity of the complex was also investigated. E3 activity has been detected in \textit{Tp. acidophilum} cell lysates and the complex genes have been shown to be transcribed and translated, and E1 and E2 appear to assemble into a large complex (Sun et al., 2007, Sun et al., 2011). However, OADHC activity has never been detected in any archaeal cell lysate, and therefore the aim of this chapter was to understand the thermostability, thermoactivity and assembly of this large multienzyme complex in an attempt to explain the lack of detectable activity.
3.2 Methods

3.2.1 Cloning of E1β
The E1β gene was released from the pGem-T Easy plasmid by digestion with Nhe I and Bam HI, and was then ligated into pET24a, resulting in a gene encoding the recombinant E1β enzyme without any additional tags. The E1β-pET24a and E1α-pET19b plasmids were then co-transformed into E. coli Rosetta (DE3) pLysS for co-expression.

3.2.2 Expression of E1, E2 and E3
The individual enzymes were all expressed as described in Chapter 2.3.1 with the exception of the E2; when lipoylated protein was required in this case, the medium was supplemented with 0.2mM DL-lipoic acid.

3.2.3 Mass spectrometric analysis
Purified protein sample was buffer exchanged by dilution into 50ml 20mM acetic acid and then concentrated to 1ml followed by a second dilution into another 50ml of 20mM acetic acid. The sample was then concentrated to less than 500μl, giving an E2 sample with a final concentration of 20 mg/ml. The samples were then analysed by on a MicrOTOF™, a time-of-flight mass spectrometer coupled with an electrospray source (ESI-TOF) (Bruker Daltonics Bremen, Germany). Samples were injected into the machine via a syringe pump and data acquired for an average of 5 min. The machine was calibrated after the samples were analysed using a sodium formate solution. The results were analysed using the DataAnalysis program (Bruker Daltonics). All samples were loaded and analysed by Dr A. Lubben (Department of Chemistry, University of Bath).

3.2.4 Western blot analysis
Western blot analysis was used to determine if the E2 protein had been lipoylated in vivo during recombinant expression. Samples were first run on a 10% SDS-PAGE gel using loading dye without β-mercaptoethanol to ensure the lipoic acid was not in a reduced form. The protein bands were then transferred to an Immobilon-P membrane (Millipore) by wet transfer in 20% (v/v) methanol, 192mM glycine, and 25mM Tris-HCl using the Mini Blot system (BioRad) at 100V for 1 h, at 4°C.
The membrane was then removed and incubated over night on a platform shaker (Stuart Scientific, U.K.), at 4°C, in phosphate buffered saline (PBS) solution pH 7.3 (160mM NaCl, 3mM KCl, 8mM Na₂HPO₄, and 1mM KH₂PO₄)(Oxoid) with 0.1% Tween 20, and 5%(v/v) milk powder to block any nonspecific antibody binding sites. The membrane was washed with PBS wash solution (PBS with 0.2% Tween 20) before incubation for 1 h with the rabbit anti-lipoic antibody (Calbiochem), which was diluted 5000 fold in blocking solution. The membrane was washed with PBS wash solution and incubated with the secondary antibody, anti-rabbit IgG–peroxidise antibody (diluted the same as the primary antibody). After a final PBS wash, the membrane was incubated with Immobilon Western Chemiluminescent horseradish peroxidase (HRP) substrate at room temperature for 2 min. The western blot was then developed by exposing the membrane to X-ray film (Fujitsu) for between 5 s and 1 min.

3.2.5 Heat precipitation assays
Thermal precipitation experiments were carried out in a Mastercycler PCR machine (Eppendorf) using thin-walled 0.5ml Eppendorf tubes. Protein samples were heated at various temperatures for a set time, usually 10 min; the soluble and insoluble proteins were then separated by centrifugation at 13 400 x g at 4°C for 10 min. The insoluble protein was then re-suspended in an equal volume of 8M urea; both the soluble and insoluble fractions for each temperature were analysed by SDS-PAGE.

3.2.6 Thermal inactivation assays
The thermal inactivation assays were conducted in a Mastercycler PCR machine (Eppendorf) using thin-walled 0.5ml Eppendorf tubes. The protein was heated in the PCR machine at various temperatures, the lid set to 105°C to prevent evaporation. Sample tubes were removed periodically and cooled on ice. Once fully cooled the tubes were centrifuged at 16000 x g for 5 min, 4°C. The enzymes were assayed (see Chapter 2.5 for assay details), to determine the percentage activity of the heat-treated protein compared to the activity of the protein which had not been heated. The E3 thermal inactivation experiments were carried in the presence and absence of 0.4 mM DHlipoamide.
3.2.7 Temperature optimum
The E1 and OADHC enzymes were pre-heated in the E1 or complex assay buffer: containing phosphate buffer, TPP and MgCl₂, respectively, for 10 min at 55°C prior to being assayed. The reactions were started with the addition of enzyme rather than substrate as previously described for the E1 and complex assay and the temperature was recorded at the start and end of each assay.

3.2.8 Determination of OADHC component concentrations and stoichiometry assays
The concentrations of the purified enzymes were determined by measuring the absorbance at 280nm. The A₂₈₀ was then converted to a molar concentration of the active protein unit (E₁α₂β₂, E₂α, and E₃α₂) using the molar absorbance coefficients predicted from the sequence (Gasteiger et al., 2003).

The required amounts of E₁α₂β₂, E₂α, and E₃α₂ were mixed in the cuvette containing complex assay buffer and incubated for 10 min at 55°C; whole complex 2-oxoacid dehydrogenase activity was assayed by measuring the conversion of NAD⁺ to NADH, after the addition of 0.13mM CoA and 2mM 3-methyl-2-oxopentaonic acid (Chapter 2.5.4).

3.2.9 Gel filtration
The required ratio of E₁α₂β₂, E₂α, and E₃α₂ were mixed and diluted 1:1 in 50mM potassium phosphate, pH 7.7, 1mM MgCl₂, and 2mM 3-methyl-2-oxopentaonic acid. The complex mixture was then heated at 55°C for 10 min to allow assembly and cofactor binding; any heat precipitated proteins were removed by centrifugation at 16 000 x g and filtration through a 0.45μm filter. The soluble OADHC sample was then loaded onto a Superdex 200 column equilibrated with 50mM potassium phosphate, pH 7.7, 1mM MgCl₂, and 2mM 3-methyl-2-oxopentaonic acid; 0.25-0.5ml fractions were collected. The E1 and OADHC assays were modified for this experiment due to the presence of 3-methyl-2-oxopentaonic acid in the gel filtration buffer: the E1 assay was started by the addition of DCPIP and the OADHC assays by the addition of CoA.
3.3 Results and Discussion

3.3.1. E1 2-oxoacid decarboxylase

3.3.1.1 Cloning of Thermoplasma acidophilum E1β into pET24a

The E1α and E1β genes were cloned by Dr. Heath into pET19b and pET28a, respectively (Heath et al., 2004), resulting in 4 N-terminal his-tags per E1αβ2 enzyme. To reduce the number of his-tags in the assembled E1αβ2 protein, the E1β gene was cloned into pET24a (Figure 3.1) using Nde I and Bam HI, instead of pET28a. The pET19b (carbenicillin resistant) and pET24a (kanamycin resistant) vectors containing the his tagged E1α and non-tagged E1β genes were then co-transformed into E. coli Rosetta (DE3) pLysS cells for co-expression.

Figure 3.1 Agarose gel of pGem-T cut with Nhe I and Bam HI to release the E1β gene (960bp)
3.3.1.2 Expression and purification of E1αβ2

The untagged E1β protein was co-expressed with the E1α protein in E. coli Rosetta(DE3)pLysS. Soluble E1α and E1β proteins were co-purified by nickel-affinity chromatography using the E1α N-terminal his-tag (Figure 3.2).

Figure 3.2 SDS-PAGE of the co-purification of the E1α and β polypeptides. Lane 1: flow through; lane 2: the his-bind buffer wash; lanes 3 and 4: the 5% and 10% his-elute washes; lanes 5 to 9: the 1ml fractions eluted with 100% his-elute buffer: lane 10 standard protein markers, with their Mw values.

3.3.1.3 Characterisation of E1 2-oxoacid decarboxylase

The removal of the his-tag from the E1β subunit may have altered the kinetic parameters of the E1 enzyme; therefore, the $K_m$ and $V_{max}$ values were determined for several 2-oxoacid substrates except 2-oxoglutarate with which the enzyme demonstrated no activity (Table 3.1). The assays were conducted as described in Chapter 2.5.1 with the exception of the 2-oxoacid substrate concentration which was varied each time. The activity data were analysed using SigmaPlot 12 (Systat Software Inc) shown in figures 3.3-3.8.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Substrate</th>
<th>$K_m$ (µM)</th>
<th>$V_{max}$ (U/mg)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3-methyl-2-oxopentanoic acid</td>
<td>88.8 ± 3.3</td>
<td>0.881 ± 0.010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-methyl-2-oxopentanoic acid</td>
<td>36.2 ± 1.2</td>
<td>0.345 ± 0.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pyruvate</td>
<td>1732.3 ± 31.9</td>
<td>0.249 ± 0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.1 Kinetic parameters of the E1αβ2 enzyme. 1 Unit of enzyme activity is defined as 1µmol of DCPIP reduced per min.
Figure 3.3 Michaelis-Menten plot of E1 activity with 3-methyl-2-oxopentanoic acid

Figure 3.4 Hanes-Woolf plot of E1 activity with 3-methyl-2-oxopentanoic acid
Figure 3.5 Michaelis-Menten plot of E1 activity with 4-methyl-2-oxopentanoic acid

Figure 3.6 Hanes-Woolf plot of E1 activity with 4-methyl-2-oxopentanoic acid
Figure 3.7 Michaelis-Menten plot of E1 activity with pyruvate

Figure 3.8 Hanes-Woolf plot of the E1 activity obtained using pyruvate
The E1β subunit, without a his-tag, co-purified with the E1α, resulting in a functional E1α₂β₂ enzyme with half the number of his-tags of the previous recombinant E1. The order of substrate preference remained unchanged but in all cases the $V_{\text{max}}$ increased; e.g. the $V_{\text{max}}$ with 3-methyl-2-oxopentanoic acid increased from 0.38U/mg protein to 0.86U/mg protein. The $K_m$ of the branched chain 2-oxoacids decreased slightly, whereas, the $K_m$ for pyruvate increased from 596μM (Heath, 2006) to 1380μM.

### 3.3.1.5 E1: Temperature optimum

The temperature optimum of the recombinant *Tp. acidophilum* E1 enzyme was determined to be 72°C.

![Figure 3.9 Temperature optimum of the E1 enzyme](image)

**Figure 3.9 Temperature optimum of the E1 enzyme.** Activity expressed as percentage of activity at 70°C.
3.3.1.4 E1: Thermostability

The thermostability of the E1 enzyme was measured by assaying heat-treated protein under optimal conditions. The reaction rate of enzyme that had not been heat-treated was taken to be 100%; the activity of the thermally-inactivated samples was compared to this value to determine the percentage activity of the sample after heating (Chapter 3.2.6). The E1 enzyme was diluted 3-fold in E1 assay buffer containing: 20mM potassium phosphate pH 7.0, 2mM MgCl₂, and 0.2mM TPP.

![Figure 3.10 Thermal inactivation plot of the E1 enzyme.](image)

**Figure 3.10 Thermal inactivation plot of the E1 enzyme.** The E1 activity before heating is taken to be 100%. Samples were heated at a various temperature then cooled before the remaining activity was assayed under optimal conditions.
3.3.2 E2 Dihdrolipoamide transacetylase

3.3.2.1 E2 expression, lipoylation and purification

The E2 protein was purified to 85-95% purity by a heat-precipitation step followed by nickel-affinity chromatography, as shown by Figure 3.11.

![Figure 3.11 SDS-PAGE of E2 purification by nickel affinity chromatography.](image)

Lane 1: flow through protein that did not bind to the column; lanes 2 to 4: the his-bind buffer, 5% and 10% his-elute washes; lanes 5 to 9: his eluate collected in 1ml fractions; lane 10: standard protein markers, with their molecular weight values.

The recombinant E2 protein must be lipoylated, by the E. coli’s lipoylation system, to be catalytically active in the whole complex reaction. To increase the yield of lipoylated E2, an expression trial was carried out to determine if the amount of lipoylated recombinant E2 could be increased (Figures 3.12 and 3.13).

![Figure 3.12 SDS-PAGE of recombinantly expressed E2 protein supplemented with lipoic acid.](image)

Lane 1: the standard protein markers. Lanes 2 and 3 contain the cell extract from medium supplemented with 0.2 and 0.4mM lipoic acid, respectively.

![Figure 3.13 Western blot of the recombinantly expressed E2 protein that has been lipoylated in vivo.](image)

Lanes 1 and 2 contain the cell extract from medium supplemented with 0.2 and 0.4mM lipoic acid, respectively, stained by rabbit anti-lipoic acid and anti-rabbit antibodies.
Induction with 1mM IPTG increased the yield of lipoylated E2, this suggests that the *E. coli* lipoylation system is capable of dealing with the higher expression level. Two concentrations of supplemented lipoic acid (0.2 and 0.4mM) were also compared by western blot analysis (Figure 3.13); it was found that changing the concentration of lipoic acid in the medium did not appear to significantly affect the relative amount of recombinant E2 lipoylation.

To determine the percentage of recombinant E2 protein that has been lipoylated during expression, a purified sample was analysed by mass spectrometry. Figure 3.14 shows two major peaks at 46460Da and 46278Da, these two values correspond to the predicted molecular weight of the lipoylated (46464 Da) and non-lipoylated (46276Da) E2 protein without the start methionine.

![Figure 3.14 Mass spectrometry analysis of recombinant E2 in vivo lipoylation.](image)

Approximately 50% of the recombinant E2 polypeptides are lipoylated by the *E. coli* endogenous lipoylation pathway. In comparison to previous work done by Dr. Heath (2006), it can be concluded that inducing E2 expression with 1mM IPTG does not affect the percentage of E2 polypeptides that are lipoylated in vivo during recombinant expression, but it does increase the overall yield of E2 protein.
3.3.2.2 E2 Transacylase coupled assay

An assay for the E2 enzyme was developed based on the method described by Srere and Kosicki (1961). A coupling phosphotransacetylase enzyme capable of functioning above 50°C was identified from Geobacillus stearothermophilus (EC Number: 2.3.1.8) (Sigma-Aldrich). The temperature optimum of this enzyme was determined in order to identify an optimal temperature for the coupled assay (Figure 3.15). The enzyme has approximately 90% activity at 55°C; so for consistency with all other OADHC assays, this temperature was used.

![Figure 3.15](image)

**Figure 3.15 Dependence of enzyme activity on assay temperature for the Geobacillus stearothermophilus phosphotransacetylase enzyme.** Phosphotransacetylase activity is expressed as a percentage of activity at 65°C

The lipoylated and non-lipoylated purified E2 enzyme samples were assayed at 55°C (Chapter 2.5.2) to determine their specific activities and $k_{\text{cat}}$ values (Table 3.2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>E2 Enzyme</th>
<th>Specific activity (U/mg)</th>
<th>$k_{\text{cat}}$ (min$^{-1}$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lipoylated</td>
<td>0.29 ± 0.01</td>
<td>13.6 ± 0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-lipoylated</td>
<td>1.05 ± 0.05</td>
<td>48.9 ± 2.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 3.2 Specific activity and $k_{\text{cat}}$ values for the recombinant E2 enzyme.** 1 Unit of enzyme activity is defined as 1μmol of acetyl-dihydrolipoamide produced per min. $k_{\text{cat}}$ was calculated using the concentrations E2 polypeptide chains.

The lipoic acid modification reduces the specific activity and hence $k_{\text{cat}}$ values of the E2 catalysed acetyl transfer reaction, this is possibly due to the presence of the endogenous lipoic acid, which may act as a competitive inhibitor of the exogenous DHlipoamide provided as an assay substrate. The E2-PTA assay measures E2 activity in the reverse
direction with respect to its function in whole complex activity, converting dihydrolipoamide and acetyl-CoA into acetyl-dihydrolipoamide + CoA (Chapter 2.5.2). Therefore, the $k_{cat}$ and specific activity values determined for this enzyme cannot be directly compared to values of the E1 and E3 enzymes; rather, this assay can be used as a method for determining relative activities such as those in the thermostability assays.

### 3.3.2.3 E2: Thermostability

The thermostability of the E2 protein was measured by comparing the relative amounts of soluble protein, by SDS-PAGE, after incubation across a temperature gradient for 10 min (Figures 3.16 and 3.17). The E2 protein begins to precipitate after 10 min at 85°C, with no soluble protein after 10 min at 90°C.

![Figure 3.16 Heat precipitation of the E2 protein - Soluble protein.](image)

![Figure 3.17 Heat precipitation of the E2 protein - Insoluble protein.](image)
The thermostability of the E2 enzyme was also investigated by measuring the decrease in activity after the E2 protein was heated at various temperatures. The thermal inactivation profile of the non-lipooylated E2 enzyme is shown in Figure 3.18. After 10 min at 85°C, 20% activity had been lost, while at 90°C less than 10% activity remained after just 5 min. This loss in activity agrees with the precipitation studies, after 10 min at 85°C a small amount of precipitation occurred, whilst at 90°C the protein had completely precipitated. The E2 protein was incubated in 50mM Tris-HCl, 100mM NaCl pH 6.8 at 90°C due to precipitation of most of the E2 protein during dialysis into phosphate buffers a buffer with a lower ΔpK_a/ΔT than Tris-HCl.

Figure 3.18 Thermal inactivation profile of the E2 enzyme. Each sample was heated at a defined temperature and then cooled before the remaining activity was assayed under optimal conditions. Samples were heated in 50mM Tris-HCl 100mM NaCl pH 8.8. The E2 activity before heating is taken to be 100%.
3.3.3 E3 Dihydrolipoamide dehydrogenase

3.3.3.1 Expression and purification

The E3 protein was purified to over 95% purity by a heat-precipitation step followed by nickel-affinity chromatography, as shown in Figure 3.19. An additional 100 kDa band is often seen at higher E3 concentrations, a proportion of E3 polypeptides appears to form inter-subunit disulphide bonds.

Figure 3.19 | SDS-PAGE of the purification of the E3 protein. E3 Lane 1: flow through; lane 2: his bind buffer wash; lanes 3 and 4: 5 and 10% his elute washes; lanes 5 – 9: 1ml fractions of 100% his elute buffer; and lane 10: standard protein markers, with their molecular weight values (kDa).

3.3.3.2 E3: Temperature optimum

The temperature optimum (T_{opt}) of the E3 enzyme was determined by assaying the enzyme as described in Chapter 2.5.3. In this experiment, the EPPS buffer was replaced with 50mM sodium phosphate, pH 7.0, to increase consistency between conditions used in the temperature optima experiments for the other OADHC enzymes, and to reduce any temperature-dependent variation in pH (the ΔpK_a/ΔT of phosphate is -0.0028 compared to -0.015 for EPPS). The E3 assay at pH 7.0 has a curved initial rate, so the assays were also repeated at pH 8.0 to ensure the pH was not affecting the temperature optimum of this enzyme. The temperature optima curves in Figure 3.22 show that at pH 7.0 and pH 8.0 the E3 enzyme is optimally active between 45 and 50°C.
Figure 3.20 Temperature optimum of the E3 dihydrolipoamide dehydrogenase enzyme at pH7 and pH8. E3 activity expressed as percentage of activity of optimal recorded activity at pH7.0 and pH8.0

The E3 enzyme T_{opt} curve is broader than expected, with activity only decreasing to 40% at 15°C and 90°C. The E3 enzyme has a T_{opt} lower than the organism's optimal growth temperature; however, as E3 activity does not decrease rapidly after its T_{opt} (65% remaining activity at 65°C) and E3 activity is not the rate limiting step of in the complex reaction (Danson et al., 1978), this lower optimal temperature may not be detrimental to overall OADHC activity.
3.3.3.3 E3: Thermostability

The thermostability of the E3 protein was determined in the presence and absence of the dihydrolipoamide substrate.

Figure 3.21 Thermal inactivation profile of *Tp acidophilum* E3 enzyme. Each E3 sample was heated at the specified temperature then cooled before the remaining activity was assayed. The E3 activity before heating was taken to be 100%.

Figure 3.22 Thermal inactivation profile of the *Tp. acidophilum* E3 enzyme with 0.4mM dihydrolipoamide. Each E3 sample was heated as described in Figure 3.23 with the addition of 0.4mM DHlipoamide.
The presence of the DHlipoamide appears to decrease the stability of the E3 enzyme. The thermal inactivation data shown in Figure 3.22 produce slightly curved lines at all temperatures which suggests that binding of the substrate influences the kinetics of the thermal inactivation of the protein. The curves could be resolved into two straight lines, there is a faster initial decrease in activity followed by a slower decrease, this suggests that more than one inactivation process is occurring.

![Graph showing half-life of E3 enzyme with and without DHlipoamide](image)

**Figure 3.23** Half life of the E3 enzyme with and without 0.4mM dihydrolipoamide at varying temperatures.

The E3 enzyme is the most thermally stable enzyme of the all OADHC component enzymes, losing less than 10% activity after 20 min at 75°C; however the temperature optimum of the E3 enzyme is 20-25°C lower than that of the E1 enzyme. The E3 DHlip dehydrogenase is an example of an enzyme, which although stable at high temperatures, is not optimally functional. This could be due to the active site beginning to denature at a lower temperature than the rest of the protein, so that when the temperature is decreased the active site is pulled back into shape, resulting in an active protein (Daniel and Danson, 2010). After a 20 min incubation at 85°C, without substrate, the enzyme retains 80% activity; when 0.4mM DHlip is present (approximately 70% saturation) the E3 enzyme retains only 60% activity after 20 min at 65°C. Reduction of the active-site disulphide bond by the initial reaction with DHlip (Mattevi et al., 1991b) may destabilises the active site reducing catalytic activity; therefore, the thermal inactivation assays in the presence of DHlip may be closer to the condition in the temperature optima assays, as the active site disulphide will temporarily be reduced whilst catalysing the transfer of the reducing equivalents from the lipoic acid onto NAD⁺ via a ping-pong mechanism.
3.3.4 Characterisation of the thermostability and temperature optimum of the branched-chain 2-oxoacid dehydrogenase multienzyme complex

3.3.4.1 *Tp. acidophilum* OADHC assembly
The molar concentration of each purified active enzyme assembly (E1αβ2, E2α, and E3α2) was determined by measuring the absorbance at 280 nm. The E1αβ2, E2 and E3α2 were mixed in a molar stoichiometry of 3:1:0.1 and preheated at 55°C for 10 min, to assemble an active OADHC (Heath, 2006).

**Figure 3.24** SDS-PAGE of the purified OADHC components. Lane 1: E1; lane 2: standard protein markers, with their molecular weight values (kDa); lane 3: lipoylated E2; and lane 4: E3.
3.3.4.3 Comparison of the temperature optima of the individual components and OADHC

The complex components were mixed in a molar ratio of 3:1:0.1 (Heath, 2006) and pre-incubated to allow for cofactor binding and assembly. The temperature optimum of the OADHC was determined to be 65°C (Figure 3.25).

**Figure 3.25 Temperature optimum of the Tp. acidophilum OADHC.** The OADHC activity is expressed as percentage of activity at 65°C

**Figure 3.26 Temperature optima profiles of the E1, E3 and the OADHC.** The E1 (red) temperature optimum is 72°C, and the E3 (blue) has a temperature optimum of 45°C. The OADHC shown in black has a temperature of 65°C. Activity of each enzyme is expressed as a percentage of the optimum recorded activity.
The temperature optimum \( T_{\text{opt}} \) of the OADHC (65°C) is similar to that of E1 (72°C), whereas, the E3 temperature optimum is significantly lower at around 45-50°C. The OADHC and E1 curves are very similar, suggesting that the \( T_{\text{opt}} \) of the complex is dependent on the \( T_{\text{opt}} \) of the E1 enzyme. The lower temperature optimum of the E3 enzyme does not appear to affect the \( T_{\text{opt}} \) of the OADHC. The activity of the E3 enzyme reduces slowly with increasing temperature and, even though functioning at below its optimal activity, this enzyme is capable of reoxidising the lipoic acids reduced by previous reactions. To understand the effects that each individual enzyme \( T_{\text{opt}} \) has on the overall complex \( T_{\text{opt}} \), the temperature optimum of the E2 enzyme should ideally be known; however, this could not be determined due to the coupled nature of the E2-PTA assay.
3.3.4.2 Comparison of the thermal inactivation of the individual enzymes and the assembled OADHC

The OADHC was assembled in a stoichiometry of 3:1:0.5 (E1αβ2:E2:E3α). The complex components were mixed and diluted 2-fold in 200mM sodium phosphate, pH 7.0, 10% glycerol, 2mM MgCl₂, and 0.2mM TPP, before a 10-min incubation at 55°C to permit the assembly to reach completion.

**Figure 3.27 Thermal inactivation profile of the OADHC.** The OADHC activity before heating is taken to be 100%.

**Figure 3.28 Bar chart illustrating the half lives of the OADHC and its component enzymes**
The individual enzymes appear to be more stable than the assembled OADHC, suggesting that factors other than the thermostability of the individual enzymes are affecting the stability of the complex; this may point to the non-covalent interactions between the complex components being the bonds that are first disrupted by increased temperatures.

![Figure 3.29 Arrhenius plot of the thermal inactivation data of the individual enzymes and assembled OADHC.](image)

The Arrhenius equation can be rearranged into a straight line equation as shown below:

Arrhenius Equation: \[ k = A \, e^{-\left(\frac{E_a}{RT}\right)} \]

and therefore: \[ \ln(k) = -\frac{E_a}{R} \cdot \frac{1}{T} + \ln(A) \]

Where \( k \) = the rate of inactivation, \( E_a \) = activation energy of inactivation, \( R \) = universal gas constant, \( T \) = temperature (K), and \( A \) = Arrhenius constant.
The activation energy of inactivation (Ea) and the Arrhenius constant (A) are compared below in Table 3.3 for the individual proteins and the OADHC.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Enzyme</th>
<th>-Ea/R</th>
<th>Ea (KJ/mol)</th>
<th>LnA</th>
<th>A (Units)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E1</td>
<td>48400</td>
<td>402</td>
<td>136</td>
<td>1.2 x 10^{29}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E2</td>
<td>83200</td>
<td>692</td>
<td>224</td>
<td>1.9 x 10^{27}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E3</td>
<td>20900</td>
<td>174</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>5.2 x 10^{21}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complex</td>
<td>76800</td>
<td>639</td>
<td>215</td>
<td>2.4 x 10^{23}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.3 Activation energy of inactivation and Arrhenius constant of the individual enzymes and the OADHC. Values were calculated from the data shown in Figure 3.29.

The Ea values calculated appear to suggest that the E3 enzyme is the least stable of the OADHC proteins assayed with the E2 and OADHC being the most stable; this contradicts the half-life data shown in Figure 3.27 in which E3 is the most stable and the OADHC the least.

Transition state theory describes the rate of thermal inactivation energy by the following equation:

\[
 k = \frac{k_B T}{h} e^{-\left(\frac{\Delta G^*}{RT}\right)}
\]

and therefore:

\[
 \ln(k) = \frac{-\Delta H^*}{R} \times \frac{1}{T} + \left[ \ln \left( \frac{k_B T}{h} \right) + \frac{\Delta S^*}{R} \right]
\]

Where \( k \) = the rate of inactivation, \( R \) = universal gas constant, \( T \) = temperature (K), \( K_B \) = Boltzmann’s constant, \( G^* \) = Standard Gibbs free energy of inactivation, \( H \) = enthalpy of inactivation, and \( S \) = entropy of inactivation.

In this transition state theory equation the Arrhenius activation energy (Ea) now becomes a measure of the enthalpy of inactivation (\( \Delta H \)), and the Arrhenius constant, a measure of the entropic contributions to inactivation (\( \Delta S \)). The rate of thermal inactivation of a protein is dependent on entropic and enthalpic contributions; the rate of inactivation can be reduced by either increasing \( \Delta H \) or decreasing \( \Delta S \). The entropic and enthalpic contributions determining the rate of inactivation of the E3 are different from the other enzyme with the rate influenced by smaller values of both the \( \Delta S \) and \( \Delta H \). The entropic and enthalpic contributions to the thermostability of the individual enzymes and the OADHC could be further investigated by isothermal titration calorimetry.
3.3.5 Stoichiometry of the multienzyme components

3.3.5.1 Complex stoichiometry assays

The affect on OADHC activity of different E1:E2:E3 stoichiometries were determined by mixing differing ratios of E1 and E3 to E2 and comparing the rate of whole complex activity (Figure 3.31).

**Figure 3.30** Graph showing the percentage activity of various stoichiometries of E1 and E3 to E2. The ratio of E1αβ2 and E3α2 were varied independently with respect to the concentration of E2α with either the E1:E2 or the E3:E2 ratio set at 1:1. The maximum activity of E1 and E3 is taken as 100% activity.

Optimal OADHC activity was achieved at a stoichiometry of 1.75:1:0.5 E1αβ2:E2:E3α2. This is different from the value of 3:1:0.1 determined by Dr. C Heath (2006); the removal of the his-tags from the E1β may have affected interactions between the E1 and the peripheral subunit binding domain. Optimal OADHC activity was achieved with three times more E1 compared to E3. The E1 enzyme has previously been shown to be the rate limiting step in the *E. coli* PDHC by determining the rate of E2 acetylation in the absence of CoA and comparing it to the rate of whole complex activity (Danson et al., 1978). The ratio of 3:1 E1:E3 allows maximal activity by balancing an increase in the amount of rate limiting E1, with a smaller amount of E3, an enzyme that is capable of reoxidising any available lipooyl domains as quickly as they are reduced. A second explanation for
achieving optimal activity with three-fold more E1 than E3 is that the E2-PSBD may have a higher affinity for E3 than E1, in which case more E1 might be needed to out compete the E3 for PSDB binding sites. In order to determine which explanation is correct OADHC activity would need to be compared with the ratio of E1 and E3 actually bound to the E2-PSBD.

3.3.5.2 Complex gel filtration

The stability of the assembled complex was investigated by gel filtration. The OADHC components were mixed in a molar stoichiometry of 1:1:1 (E1αβ2:E2:E3αβ2) and diluted 1:1 in 50mM potassium phosphate, pH 7.7, 1mM MgCl₂, and 2mM 3-methyl-2-oxopentanoic acid, before being incubated at 55°C for 10 min to allow assembly and cofactor binding. The column was also equilibrated with the same buffer.

![Figure 3.31 Gel filtration trace of the OADHC.](image)

*Figure 3.31 Gel filtration trace of the OADHC.* The $A_{280}$ readings are shown in blue, and the fraction numbers shown along the x-axis in red. The column was equilibrated with 50mM potassium phosphate, 1mM MgCl₂, 2mM 3-methyl-2-oxopentanoic acid and pH7.7
Figure 3.32 SDS-polyacrylamide gels of the Superdex 200 gel filtration fractions. Each lane is labelled with the corresponding fraction number. The standard protein markers, with their molecular weight values (kDa), are shown in the lanes labelled M. Lanes E1, E2 and E3 are samples of the purified recombinant proteins used in the assembly process.

Figure 3.33 A bar chart illustrating the specific activity of the E1, E3 and whole complex in each fraction after gel filtration. The specific activity is shown in U/mg where 1Unit is equivalent to 1μmol of product per min, and the activity is shown per mg of total protein in each sample.
The 1:1:1 (E1αβ2:E2α:E3α2) stoichiometry should saturate the E2, as there is twice the number of E1 and E3 enzymes compared to the E2, each E2 polypeptide binds can one E1 or E3 in a mutually exclusive manner. An excess of unbound E1 and E3 would be expected to elute from the gel filtration column as the E2 polypeptides would be able to bind only half the E1 or E3 enzymes; however, 92.4% of the E1 and 98.9% of the E3 activity is found in the unbound fractions, with only 7.6% and 1.1% E1 and E3 activities present in the complex fractions. The OADHC formed by mixing the components in a stoichiometry of 1:1:1 has a higher specific activity than any lower ratio, but it would appear, that this mixture contains a large amount of E1 and E3 enzymes that either do not bind to the E2 or only bind weakly.

Key residues involved in the interaction between *Geobacillus stearothermophilus* E3 and the E2-PSBD have been well characterised by Mande et al. (1996); a sequence alignment of the *G. stearothermophilus* and *Tp. acidophilum*: E2-PSBD and E3, identifies any differences between these key amino acids. Table 3.3 summarises the results of the alignment; the majority of the key residues are conserved or similar, therefore this alignment does not indicate why the *Tp. acidophilum* E2-PSBD and E3 binding appears to be weak. This alignment only compares sequence similarity, so does not take into account any structural changes which may affect the positions of the side chains involved in these interactions.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>G. stearothermophilus</th>
<th>Tp. acidophilum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>E2-PSBD E3</strong></td>
<td><strong>E2-PSBD E3</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Polar</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ser 133 Oγ Glu A437</td>
<td>O21 X - Ala</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ser 133 N Asp A438</td>
<td>O61 X - Ala</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arg 135 Nε Asp B344</td>
<td>O62 ✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arg 135 Nε1 Glu B431</td>
<td>O ✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arg 135 Nε2 Glu B431</td>
<td>O62 ✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lys 136 Nε Glu A437</td>
<td>Oε2 X - Arg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arg 139 Nε2 Asp B344</td>
<td>O61 ✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arg 139 Nε2 Ala B432</td>
<td>O ✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Non-Polar</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Met 131 Cβ Asp A438</td>
<td>Cγ X - Ser</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pro 132 Cα Leu A441</td>
<td>C61 ✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pro 132 Cβ Leu A441</td>
<td>Cβ ✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pro 132 Cγ Glu B431</td>
<td>Cγ ✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ser 122 Cγ Asp A438</td>
<td>Cγ X - Ala</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arg 139 Cβ Ala A342</td>
<td>Cβ ✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arg 139 Cβ Ala B342</td>
<td>Cβ ✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glu 140 Cγ Pro B334</td>
<td>Cγ ✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.3 Comparison of the residues involved in polar and non-polar interactions between the G. stearothermophilus E3 and peripheral subunits binding domain (Mande et al., 1996) compared to Tp. acidophilum E3 sequence. A sequence alignment has been used to determine if the amino acids involved in the interaction between the G. stearothermophilus E3 and PSBD are found in Tp. acidophilum. The presence of a conserved residue is indicated by a tick; crosses have been used to indicated when the residue is not identical and in each case amino acid in that position has been stated.
3.4 Conclusion

The results in this chapter demonstrate that the recombinant E1, E2 and E3 enzymes form a complex that catalyses the conversion of branched chain 2-oxoacids to their corresponding acyl-CoAs at temperatures within the growth range of *Tp. acidophilum*. This result, along with the identification of the *Tp. acidophilum* E2 lipoylation mechanism (LplA-CTD) (Posner et al., 2009), indicates that the native E1, E2 and E3 enzymes could be functional, if their genes were transcribed and translated by the organism. E3 enzyme activity has been detected in *Tp. acidophilum* cell lysates but no whole complex activity has been detected in this, or any other archaean (Danson et al., 1984). The lack of whole complex activity could be explained by the apparent weak interaction between the E1 and E3 enzymes with the E2 core. A proteomics studies by Sun et al. (2007) that identified large complex proteins from *Tp. acidophilum* cell lysates found that the E2 and E1 proteins formed a large protein complex no E3 was present. The results described in this chapter along with the study by Sun et al. (2007) suggest that the OADHC genes are transcribed and translated in *Tp. acidophilum* resulting in functional individual enzymes, but this enzymes do not strongly associate in cell lysates so no active OADHC is formed.

It has also been shown that there is no change in the expression of the *Tp. acidophilum* OADHC genes under aerobic and anaerobic conditions, but under anaerobic conditions there is up-regulation of the ferredoxin oxidoreductase genes (Sun et al., 2011). The OADHC in *Tp. acidophilum* may be regulated by other conditions that have not yet been determined, such as changes to growth substrate, or in response to different respiratory terminal electron acceptors. The presence of nitrate, a respiratory electron acceptor, resulted in a 16-fold up-regulation of the OADHC genes in *Pyrobaculum aerophilum* compared to anoxic conditions, although the up-regulation was significantly less compared to aerobic conditions (Cozen et al., 2009). It would be interesting to compare the expression levels of the central metabolism genes after growth of *Tp. acidophilum* on different types and levels of growth substrates.
Chapter 4: Cloning, expression and characterisation of the E2 catalytic domain

4.1 Introduction

The E2 dihydrolipoamide transacylase enzyme is composed of three functional domains separated by flexible linker regions (Figure 4.1).

![Diagram of E2 domain structure](image)

**Figure 4.1** The *Tp. acidophilum* E2 protein domain structure. The N-terminal 8.5 kDa lipoyl domain is shown in yellow, the 6 kDa peripheral subunit (E1 and E3) binding domain is shown in green, and the C-terminal 25 kDa catalytic domain in blue.

The thermostability of the catalytic domain is crucial to the stability of the 2-oxoacid dehydrogenase multienzyme complex (OADHC). A high-resolution structure of the fully-assembled E2 protein may provide insights into the thermostability of this protein complex. Ideally, an X-ray crystallographic structure would provide these details; however, due to the flexible nature of this multi-domain protein, the whole E2 protein is unlikely to crystallise. The experiments detailed in this chapter, aimed to clone and express the E2 catalytic domain (E2cat) by removing the flexible regions, the peripheral subunit binding domain (PSBD) and the lipoyl domain. The E2cat protein was then compared to the full-length E2, to determine the affects this truncation had on enzymatic activity and thermostability.
4.2 Methods

4.2.1 Cloning of the E2 catalytic domain gene
The location of the forward primer was chosen based on sequence alignments with other E2 sequences, for which crystal structures were available. Figure 4.2 shows the known sequences of three E2 catalytic domain structures along with the whole *Tp. acidophilum* E2 sequence.

Figure 4.2 A protein sequence alignment of the E2 catalytic domains with known structures and the *Tp. acidophilum* E2. The sequences are labelled by their PDB access code: 1B5S, *Geobacillus stearothermophilus* PDHC; 1E2O, *Escherichia coli* 2-oxoglutarate dehydrogenase complex; and 1EAF, *Azotobacter vinelandii* PDHC. TPE2 is whole *Tp. acidophilum* E2 protein sequence. The region highlighted in yellow is the *Tp. acidophilum* sequence complementary to forward primer.
The E2cat primers are shown below; the sequence complementary to the E2 gene is in **bold**, the restriction sites (XhoI and NdeI) are in *italics* and any additional bases added in grey.

**E2 Cat Forward**  
5' CAT ATG GCA CCT GGG AGA GAA GAG ATC CTG G 3'  

**E2 Reverse**  
5' CCG CTC GAG TCA GAT CTC GTA GAT TAT AGC GTT CGG 3'  

The E2cat gene was PCR amplified and ligated via the cloning vector pGem-T Easy (Promega, U.K.), into the expression vectors pET24a and pET28a (Novagen, Merck, U.K.) as described in Chapter 2.2.

### 4.2.2 Expression and purification of E2cat protein

#### 4.2.2.1 E2cat protein expression

The E2cat protein was expressed without a his-tag, from pET24a, following the method described in Chapter 3.2.1. The cell lysate was incubated at 55°C for 10 min and centrifuged to remove the heat-precipitated proteins.

#### 4.2.2.2 Polyethylenimine DNA precipitation

The *E. coli* genomic DNA was precipitated before anion exchange chromatography, by the titration of the cell lysate with polyethylenimine (PEI) (BDH Ltd.). A range of concentrations (0.1-0.6% (v/v)) were tried to determine the amount required to precipitate the DNA whilst not affecting the solubility of the E2cat protein. The cell lysate containing PEI was incubated on ice for 1 h, and then centrifuged at 16000 x g for 15 min, to remove all precipitated DNA. The supernatant was dialysed overnight into 50mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.8.

#### 4.2.2.3 Anion exchange chromatography

Anion exchange chromatography was carried out using the Äkta FPLC system (Amersham Biosciences, U.K.), using two 5ml Q-Sepharose Hi-Trap column equilibrated in 50mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.8. The E2cat protein was eluted from the column using a 0-1M NaCl gradient in the same buffer.

#### 4.2.2.4 Gel filtration purification and size determination

The final purification step was carried out as described in Chapter 2.3.3.3.
4.3.3 Characterisation of E2cat

4.3.3.1 Mass spectrometric analysis
The mass spectrometry experiments in this chapter were performed and analysed by Trevor M. Gibson, at The BioCentre Facility, University of Reading. A sample of purified E2cat protein at 2mg/ml was dialysed against Milli-Q water overnight at 4°C. Acetic acid was added to a final concentration of 0.1% (v/v) before samples were loaded onto the MicrOTOF™ mass spectrometer coupled with an electrospray source (ESI-TOF) (Bruker Daltonics Bremen, Germany.).

4.3.3.2 E2 dihydrolipoamide transacetylase assays and thermal inactivation
The E2 assay and thermal inactivation experiments are described in Chapters 2.5.2 and 3.2.6, respectively. The purified E2cat protein in 50mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.8, and 100mM NaCl, was diluted in 50mM Na phosphate, pH 7.0, in a ratio of 1μl:4μl (protein:buffer) before each thermal inactivation incubation.

4.3.3.3 Dynamic light scattering
Dynamic light scattering (DLS) was used to determine the hydrodynamic diameter of the E2cat protein; all measurements were performed using a Zetasiser Nano S from Malvern Instruments Ltd. (Malvern, U.K.). 50μl of purified sample was loaded into a low volume quartz cuvette and heated to 25°C or 55°C. The thermostability was studied by performing measurements at various temperatures; the protein was heated to the required temperature and held for 2-5 min before each measurement was taken. The relative molecular mass of the protein was predicted based on the known hydrodynamic diameter of other globular proteins, using the Protein utilities tools within the Zetasiser Nano S program.
4.3 Results and discussion

4.3.1 Cloning and expression
The E2cat gene was PCR amplified from Tp. acidophilum genomic DNA; the gene was cloned using Nde I and Xho I into pET28a and pET24a, resulting in recombinant proteins with and without an N-terminal his-tag. The presence of the correct gene was confirmed by a restriction digest of the pET vectors (Figure 4.3) and DNA sequencing by Source Bioscience (U.K.).

Figure 4.3 Restriction digest of pET28a (lanes 3-7) and pET24a (lane 8) with Nde I and Xho I to release the 678bp E2cat gene. The markers shown in lanes 1 and 2 are 1Kb ladders and 100bp ladder (Promega, U.K.).

The E2cat protein was completely insoluble with an N-terminal his-tag; whereas, the non-tagged protein was partially soluble. The pET24a E2cat protein without his-tag was used for all further experiments.

Figure 4.4 SDS-PAGE of E2cat expression trial. Lanes 1 and 2 are the soluble and insoluble un-tagged E2cat protein expressed from pET24a. Lanes 3 and 4 show the soluble and insoluble his-tagged E2cat protein expressed from pET28a. The standard protein markers, with their molecular weight values (kDa), are shown in the lanes labelled M.
4.3.2 Purification of the E2 catalytic domain

4.3.2.1 Polyethyleneimine DNA precipitation

Initial purification attempts using anion exchange chromatography and gel filtration resulted in E2cat protein which was contaminated with DNA/RNA; therefore a polyethyleneimine (PEI) DNA/RNA precipitation step was added between the heat precipitation and anion exchange steps. In each purification, the cell lysate was titrated with PEI to determine the optimal volume required to precipitate the DNA without precipitating the E2cat protein (Figures 4.5 and 4.6), usually between 0.2-0.3% (v/v) PEI was used.

Figure 4.5 SDS-PAGE of the PEI DNA precipitation step during the purification of the recombinant E2cat protein. Lane 1: the cell lysate after heat treatment; lane 2: standard protein markers, with their molecular weights (kDa); lanes 3 -8: cell lysate incubated

Figure 4.6 Agarose DNA gel of the PEI DNA precipitation step during the purification of the recombinant E2cat protein. The lanes are labelled with the percentage (v/v) of PEI added to the cell lysate.
4.3.2.2 Anion exchange Chromatography

Following the PEI precipitation, the E2cat protein was further purified by anion exchange chromatography (Figures 4.7 and 4.8).

**Figure 4.7 An E2cat purification anion exchange trace.** The $A_{280}$ readings are shown in blue; the concentration gradient of NaCl from 0-1M is shown in green; and the 2ml fraction numbers are shown along the x-axis.

**Figure 4.8 SDS-PAGE of the E2cat anion exchange fractions.** Lanes are labelled by the fraction number shown in Figure 4.6. The load sample is shown in the lane labelled L and the standard protein markers, with their molecular weights (kDa), are shown in the lanes labelled M.
4.3.2.3 Gel filtration

The anion exchange fractions containing the E2cat protein were concentrated, before a final gel filtration purification step (Figures 4.9 and 4.10). This 4 step purification method produced a pure E2cat protein sample containing no DNA/RNA in 50mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.8, and 100mM NaCl.

4.9 Gel filtration trace of the E2 cat protein purification. The \( A_{280} \) readings are shown in blue, and the fraction numbers are shown along the x-axis.

4.10 SDS-PAGE of gel filtration fractions. The lanes are labelled by fraction number corresponding to the fractions shown in Figure 4.8; the standard protein markers are shown with their molecular weights (kDa) in the lane labelled M.
4.3.3.1 Mass spectrometric analysis of the E2cat

Mass spectrometric analysis was performed to ensure the purified protein was the *Tp. acidophillum* E2cat. Figure 4.11 shows 2 peaks that correspond to the predicted molecular weight of the E2cat protein with and without the start methionine: 25.455 kDa and 25.323 kDa, respectively.

![Mass spectrometry analysis of recombinant E2cat](image)

**Figure 4.11 Mass spectrometry analysis of recombinant E2cat.** The molecular weight values of the E2cat protein, with and without the start Met, are predicted to be 25.455 kDa and 25.323 kDa, respectively.

4.3.3 E2 catalytic domain assays

The E2cat protein was assayed to determine if the truncation altered the enzymatic activity of the protein. The E2cat, and full length non-lipoylated E2 proteins were assayed under standard conditions, the specific activity and $k_{cat}$ values of the two proteins are shown in Table 4.1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Enzyme</th>
<th>Specific activity (U/mg)</th>
<th>$k_{cat}$ (min$^{-1}$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E2 Catalytic domain</td>
<td>1.63 ±0.13</td>
<td>42.8 ± 3.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whole E2 Non-lipoylated</td>
<td>1.06 ± 0.05</td>
<td>48.9 ±2.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 4.1 E2cat and full-length E2 specific activity and $k_{cat}$ values.** The specific activity is shown in U/mg of E2, where 1 Unit is described as the conversion of 1 μmol of acetyl-CoA to 1 μmol of acetyl-dihydrolipoamide. The $k_{cat}$ value is the turnover number per min per E2 monomer.

The $k_{cat}$ values determined for the non-lipoylated full-length E2 and the E2cat proteins are almost identical. The removal of the flexible regions of the E2 protein has not affected enzyme activity; therefore, it would appear that this modification has not affected the structure of the E2 active site.
4.3.4 E2 catalytic domain thermostability

The thermostability of the E2cat protein was measured by several methods, in order to determine both the structural and functional thermostability of the protein.

4.3.4.1 Dynamic light scattering

DLS was used to assess the thermostability of the E2cat protein, by measuring the changes in the hydrodynamic diameter of the protein at increasing temperatures. The E2cat protein forms a single structure with an average diameter of ≈21nm between 25°C and 78°C. Above 80°C there is an increase in the average diameter (Figure 4.12), due to the emergence of a large protein aggregate seen by the secondary peak in Figure 4.13; however, the majority (95%) of the soluble protein remains in the smaller peak. This aggregation appears to be irreversible as, after cooling on ice and then warming back to 55°C, there is no decrease in the large aggregate peak.

![Figure 4.12](image1)

**Figure 4.12** Hydrodynamic diameter of the E2 catalytic domain with increasing temperature.

![Figure 4.13](image2)

**Figure 4.13** DLS volume distribution graph at 85°C. The majority of the signal is in the peak with a z-average ≈21nm but there is a second peak starting at 1000nm due to the presence of a large protein aggregate.
4.3.4.2 Heat precipitation of the E2 catalytic domain

The thermostability of the E2cat structure was measured by comparing the ratio of soluble to insoluble protein after a 10-min incubation at various temperatures.

Figure 4.14 SDS-PAGE of the soluble protein after a 10 min incubation. Lane 1: standard protein markers, labelled with their M_w (kDa); lane 2: non-heated sample; lanes 3-7: the soluble protein after 10 min at 75, 80, 85, 90 and 95°C, respectively.

Figure 4.15 SDS-PAGE of the insoluble protein after a 10 min incubation. Lane 1: standard protein markers, labelled with their M_w (kDa); lanes 2-6: the insoluble protein after 10 min at 75, 80, 85, 90 and 95°C, respectively.

The E2cat protein is more stable to higher temperatures than the full-length E2. Only a small quantity of E2cat begins to precipitate after 10 min at 95°C; whereas the full-length E2 begins to precipitate after 10 min at 85°C and is completely insoluble at 90°C (Figures 3.16 and 3.17). This experiment measures the temperature at which the protein precipitates, but it does not provide any information about the enzyme’s ability to function after incubation at these temperatures.
4.3.5.3 *E2cat thermal inactivation profile*

The thermal inactivation profile of the E2cat enzymatic activity was determined at 99°C (Figure 4.16). The E2cat protein is a highly thermostable enzyme that retains approximately 75% of its initial activity after a 90-minute incubation at 99°C. This is significantly more stable than the full-length E2 protein, which lost over 90% of its activity after 5 min at 90°C. The thermoactivity E2cat protein of the enzyme remains uncharacterised due to the coupled nature of the continuous E2-PTA assay.

![Thermal inactivation profile of E2 catalytic domain at 99°C](image)

*Figure 4.16 Thermal inactivation profile of E2 catalytic domain at 99°C.* The E2cat protein was heated in 50mM Tris-HCl, pH8.8, and 100mM NaCl.
4.4 Conclusion

The C-terminal catalytic domain of the *Tp. acidophilum* E2 enzyme has been successfully cloned and expressed. The E2cat protein assembles into a large structure which retains acetyl-transferase activity with a similar $k_{\text{cat}}$ value to the full-length E2 protein; this suggests that the structure and assembly of the E2cat domain has not been affected by the removal of the flexible linker regions. The E2cat protein is significantly more thermostable than the full-length E2, and this result raises the question as to why this domain is hyper-thermostable whereas the whole E2 protein is not. One possible explanation stems from the observation that thermostable enzymes tend to have shorter loops, and reduced N- and C-terminal extensions, as these flexible structures can be sites of thermal denaturation (Thompson and Eisenberg, 1999). In the case of the E2 protein, the lipoyl domain must be able to move freely between the active sites of the E1 and E3 enzymes; consequently, the E2 catalytic domain may be required to be hyper-thermostable, to resist the thermal denaturation forces resulting from the movement of the flexible regions of the protein.
Chapter 5: The structure of the *Tp. acidophilum* dihydrolipoamide transacetylase

5.1 Introduction

5.1.1 Determining the structure of the *Tp. acidophilum* E2 catalytic domain

The previous chapter described the cloning and expression of the *Tp. acidophilum* E2 catalytic domain; the aim of this chapter was to determine the structure of this hyperthermostable protein, in order to begin to understand the structural basis of the thermostability of the OADHC. The E2 catalytic domain was cloned and expressed, without its flexible regions, with the aim of crystallising the protein and generating a high-resolution X-ray crystallographic structure. This chapter also covers other biophysical techniques including small-angle X-ray scattering, sedimentation equilibrium analytical ultracentrifugation, and transmission electron microscopy; these techniques were used to validate the E2cat crystal structure, and to compare it with the whole E2, to establish if removing the flexible regions alters its structure and/or assembly.

The E2 structures currently available are either cubic 24-mers or dodecahedral 60-mers; in all cases, the E2 polypeptide chains form trimers that then assemble into a large hollow cage, composed of either square or pentagonal faces, with a large opening in the centre of each face (Figure 5.1). The E2 transacylase active site is located in a channel between the monomers of each trimer; this channel extends from the outside to the inside of the assembled E2 structure. The lipoic acid moiety with the acyl group attached enters the active site from the outside and the CoA enters from the inside; once the acyl-groups has been transferred, the acyl-CoA leaves the active site and diffuses through the windows in each face, and the lipoyl domain then visits an E3 in order to be re-oxidised and thus regenerated (Mattevi et al., 1992).
Figure 5.1 Surface representations of A) the cubic 24-mer and B) the dodecahedral 60-mer. The cubic 24-mer is the pyruvate dehydrogenase complex from *Azotobacter vinelandii* (PDB code: 1EAF) (Mattevi et al., 1992) and the 60-mer is from the pyruvate dehydrogenase complex from *Geobacillus stearothermophilus* (PDB code: 1B5S) (Izard et al., 1999). The maximum diameter is shown below each structure.

### 5.1.2 X-ray crystallography

X-ray crystallography is a powerful technique capable of determining high-resolution protein structures. The first hurdle to overcome is growing a good quality crystal from the required protein, which involves producing an ordered, three-dimensional arrangement of the protein molecules held together by non-covalent interactions. Each protein crystal comprises a lattice of unit cells in which several protein molecules may be packed. Slow, controlled precipitation of a protein is required to produce a good quality protein crystal containing identical unit cells, which are packed into a regular lattice. The exact conditions (buffer, pH, precipitant type and concentration, presence of additional ions or sugars and protein concentration) required to produce a crystal rather than an amorphous precipitate vary depending on each protein (Rhodes, 1993).

Structural information about the protein is determined by mounting the crystal in an X-ray beam and recording the pattern of diffracted X-rays. Each exposure of the crystal to the X-ray beam produces a scattering pattern containing two-dimensional information about the crystal; the crystal is rotated in the beam to provide multiple images that are compiled to construct a three-dimensional image. The quality of packing within the crystal affects the resolution of the data recorded - the more ordered and similar each of the unit cells, the higher the resolution (Rhodes, 1993).
An electron density map can be created from the diffraction pattern using the Fourier equation; this process is simplified if another similar structure is available, as molecular replacement can solve the phase problem by predicting the X-ray diffraction pattern created by another similar protein, and comparing it with the experimental data (Rhodes, 1993). The level of detail contained within the electron density map depends on the quality of data collected - the higher the resolution the more accurately each atom can be positioned. The protein structure is modelled into the electron density map and the positioning of each atom improved with iterative rounds of refinement.

Determination of a high-resolution protein structure by X-ray crystallography requires the protein to be packed into a crystalline state, a process that is not possible for all proteins or protein regions. Flexible proteins can adopt multiple conformations, and therefore do not pack into ordered crystals; the full length E2 protein is an example of a flexible protein which to date has not been crystallised. Another limitation that should be considered is the distortion of protein structures or alteration of interaction caused as a result of crystal packing; the structures determined by X-ray crystallography may, in some cases, differ from the protein structure or arrangement in solution (Rhodes, 1993).

5.1.3 Small-angle X-ray scattering

Small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) is a method used to determine the molecular weight, oligomeric state, and shape of a protein in solution. The X-ray radiation is scattered as it passes through the solution containing protein and/or buffer (Figure 5.2). The scattering pattern produced is a rotational average, as the protein will be in multiple orientations within the solution at any one time, unlike the ordered crystal packing seen in X-ray crystallography; this pattern is recorded on a detector up to an angle typically of 3°. The scattering pattern of a protein is measured at several different concentrations, to establish if there are any concentration-dependent changes in the structure or assembly. Each sample is also subjected to multiple exposures to detect any radiation damage. The ‘buffer-only’ scattering pattern is deducted from the protein pattern and the data are normalised by comparison with BSA standards (Figure 5.3). The normalised scattering intensity of the protein can then be plotted versus the scattering vector (Figure 5.3B), the shape of this plot supplies information about the protein’s size and overall shape. Examples of the characteristic scattering patterns produced by a variety of shapes are shown below in Figure 5.4 (Jacques and Trewhella, 2010).
Figure 5.2 Experimental arrangement to collect small-angle X-ray scattering data. The synchrotron X-ray radiation passes through the solution containing protein and buffer. The protein and buffer molecules scatter the X-rays, producing a rotation averaged scattering pattern that is collected usually up to an angle of 3°. The scattering intensity versus the scattering vector (S) is recorded and analysed to provide low-resolution structural information about the protein.

Figure 5.3 Examples of scattering intensity graphs of the logarithm of the intensity (Log I(s)) versus the scattering vector (s, nm). Graph A shows the scattering pattern of a protein sample in blue and a ‘buffer-only’ control in red. Graph B is the normalised scattering pattern of the protein minus the buffer background.
Figure 5.4 Examples of characteristic scattering patterns produced by a range of theoretical shapes. The coloured lines represent typical scattering patterns produced by following shape molecules: a rod (yellow), dumbbell (grey), flat disk (brown), hollow sphere (cyan) and solid sphere (dark blue).

The scattering pattern can then be transformed to produce a series of graphs that provide the various parameters used to determine the size and shape of the protein, the presence of any aggregation, and the quality of the data (Jacques and Trewhella, 2010). The secondary plots and the information provided are detailed below:

- Guinier plot – radius of gyration ($R_g$), molecular weight and assessment of the data quality
- Porod plot – particle volume
- $P(r)$ plot – maximum linear dimension ($D_{max}$), and identification of elongated protein structures

An ab initio bead model can then be created by predicting the scattering pattern produced by a hollow sphere and comparing this to the experimental data; the hollow sphere is then modified and the scattering pattern determined again. After multiple iterations of this process, the aim is to produce a final model that generates a predicted scattering pattern that is the same as the experimental scattering data. A higher-resolution crystallographic structure of the protein, if available, can be modelled into the ab initio bead model to confirm statistically if the crystallographic and SAXS structures are consistent with one another.
5.2 Methods

5.2.1. Protein Expression and purification

5.2.1.1 E2 and E2cat expression
The E2 and E2cat proteins were expressed following the method described in Chapter 3.2.1.

5.2.1.2 E2 and E2cat protein purification
The E2 and E2cat proteins were both purified by the method described in Chapter 4.2.2, resulting in protein samples which were >95% pure in 50mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.8, and 100mM NaCl

5.2.2 Transmission electron microscopy
Purified E2cat protein (25μg/ml) was attached to Formvar carbon-coated grids, negatively-stained and visualised by Ursula Potter (University of Bath). The carbon-coated grids were prepared by overnight exposure to UV-light. The E2cat protein (25μg/ml in 50mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.8, 100mM NaCl) was attached to the carbon-coated grids by adding 30μl of protein and incubating for 1 min, any unattached protein was then removed by two washes with 50μl of dH₂O. The protein coated grids were blotted dry and stained with 50μl of either 2% (w/v) uranyl acetate pH 4, or 2% (w/v) phosphotungstic acid pH 8; after 30 sec any excess stain was removed and the grids air-dried before visualisation on a Jeol JEM1200EXII (Tokyo, Japan).

5.2.3 Determination of the X-ray crystallographic structure of the E2 catalytic domain

5.2.3.1 Crystal condition screens
An Art Robbins Nano dispenser robot was used to set up PACT and JCSG 96-well screens (Molecular Dimension, Suffolk, U.K.). Each condition had 3 sitting drops with a differing volume ratio of protein (~10mg/ml) to well solution: 1:2 1:1 and 2:1, totalling 300nl. The plates were sealed with a plastic sheet and stored at 16°C. The screens were checked every two days for two weeks, and then weekly for several months.
5.2.3.2 **Optimisation**

Conditions from the 96-well plates that resulted in protein crystals or granular precipitation were selected for optimisation in a 24-well hanging-drop plate. The conditions identified from the 96-well screens were initially replicated in hanging drops containing 1.5μl:1.5μl well solution to protein. The conditions were then varied to improve the size and quality of the crystals, including changing the buffer composition and pH, precipitant and its concentration, protein concentration and the addition of other metal ions and sugars.

5.2.3.3 **X-ray diffraction data collection**

The crystals were removed from the drops with a cyroloop and soaked in 0.1M Na acetate, pH 5.5, 15% (v/v) 2-methyl-2,4-pentanediol (MPD), 0.20M NaCl and 10% (v/v) ethylene glycol, before flash-freezing in liquid nitrogen. X-ray diffraction data were collected at the Diamond LightSource (Oxfordshire, U.K.) on an ADSC Q315 3x3 CCD detector on station I04 (at wavelength λ=0.9702 Å) by Dr Jean van den Elsen and Dr. Susan Crennell (University of Bath, U.K.). The data were then processed by Dr Susan Crennell using the HKL2000 package.

5.2.3.4 **Model building and refinement**

Molecular replacement was carried out by Dr. Susan Crennell with BALBES (Long et al., 2007) using the *Azotobacter vinelandii* dihydrolipoamide acyltransferase structure (PDB access code 1EAF). The model was built and refined using COOT (Emsley and Cowtan, 2004) and REFMAC5 - CCP4i software (Bailey, 1994). The protein structure was deposited in the Protein Data Bank (PDB access code: 3RQC). Images were created using PyMOL.

5.2.4 **Small-angle X-ray scattering**

The E2cat protein was purified as described in Chapter 4.3.2. The E2cat sample was analysed in two buffers: (1) 50mM sodium phosphate, pH 7.0, and 100mM NaCl; (2) 50mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.8, and 100mM NaCl. The SAXS data were collected at the X33 beam line, EMBL Hamburg Outstation, (DORIS-III storage ring at Deutsches Elektronen-Synchrotron (Roessle et al., 2007)) at 10°C using an automatic sample changer (Round et al., 2008); data were collected for four protein concentrations: 1.0, 1.5, 2.0 and 2.5mg/ml. Two successive two-minute exposures of the 1.0 mg/ml sample detected no radiation damage. The data were processed and analysed by Dr. Dmitri Svergun (EMBL Germany),
Dr. Peter Konarev (EMBL, Germany) and Dr Jean van den Elsen (University of Bath, U.K.). The results were analysed using standard procedures; the data were extrapolated to zero solute concentration using PRIMUS (Konarev et al., 2003), GNOM was used to determine forward scattering and the radius of gyration, that were used to calculate the proteins maximum dimensions and intraparticle distance (Svergun, 1992). Ten low-resolution ab initio bead models of the E2 catalytic domain were produced by the DAMMIFFF programme (Franke and Svergun, 2009, Svergun, 1999) and averaged using the DAMAVER programme (Volkov and Svergun, 2003). The high-resolution scattering models were calculated with the program CRYSOL (Svergun et al., 1995), and the rigid-body modelling of the E2cat was performed using the program SASREF without symmetry restrictions (Petoukhov and Svergun, 2005). The 4Å X-ray crystallographic structure previously determined was then modelled into the ab initio bead model.

5.2.5 Sedimentation equilibrium analytical ultracentrifugation
All experiments were performed and results analysed by Dr. Jacqui Marshall (University of Bristol), using an An60Ti rotor in a Beckman XL-A ultracentrifuge at 20°C. A 6-sector centrepiece centrifuge cell was loaded with 120μl of three different protein concentrations, along with three buffer-only controls, to give absorbance values in each 1.2 cm cell of approximately 0.8, 0.5 and 0.3. The different concentrations were analysed to detect any concentration-dependent changes in the protein.

The samples were centrifuged at various speeds, and the absorbance values were measured every 6 h until equilibrium was reached. The buffer background was measured at the end of the experiment after a 6 h clearing run at 40,000 rpm.

The data were fitted using ORIGIN to the model for a single ideal protein species, based on the Svedberg equation (shown below). The partial specific volume ($\bar{V}$) of the protein and buffer density ($\rho_o$) were estimated from the protein sequence and the buffer composition, respectively, using SEDNTERP:

\[
\text{http://www.jphilo.mailway.com/download.htm}
\]

The predicted molecular weight ($M_w$) and absorbance coefficient of each protein was determined using the Expasy Protparam (Gasteiger et al., 2003).
Svedberg equation:

\[ M_W = \frac{RTs}{D(1 - \bar{V}\rho_o)} \]

Where \( M_w \) = molecular weight (Da) of the protein assembly, \( R \) = universal gas constant \((8.314 \times 10^3 \text{J/K/Kg mol mass})\), \( T \) = temperature (K), \( s \) = sedimentation coefficient (sec), \( D \) = diffusion coefficient \((\text{m}^2/\text{sec})\), \( \bar{V} \) = partially specific volume of the protein \((\text{ml/g})\), and \( \rho_o \) = density of the buffer \((\text{g/ml})\).
5.3 Results and discussion

5.3.1 Transmission electron microscopy
Transmission electron microscopy was used as an initial low-resolution method to determine if the E2cat protein assembled into a large hollow structure. Figure 5.5 shows a hollow protein structure approximately 17nm in diameter; however, it is not possible to determine the structure from this image as the symmetry is not clear.

![Figure 5.5 Transmission electron microscopy image of the E2cat protein.](image)

Figure 5.5 Transmission electron microscopy image of the E2cat protein. E2cat protein visualised by negative staining with 2% (w/v) phosphotungstic acid, pH 8.0

5.3.2 E2catalytic domain crystal trials

5.3.2.1 Initial 96 well plate crystal screen
PACT and JCSG 96-well screens (Molecular Dimensions, Suffolk, U.K.) were used to identify conditions that resulted in crystals or granular precipitate. The PACT screen resulted in precipitate in all 96 conditions and all concentrations. The JCSG screen identified three conditions (Table 5.1) that were optimised in 24-well plates.
Table 5.1 Examples of the crystals that grew in three different conditions within the JCSG 96-well crystal screen. The images show the crystal forms that grew in each condition within 1 month.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Crystals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 0.1M Tris-HCl, pH 8.5  
1.26M Ammonium sulphate  
0.2M lithium sulphate | ![Image](crystal1.png) |
| 0.1M Caps, pH 10.5  
40% MPD | ![Image](crystal2.png) |
| 0.1M Hepes, pH 7.5  
20% Jeffamine M-600 | ![Image](crystal3.png) |

5.3.2.1 Crystal optimisation

The 0.1M Caps, pH 10.5, 40% MPD condition was optimised for protein concentration, pH, buffer, precipitation and additional salts. The final condition that produced crystals suitable for X-ray diffraction contained 1.5µl of 10mg/ml protein, mixed with 1.5µl of well solution containing 0.1M Na acetate, pH 5.5, 12% MPD, and 0.2M NaCl, and storing at 16°C for approximately 2 weeks (Figure 5.6). All attempts to reproduce and optimise the other two conditions were unsuccessful in terms of crystal formation.
Figure 5.6 E2cat crystal in 0.1M Na Acetate, pH 5.5, 12% MPD, 0.20M NaCl. Crystals grew over two weeks at 16°C.

5.3.3 The structure of the *Thermoplasma acidophilum* E2 catalytic domain

5.3.3.1 X-ray diffraction data collection

Diffraction to 4Å was achieved with a diamond-shaped crystal that was flash frozen in 0.1 M Na acetate, pH 5.5, 15% MPD, 0.20 M NaCl, with an additional 10% ethylene glycol. A variety of crystal sizes, morphologies and cryoprotectants were tried but no further improvements were made to the diffraction data.

5.3.3.2 E2cat model building and refinement

The X-ray diffraction data were collected at the Diamond Light Source and processed to 4.0 Å (Table 5.2); the refinement statistics are given in Table 5.3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Space Group</th>
<th>R32 (H32)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cell parameters</td>
<td>a=b, c 206.3Å, 438.4Å</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>α=β, γ 90.00°, 120°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resolution (Å) (last shell)</td>
<td>4.00 (4.14 - 4.00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of observations</td>
<td>670508</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of unique reflections</td>
<td>29696</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Completeness (last shell)</td>
<td>98.0 (99.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R merge (%) (last shell)</td>
<td>12.7 (48.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average I/σI (last shell)</td>
<td>7.9 (1.58)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Redundancy</td>
<td>3.7 (3.5)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.2 X-ray data collection statistics from the E2cat crystal
Resolution range 44.95 - 4.00Å
Number of protein atoms 12157
Number of solvent atoms None
Average B value 97.108Å²
R-crystal 25.3%
R-free 32.8%
Rms deviations
| Bonds | 0.015Å |
| Angles | 1.806° |

Table 5.3 E2cat structure refinement statistics

The structure of the *Tp. acidophilum* E2cat protein was solved by molecular replacement using the *A. vinelandii* dihydrolipoamide acyltransferase structure (PDB access code 1EAF). This produced a model comprising 6 monomers arranged as two adjacent trimers, with clear electron density for a seventh monomer. An additional single monomer was modelled into this density resulting in a 7 chain asymmetric unit (Figure 5.9). The polypeptide backbone of this seven-chain model (Figures 5.7 - 5.9) was refined to give final values of \(R_{\text{work}}\) 25.3% and \(R_{\text{free}}\) 32.8% (Table 5.3).

Figure 5.7 The E2cat trimer polypeptide backbone and the electron density map.
Figure 5.8 A ribbon diagram of the \textit{Tp. acidophilum} E2cat trimer polypeptide backbone structure.

Figure 5.9 Ribbon diagram of the seven chains comprising the E2cat asymmetric unit. The seventh chain (black) sits on a three-fold axis of symmetry; the other 2 monomers in the trimer are created by symmetry.
5.3.3.1 The 42-mer structure of the Thermoplasma acidophilum E2

The 7-chain asymmetric unit comprises two trimers and one monomer; the seventh monomer creates a third trimer as it is located on a three-fold symmetry axis; the complete E2cat structure was created by positioning the other symmetry related trimers (Figure 5.10). The resulting structure was neither the expected cubic 24-mer (432-symmetry) nor the dodecahedral 60-mer (532-symmetry); instead, the *Tp. acidophilum* E2cat assembled into a novel 42-mer, with 32-symmetry (Figure 5.10) (Marrott et al., 2012). The 1.08 MDa, 42-mer structure is an oblate sphere, comprising three square and six pentagonal faces, with a maximum diameter of 220 Å and a minimum of 190 Å. The large openings located in the centre of the square and pentagonal faces have a diameter of 40 Å and 52 Å respectively. The cubic *A. vinelandii* E2cat has an overall diameter of 120Å, with 30 Å wide windows (Mattevi et al., 1991b); and the dodecahedral *G. stearothermophilus* E2cat measures 237 Å in diameter, with 52 Å windows (Izard et al., 1999). The *Tp. acidophilum* 42-mer dimensions fit between these two previously described structures. The windows in the pentagonal faces are similar to those of the dodecahedral structure; however, the windows in the *Tp. acidophilum* square faces are larger than those in the cubic 24-mer structure. The *Tp. acidophilum* structure has a high solvent to protein ratio of 76%, which may have been responsible for limiting the data collection resolution to 4Å; this is similar to the 4.4Å resolution achieved by Izard et al (1999) for the *G. stearothermophilus* E2 which has an even higher solvent content of 89%.
Figure 5.10 The assembled 42-mer *Tp. acidophilum* E2cat structure. The ribbon diagrams shown in figures A and C illustrate the backbone structure of the E2cat from 2 different angles, showing two pentagonal and one square face. B and C show a space-filling representation of A and C respectively. The three polypeptide chains within each trimer are coloured the same. PDB accession code: 3RQC.
### 5.3.4 Analysis of the E2 catalytic domain structure

#### 5.3.4.1 Sequence and structural alignments with other E2 catalytic domain structures

The polypeptide backbone structure can be determined utilising the 4Å resolution data but not the position of the side chains. In order to analyse the structure further, comparisons were performed with other higher-resolution E2cat structures in which the side-chain positions have been determined, including: the *A. vinelandii* PDHC (2.6Å) (Mattevi et al., 1991b), the bovine branched-chain OADHC (2.7Å) (Kato et al., 2006), the *E. coli* 2-oxoglutarate dehydrogenase complex (OGDHC) (3.0Å) (Knapp et al., 1998) and also the lower resolution *G. stearothermophilus* PDHC (1B5S) (4.4Å). The alignment of the *Tp. acidophilum* E2cat sequence with the sequences from known E2cat crystal structures are shown in Figure 5.11 with the key residues involved in trimer-trimer interaction and catalytic activity highlighted.

![Figure 5.11 Thermoplasma acidophilum E2cat sequence alignment with sequences from other known E2cat structures.](image)

*Figure 5.11 Thermoplasma acidophilum E2cat sequence alignment with sequences from other known E2cat structures.* *Tp.acid* is the *Tp. acidophilum* E2 catalytic domain. The other E2cat sequences are labelled with their PDB codes: 1B5S: *G. stearothermophilus* PDHC; 1E2O: *E. coli* OGDHC, 1EAF: *A. vinelandii* PDHC; 2IHW: bovine branched-chain OADHC. The three key active site residues are in red, the anchor residues are highlighted in cyan, and the hydrophobic pocket residues yellow in yellow.
5.3.4.2 Active site residues

The active site residues of the E2 transacylase are positioned within a tunnel which allows entry of the lipoic acid from the outside and the CoA from the inside of the hollow E2 core (Mattevi et al., 1992). The key active site residues in the *Tp. acidophilum* E2cat protein can be predicted based on alignments with other E2cat sequences; the active site is found between 2 monomers with one chain contributing a threonine (Thr 151) residue and the other providing the histidine (His 195) and aspartic acid (Asp 199) (Figure. 5.12). The active site side chains appear to be in the correct position in the *Tp. acidophilum* E2cat structure, suggesting that the polypeptide backbone has been positioned correctly, as although the exact side chain position is not known they are orientated correctly on the α-helices and β-sheets.

![Figure 5.12 The E2cat active site shown in channel between 2 monomers (cyan and blue). The blue monomer contributes the Asp (199) and His (195), and the Thr (151) is provided by the cyan monomer.](image-url)
5.3.4.4 Predicting the anchor residue key to inter-trimer interactions

An anchor residue is predicted to be important in the formation of inter-trimer interactions, in both the 24- and 60-mer structures; it is a branched side-chain residue that extends from one trimer into a hydrophobic pocket on the second trimer and vice versa (Izard et al., 1999). Based on the sequence alignments of the *Tp. acidophilum* sequence along with other known structure sequences (Figure 5.11), two possible isoleucine anchor residues (E2cat Ile 220 and Ile 221) have been identified. Comparing the locations of these two residues on the crystal structure, isoleucine 221 appears the more likely candidate, as it is positioned in the correct orientation on the $3_{10}$ helix (Figure 5.14). There is electron density for the Ile 221 side chain extending from one trimer towards the adjacent trimer; however, due to the 4Å resolution the precise position of the side chain cannot be confirmed (Figure 5.13). The consequences of mutating and removing this anchor residue are detailed in Chapter 6. The trimers located on both the square and pentagonal faces interact via the same putative Ile 221 anchor residue; this ball and socket-like interaction may allow the flexibility required for the trimer to form the two different faces.

![Figure 5.13](image)

*Figure 5.13 The E2cat backbone structure with the side-chain of the possible anchor residue (isoleucine 221) with the electron density superimposed. The isoleucine 221 side chain had been highlighted with the label CD1/221 ILE/C.*
Figure 5.14 Crystal structure highlighting the possible anchor residues involved in inter-trimer interactions. The ribbon diagram backbones of the two adjacent trimers are shown in red and blue. The Ile 221 side-chains are shown in black, extending from each trimer into a yellow hydrophobic pocket on the adjacent trimer.
5.3.4.5 Formation of square and pentagonal faces within the 42-mer

All current E2 structures comprise trimers that associate into a hollow cage with either square or pentagonal faces. The 24-, 42-, and 60-mer arrangements are not as a result of differences in the trimer structure (Figure 5.15), rather the angle at which the trimers interact (Figure 5.16). Unlike the other known structures, the *Tp. acidophilum* trimers appear to be capable of interacting differently with one another in order to form both square and pentagonal faces (Figure 5.17).

![Figure 5.15 Overlaid E2 trimer structures of *Tp. acidophilum* 42-mer, a cubic 24-mer and a dodecahedral 60-mer. The *Tp. acidophilum* ribbon diagram is shown in black, the *A. vinelandii* is shown in orange and the *G. stearothermophilus* in blue.](image)

![Figure 5.16 Overlaid structures of 2 adjacent trimers from a cubic 24-mer and a dodecahedral 60-mer. The trimers on the left have been superimposed over each other, the *A. vinelandii* ribbon diagram is shown in orange and the *G. stearothermophilus* in blue.](image)
Figure 5.17 The square and pentagonal faces of the *Tp. acidophilum* 42-mer. A) The top left trimer of the square ribbon diagram (blue) and pentagonal (red) faces have been aligned with one another. B) Illustrates the different angles at which the trimers interact with each other viewed from the centre of the face with the aligned trimer of the left.
The *Tp. acidophilum* E2 trimers located on the square and pentagonal faces of the 42-mer interact at differing angles (Figure 5.17). Figure 5.18 illustrates how the differing angles of the two trimers relative to each other may influence the number of possible inter-trimer interactions. The trimers located on a pentagonal faces are arranged so that there is a possibility of an ionic bond forming between the arginine of one trimer and an aspartic acid on the second (approximately 4.5 Å apart), and *vice versa* (Figure 5.18A). The same interaction appears unlikely between two adjacent trimers located on a square face, as these two residues are now located approximately 10 Å apart.

Figure 5.18 Trimer-trimer interfaces on A) a pentagonal and B) a square face of the *Tp. acidophilum* E2 42-mer. The pentagonal-face trimers are shown in shades of blue and green and the square-face trimers in shades of purple and orange. The side chains of key residues have been included on these images but it should be noted that the exact location of these residues is unclear. Measurements are shown between the polypeptide backbone bones. The line diagram next to each image indicates the location of the two trimers on either the square or pentagonal faces.
The 4Å resolution of this structure and the 60-mer prevents the exact identification of the residues that are responsible for determining the angle at which the trimers interact. Interactions between the anchor residue and the hydrophobic pocket, or surface regions at the inter-trimer interface may influence the angle at which the trimers interact with one another, and ultimately govern the overall structure of the E2. A higher resolution structure of the 42-mer and 60-mer might confirm which residues and interactions are important; however, this may not be feasible, so a second option is to mutate the amino acids predicted to contribute side chains to the inter-trimer interactions and determine the effect on the overall structure.

The E2 trimers within the 42-mer are all identical, but the individual monomers occupy differing environments depending upon their location within a square or pentagonal face; this variation may go beyond the quasi-equivalence principles previously suggested, by Izard et al. (1999), to govern the assembly of the OADHC E2 proteins. Quasi-equivalence suggests that all protein subunits are linked by the same type and number of bonds, but these bonds may be deformed slightly (Caspar and Klug, 1962). The interactions between the trimer of the 24-mer and 60-mer structures are described as quasi-equivalent; however the interaction between the non-Euclidean 42-mer trimers cannot be described as quasi-equivalent. The bonds between the 42-mer trimers are not merely distorted, in some cases they are completely different, some interactions are only possible between monomers located within pentagonal faces and not between monomers located on a square face.

The \textit{Tp. acidophilum} 42-mer structure cannot be predicted based on quasi-equivalence and the rules of Euclidean symmetry; but it can, however, be explained by another argument that subunits are not obliged to occupy identical environments and form identical interactions, rather they assemble into the lowest energy structure possible (Caspar and Klug, 1962, Caspar, 1980).
5.3.4.6 Thermostability of the E2cat protein

Evidence suggests that protein thermostability is not achieved by one method, but rather through a number of small changes. A range of structural features have been proposed to contribute to protein thermostability, although their contribution and usage varies depending on the organism and protein, these adaptations include:

- Decreased conformational flexibility
- Decreasing fraying by reduced terminal extensions and additional terminal interactions
- Increased packing efficiency
- Increase in salt bridge networks
- Increased hydrogen bonding
- Extra disulphide bonds
- Amino acid substitutions
  - More hydrophobic and helix stabilising residues
  - Fewer exposed thermolabile amino acids

(Radestock and Gohlke, 2010, Daniel et al., 2008, Li et al., 2005)

The E2cat is a hyperthermostable protein but the structural basis of this thermostability is not clear from this 4Å model. Reducing the flexibility of the full length E2 is not a feasible option for this protein as the flexible linker regions are key to enzyme functionality; instead one possibility is that the E2 catalytic domain has evolved to become hyper-thermostable and therefore capable of resisting the denaturing forces exerted on it (Chapter 4.4). It is not currently possible to prove this hypothesis as thermostability data from mesophilic and thermophilic E2cat and full length E2 protein are not available.

Despite the variety of potential stabilising interactions referred to above, one prevalent feature of thermophilic and hyper-thermophilic proteins is that they tend to have more charged residues, resulting in the possibility of forming extra ionic bonds. These interactions increase in strength at higher temperatures as the energy required to desolvate a charge residue is lower, due to increased water entropy, but the Coulombic interaction between opposite charges within an ionic bond remains the same; therefore, the formation of ionic interactions becomes increasingly favourable as temperatures increase. Hyper-thermophilic enzymes also utilise a network of ionic bonds. The formation of an ionic bond requires the desolvation of two charged residues in order to
create one bond, but the addition to the interaction of a third charge to form a network requires the desolvation of only one charged residue; given that a full Coulombic interaction is gained, ionic networks are highly favourable with respect to thermostability.

The number of ionic interaction in the _Tp. acidophilum_ E2cat cannot be accurately determined, and a higher resolution structure would be required to determine the positions of the side chains and thus to identify ionic interactions. The percentage of charged residues in full-length E2 sequences from mesophilic through to hyperthermophilic organisms can, however, be compared; there is a positive correlation between the percentage of charged residues and the optimal growth temperature of the source organism (Figure 5.19). The _Tp. acidophilum_ E2 protein contains a higher percentage of charged residues than the mesophilic _E. coli_ PHD E2 but less than the hyper-thermophilic E2 from _Pyrobaculum aerophilum._

![Figure 5.19](image)

**Figure 5.19** The percentage of charged residues per full-length E2 as a function of the growth temperature of the source organism. The total number of positive and negative residues was calculated as a percentage of the total number of residues in each E2. The temperature corresponds to the optimal growth temperature of the organism. The E2 proteins sequences are taken for the following mesophilic to hyper-thermophilic organisms: human, cow, _E. coli_, _Ferroplasma acidarmanus_, _G. stearothermophilus_, _Tp. acidophilum_ (shown as a triangle), _Picrophilus torridus_, _Sulfolobus islandicus_, _Aeropyrum pernix_, _Pyrobaculum calidifontis_, and _Pyrobaculum aerphilum._
5.3.5 Small-angle X-ray scattering

SAXS was used to determine the E2cat structure in solution, and hopefully to verify that the novel 42-mer X-ray crystallographic structure was not an artefact of crystallisation. The SAXS data indicated that the E2cat protein, in 50mM Tris-HCl pH 8.8 and 100mM NaCl, was monodisperse, with pronounced subsidiary maxima, characteristic of a hollow globular protein structure. The Guinier plot determined the radius of gyration ($R_g$) to be $85 \pm 3$ Å, and the $P(r)$ (distance distribution) plot determined the maximum linear dimension ($D_{max}$) value to be $220 \pm 10$ Å; these values imply that the E2cat is a distorted sphere structure, as the $D_{max}$ value is not double the $R_g$ value, as would be expected for a perfect sphere. The molecular weight determined from these experiments was $950 \pm 90$ kDa, equivalent to $37.3 \pm 3.5$ monomers.

Figure 5.20 shows the experimental scattering pattern compared to the predicted scattering pattern produced by the 24, 42 and 60-mer structures (PDB codes: 1EAF, 3RQC, and 1B5S respectively); only the predicted 42-mer pattern fitted the experimental data ($\chi = 0.95$). A hollow spherical *ab initio* bead model was produced from the SAXS data that superimposed well with the X-ray crystal structure ($\chi = 1.6$) (Figure 5.20D); this indicates that the 42-mer crystal structure is not an artefact of crystallisation.
A) \( \chi = 18.6 \)

B) \( \chi = 13.4 \)
**Figure 5.20 Small-angle X-ray scattering data and analysis.** A-C) illustrates the X-ray scattering data in blue along with predicted scattering pattern in red for a 24-mer, 60-mer and 42-mer structure respectively; the chi values for fit of the model to the experimental data are shown above the graph. Image D shows the low resolution 42-mer *ab initio* bead model (cyan) superimposed over the crystal structure.
5.3.6 Sedimentation equilibrium analytical ultracentrifugation

The sedimentation equilibrium analytical ultracentrifugation experiments were performed and analysed by Dr. Jacqui Marshall (University of Bristol). The molecular weights of the purified E2 and E2cat proteins (Figure 5.21) in 50mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.8, and 100mM NaCl, were determined by fitting the equilibrium data from two speeds and three protein concentrations (when possible) to a single ideal species model (example shown in Figure 5.22).

![Figure 5.21](image.png)

**Figure 5.21 The E2 and E2cat protein samples used for centrifugation.** E2cat protein is shown in lane 1 and the full-length E2 protein in lane 2. The standard protein markers, with their molecular weights (kDa) are shown in lane M.
Figure 5.22 Sedimentation equilibrium analytical ultracentrifugation of the E2cat protein. A) The blue dots are the recorded $A_{280}$ values with radial distance across the cell after 48 h at 5000 r.p.m. The red line is the fitted model for a single ideal species with the residuals from fitting the data to this model shown in B.

Table 5.4 The molecular weights of the E2 and E2cat protein determined by sedimentation equilibrium ultracentrifugation. The molecular weights of the E2 and E2cat proteins are shown for 3000 and 5000 r.p.m, at three concentrations listed from highest to lowest along with the average $M_w$ for each speed. The E2 5000 r.p.m result does not have an average due to the non-random residual produced during the fitting of the data to the single ideal species model.
The E2cat 3k r.p.m and 5k r.p.m results and the full-length E2 3k r.p.m result fit the single ideal species model; therefore, an accurate molecular weight can be determined. The E2cat 3k r.p.m and 5k r.p.m results were combined resulting in a molecular weight of 1.08 MDa ±0.02, equivalent to 42.2 (±0.8) subunits. The 3k r.p.m results was used to determine the molecular weight of the E2 protein to be 1.94 (±0.05) MDa, this equates to 41.8 (±1.1) subunits (Table 5.4); the 5k r.p.m results for the E2 have not been included as they do not fit the model; this may be due to the steepness of the curve at this speed making it difficult to fit the model accurately to the data points.

Sedimentation equilibrium analytical ultracentrifugation is a method that determines the molecular weight of a protein independently of its structure; this result therefore strongly supports the previous conclusion that the \textit{Tp. acidophilum} E2cat protein assembles into a novel structure composed of 42 monomers. This method also confirms that the removal of the flexible linker region does not affect how the E2 trimers interact, as both the full-length E2 and the E2 catalytic both assemble into 42-mers.
5.4 Conclusion

In this chapter, several complementary techniques have been used to determine the structure of the *Tp. acidophilum* E2cat protein. X-ray crystallography, small-angle X-ray scattering, and sedimentation equilibrium analytical ultracentrifugation all confirm that the *Tp. acidophilum* E2cat protein assembles into a 42-mer structure; analytical ultracentrifugation also proves that the full-length E2 protein assembles into a single structure with a molecular weight consistent with that of a 42-mer. All currently known E2 structures are Euclidean shapes, either cubic 24-mers with square faces or dodecahedral 60-mers with pentagonal faces. The *Tp. acidophilum* E2 structure is an intermediate between the 24-and 60-mer structures, comprising 42 monomers with both square and pentagonal faces; despite this apparent intermediate structure only a 42-mer is formed, rather than any other shape. The data presented in this chapter contradict the previous sedimentation-velocity analytical ultracentrifugation experiments conducted by Heath et al. (2007) that determined that the E2 was a 24-mer. The discrepancy between the two results may be due to proteolysis of the E2; if the flexible linker region between the PSBD and the catalytic domain were cleaved, the resulting protein would have a monomer $M_w = 26.8$ kDa, and a 42-mer $M_w = 1.13$ MDa, this is close to the 1.11 MDa expected for an intact E2 24-mer. The E2 protein samples were not analysed by SDS-PAGE after the experiments of Heath et al. (2007), so it is not possible to confirm this theory.

The structural adaptations that cause the *Tp. acidophilum* E2 to form a 42-mer rather than 24- or 60-mer are not understood; currently there are not enough structures available from differing organisms, temperatures and assemblies, to be able to predict which changes are neutral or influence thermostability and/or assembly.
Chapter 6: The effects of mutating and removing the putative E2 anchor residue on the assembly of the 42-mer

6.1 Introduction

The amino acid side-chains involved in the *Thermoplasma acidophilum* E2 catalytic domain trimer-trimer interactions are of interest, due to the hyper-thermostability of this protein and its ability to form a novel 42-mer. The C-terminus of the E2 catalytic domain has been shown to be important in the formation of trimer-trimer interactions; the addition of a C-terminal his-tag to the *E. coli* succinyltransferase disrupted inter-trimer interactions, resulting in E2 trimers that no longer associated with one another (Knapp et al., 2000). One residue in particular, an "anchor residue", is thought not only to be important in the formation of trimer-trimer interactions, but also affect the angle at which the trimers interact, and this in turn influences the multimeric structure of the E2 assembly (Izard et al., 1999). The E2 anchor residue is a hydrophobic amino acid, usually a valine or leucine, located a few amino acids from the E2cat C-terminus; the hydrophobic anchor residue side-chain extends from one trimer into a hydrophobic pocket on the adjacent trimer, and *vice versa*, tethering neighbouring trimers to each other. Unusually, the *Tp. acidophilum* E2cat appears to have an isoleucine as its anchor residue; the aim of this chapter was to determine how either mutating or removing this putative anchor residue affected the 42-mer assembly.

![Figure 6.1 A ribbon diagram displaying the location of the putative anchor residue (E2-Ile 397) at the interface between two *Tp. acidophilum* E2cat trimers.](image)
6.2 Methods

6.2.1 Identification of a putative anchor residue

The *Tp. acidophilum* E2cat sequence was aligned and the structure compared with the following 24-mer and 60-mer E2s: *G. stearothermophilus* PDHC, *E. coli* OGDHC, *A. vinelandii* PDHC, and bovine branched-chain OADHC. Two possible Ile anchor residues were identified from the E2 sequence (whole E2: Ile396 and 397; E2cat: Ile 220 and 221); the two residues were mapped onto the *Tp. acidophilum* E2cat structure to determine which was the more likely candidate. The sequence below shows the location of the two possible Ile anchor residues.

**Tp. acidophilum** whole E2
MYEFKLPDGIEGVTEGEIVRWDVKEGDMVEKDQDLVEVMTDKVTVKIPSPVRGKIVKILYREGQVMG EGRVTLDLERYMSKPSAPSPASAGKAAGVHTAPQPQAPKGREPLAMHGLRAIIFDATKAKQ IMPHFTVMEEDVTSVMILSDAKARNKVTGFLARIVPSLQYPYNFLNAYDETRVYILKYYNIGI AVDTPDGLNVFVIAKDSRMVEISAEISDKASENKLQQLDEVQDSTFTITNVGTIGIYSTPIINYP EVAILGVHRIEREGRKYMYSLSCDHRLIDGAVATFIVDLKKVEDPNAIYEI

6.2.2 Site-directed mutagenesis and truncation of the E2 and E2 catalytic domain

Site-directed mutagenesis was used to mutate the putative E2cat anchor residue (E2cat-Ile 221) to either a valine or leucine, following the method described in Chapter 2.2.1 (primers shown in Table 6.1). In addition, the C-terminal anchor residue was removed from both the E2 and E2cat protein by the insertion of a premature stop codon before the final 5 amino acids (IIYEI); the stop codon (TGA) was inserted by site-directed mutagenesis using the primers shown in Table 6.1. The presence of the correct mutations was determined by sequencing the E2 gene in pET28a and E2cat in pET24a, using the vector specific T7F and T7R primers by Source BioScience Plc (Oxford, U.K.).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Original</th>
<th>Forward</th>
<th>Reverse</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GAGGATCCGAAGCTATAATCTACGAGATCTGACTC</td>
<td>$^5$GAGGATCCGAAGCTATAATCTACGAGATCTGACTC</td>
<td>$^3$GAGGATCCGAAGCTATAATCTACGAGATCTGACTC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valine</td>
<td>GACTCGTATAATCTACGAGATCTGACTC</td>
<td>$^5$GAGGATCCGAAGCTATAATCTACGAGATCTGACTC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leucine</td>
<td>GACTCGTATAATCTACGAGATCTGACTC</td>
<td>$^5$GAGGATCCGAAGCTATAATCTACGAGATCTGACTC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Truncation</td>
<td>GACTCGTATAATCTACGAGATCTGACTC</td>
<td>$^5$GAGGATCCGAAGCTATAATCTACGAGATCTGACTC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 6.1 E2 and E2cat mutagenesis primers.** Primers designed to mutate the E2/E2cat anchor residue isoleucine 397/221, or to truncate the sequence before isoleucine 396/220. Stop codon sequence in red, Ile anchor residue in green, mutation in blue and early stop codon in purple.
6.2.3 Expression of the mutated and truncated E2 and E2 catalytic domain proteins

The truncated E2 and E2cat proteins were expressed following the same method as the non-truncated E2 and E2cat proteins, described in Chapters 2.3.1 and 3.2.2, respectively. A range of different expression conditions were tried in order to express the conservatively mutated E2cat protein in a soluble form, including using Overnight Express™ Instant TB medium (Novagen, Merck, U.K.), and altering the temperature (between 20-37°C) and length of growth (between 4-20h) after induction in LB medium.

6.2.4 Purification of the truncated E2 and E2 catalytic domain proteins

The truncated E2 (E2-trunc) was purified by heat precipitation followed by nickel affinity chromatography (Chapter 2.3.3). The truncated E2cat (E2cat-trunc) was purified by the 4 step purification method established for the E2cat protein in Chapter 4.2.2: 10 min heat precipitation at 55°C, DNA precipitation by titration of the cell lysate with PEI, followed by anion exchange and gel filtration chromatography. The E2-trunc was also purified by this method, instead of nickel affinity chromatography, when higher purity was required for structural studies.

6.2.5 Determining the size and multimeric nature of the E2-trunc and E2cat-trunc proteins

6.2.5.1 Purification and size determination by gel filtration

The final purification step and size determination experiments were carried out as described in Chapter 2.3.3.3 using a Superdex 200, 10-300GL column equilibrated with 50mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.8, and 100mM NaCl.

6.2.5.2 Sedimentation equilibrium analytical ultracentrifugation analysis of the E2-trunc and E2cat-trunc proteins

All experiments were performed and results analysed by Dr. Jacqui Marshall (University of Bristol) using an An60Ti rotor in a Beckman XL-A ultracentrifuge at 20°C, as described in Chapter 5.2.5. The experiments were performed using the same buffer as the previous E2 and E2cat experiments: 50mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.8, and 100mM NaCl.
6.2.6 Determination of the structure of the truncated E2 catalytic domain

6.2.6.1 Small-angle X-ray scattering

The SAXS data were collected at the X33 beam-line, EMBL Hamburg Outstation, (DORIS-III storage ring at Deutsches Elektronen-Synchrotron (Roessle et al., 2007)) using an automatic sample changer (Round et al., 2008); the SAXS data were processed and analysed by Dr. Dmitri Svergun, Dr. Peter Konarev and Dr. Gundolf Schenk (EMBL, Hamburg, Germany) and Dr Jean van den Elsen (University of Bath, U.K.). The results were analysed by the method described in Chapter 5.2.4.

6.2.6.2 E2cat-trunc X-ray crystallography

An Art Robbins Nano dispenser robot was used to set up the following 96 well condition screens: PGA-LM, Crystal Screen 1 and 2, Morpheus, PACT and JCSG (Molecular dimensions, Suffolk, U.K.); each of the 96 conditions had 3 sitting drops with a differing ratio of protein to well solution: 1:2, 1:1 and 2:1 protein (~10mg/ml) to well solution, totalling 300nl. The plates were sealed with a plastic sheet and stored at 16°C. The screens were checked every two days for two weeks, and then weekly for several months. The crystals were optimised following the method detailed in Chapter 5.2.3.2. A crystal grown in 8% (w/v) polyethylene glycol (PEG) 4k (Fluka, Sigma-Aldrich), 3% (w/v) Polyglutamic acid (PGA-LM) (Molecular dimensions, U.K.), 0.1M Na cacodylate and pH 6.5 was soaked in the following cryoprotectant before being flash frozen: 8% (w/v) PEG 4k, 3% (w/v) PGA, 0.1M Na cacodylate, pH 6.5 and 30% glycerol. The resultant crystal was used to collect X-ray diffraction data at the Diamond Light Source (Oxfordshire, U.K.) on an ADSC Q315 3x3 CCD detector on station I04 (at wavelength $\lambda=0.9702$ Å). The data were collected and processed using the HKL2000 package by Dr Susan Crennell (University of Bath).

The E2cat-trunc model was built and refined by Dr. Jean van den Elsen (University of Bath). The E2cat and E2cat-trunc monomer crystal structures were compared using the DaliLite programme (Holm and Park, 2000).
6.3 Results and discussion

6.3.1 Mutation of the E2cat anchor residue

The putative E2cat anchor residue (E2cat-Ile 221) was mutated into a valine and a leucine by quick-change site-directed mutagenesis. Recombinant expression of the E2cat (Val 221) and E2cat (Leu 221) resulted in insoluble protein in all conditions tried (Figure 6.2).

**Figure 6.2 SDS-PAGE of the soluble and insoluble cell lysate expressing the wild-type and mutated E2cat proteins.** Lane 1: standard protein markers, with their molecular weights (kDa). Lanes 2 and 5 contain the soluble and insoluble non-mutated E2cat cell extract proteins. Lanes 3 and 6, and 4 and 7, contain the soluble and insoluble E2cat (Ile 221 Val) and E2cat (Ile 221 Leu) cell lysate respectively.
6.3.2 Removal of the anchor residue by truncating the E2 and E2cat proteins

The putative anchor residue (E2-Ile 397/ E2cat-Ile221) was removed by the insertion of a stop codon (TGA), before the final five C-terminal amino acids (IlyEI); the insertion of the stop codon was confirmed by sequencing. The sequence of the E2 protein’s N-terminal lipoyl domain and PSBD are unaffected by this truncation.

6.3.3 Expression and purification of the truncated E2 and E2cat proteins

6.3.3.1 Expression of the truncated E2 and E2cat proteins

The E2-trunc was expressed solubly with an N-terminal his-tag from pET28a. The E2cat-trunc protein was expressed in a partially soluble form without a his-tag from pET24a when the cells were induced with IPTG (Figure 6.3).

![Figure 6.3 SDS-PAGE comparing the soluble and insoluble cell lysate proteins when the E. coli cells containing the E2cat-trunc-pET24a vector were induced and not induced with IPTG.](image)

Lane 1: standard protein markers, with their molecular weight values (kDa); lanes 2 and 3: Insoluble protein from induced and non-induced cell cultures respectively. Lanes 4 and 5: soluble protein from induced and non induced cell cultures.
6.3.3.2 Nickel affinity chromatography purification of truncated E2

The E2-trunc protein was purified to between 85 and 95% purity, by heat-precipitation, and nickel-affinity chromatography (Figure 6.4); although some of the E2-trunc protein eluted during the low concentration imidazole wash steps, the majority eluted in the first two His-elute buffer 1ml washes.

![Figure 6.4 SDS-PAGE of E2-trunc purification by nickel affinity chromatography.](image)

Lane 1: flow through protein that did not bind to the column; lanes 2: the his-bind buffer wash, lanes 3 and 4: the 5% and 10% (v/v) His-elute fractions, respectively; and lanes 5 to 9: his elute wash collected in 5 separate 1ml fractions. The standard protein markers are in lane M and are labelled with their molecular weight values.

6.3.3.3 Anion exchange chromatography purification of the E2cat-trunc

An example E2cat-trunc anion exchange chromatography trace is shown in Figure 6.5. Cell lysate was loaded onto the column in 50mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.8, in this buffer the E2cat-trunc protein did not bind to the anion exchange column, but the majority of contaminating E. coli proteins did. The flow through fractions (A3- A6 in Figure 6.6) were pooled and concentrated before further purification by gel filtration chromatography.
Figure 6.5 Anion exchange trace of the E2cat-trunc protein purification. The $A_{280}$ readings are shown in blue, the fraction numbers are shown along the x-axis, and the concentration of NaCl is shown in green, increasing from 0 to 1M.

Figure 6.6 SDS-PAGE of anion exchange fractions. The lanes are labelled by the fraction number corresponding to the fractions shown in Figure 6.4; the standard protein markers, with their molecular weight values (kDa) are shown in the lanes labelled M and the lane labelled L is the load fraction.
6.3.3.4 Gel filtration chromatography of the truncated E2 and E2cat

Size exclusion gel filtration chromatography was used as a final purification step, and also used to determine the molecular weight of the E2-trunc and E2cat-trunc proteins (both in 50mM Tris, pH 8.8, and 100mM NaCl).

The E2-trunc protein eluted from the column in a single peak at 11.23 ml (Figure 6.7), this elution volume equates to an approximate molecular weight of 340 kDa, the equivalent to 7 E2-trunc subunits.

Figure 6.7 E2-trunc Gel filtration trace. The $A_{280}$ readings are shown in blue, and the 0.5ml fraction shown in red along the x-axis. No protein peaks were observed prior to those shown.

Figure 6.8 SDS-PAGE of the E2-trunc gel filtrations fractions. The lanes are labelled with the fraction number corresponding to Figure 6.7 The lane labelled L contains the load sample and the lane labelled M contains broad range molecular weight markers along with their molecular weights (kDa).
The E2cat-trunc protein eluted from the gel filtration column at 15.25ml (Figure 6.9); the molecular weight of the protein in this peak was determined to be approximately 61 kDa, the equivalent to 2.45 E2cat-trunc monomers.

Figure 6.9 E2cat-trunc gel filtration trace. The $A_{280}$ readings are shown in blue, and the fraction numbers are shown along the x-axis.

Figure 6.10 SDS-PAGE of E2cat-trunc gel filtration fractions. The lanes are labelled by fraction number corresponding to the fractions shown in Figure 6.9. The lane labelled M contains the standard protein markers, with their molecular weight values (kDa) and the lane labelled L contains the proteins loaded onto the column.

The E2-trunc and E2cat-trunc proteins did not elute from the column in the void volume like the non-truncated versions of these proteins. The E2-trunc gel filtration results imply that this protein assembles into a structure comprising 7 monomers; however, this is
unlikely to be an accurate molecular weight, as the flexible linker regions of the E2 protein extend out from the catalytic domain, creating a larger hydrodynamic radius than would be expected for a protein of equal molecular weight. The E2cat-trunc data suggests that this protein is forming either dimers or trimers. The conclusion drawn from the gel filtration data is that the truncation of the C-terminal 310 helix results in E2 and E2cat proteins that no longer form 42-mer.

6.3.4 Sedimentation equilibrium analytical ultracentrifugation of the truncated E2 and E2cat proteins

The E2-trunc and E2cat-trunc proteins do not appear to form 42-mers. The molecular weights of these proteins determined by gel filtration are unlikely to be accurate, as this technique can be influenced by the shape of a protein. Therefore, equilibrium analytical ultracentrifugation (AUC) was used to accurately determine the molecular weights of the two proteins and thus elucidate the multimeric nature. These experiments were performed on E2-trunc and E2cat-trunc protein in 50mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.8, and 100mM NaCl, the same buffer as was used for the non-truncated E2 and E2cat protein AUC experiments.

6.3.4.1 Determination of the molecular weight of the truncated E2 protein

The molecular weight of the E2-trunc was determined at two speeds (7.5k and 9.5k r.p.m.) and at 3 protein concentrations (1.3, 0.8, 0.4mg/ml) (Table 6.2). The samples were run on an SDS-PAGE after centrifugation to ensure proteolysis of the flexible linker regions had not occurred during the experiment (Figure 6.12).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Protein concentration (mg/ml)</th>
<th>M_w (kDa; data fitted to a single ideal species model)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Channel A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7k r.p.m. 24 h</td>
<td>118.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.5k r.p.m. 30 h</td>
<td>122.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combination</td>
<td>121.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.2 Sedimentation equilibrium analytical ultracentrifugation results for the truncated E2 protein. The molecular weight in kDa is shown for the three concentrations and two speeds along with the combined and global fits for all results.
6.11 Sedimentation equilibrium analytical ultracentrifugation of the E2-trunc protein.
The blue dots are the $A_{280}$ recorded with radial distance across the cell after 24 h at 7k r.p.m (B). The red line is the fitted model for a single ideal species with the residuals from fitting the data to this model shown above (A).

**Figure 6.12 SDS-PAGE of the E2 protein after centrifugation.** The lanes are labelled with the letter that refers to the channel labelled (Table 6.2). The lane labelled M contains the standard protein markers, labelled with their molecular weights (kDa).
The E2-trunc protein molecular weight was determined by fitting the experimental data to a single ideal species model; channel C, the lowest concentration data, fitted the model well (Figure 6.11), and channel B fitted reasonably well. The absorbance in channel A was above 1.5, this is above the linear absorbance range which can lead to the molecular weight being underestimated, and in fact in all cases the molecular weights calculated from channel A data were the lowest. The molecular weight of the E2-trunc protein was calculated to be 127.2 (± 3.0) kDa, the equivalent of 2.8 (± 0.1) monomers. This result strongly suggests that the E2-trunc protein assembles into trimers and that the molecular weight determined by gel filtration was artificially increased by the protein's flexible linkers.

6.3.4.2 Determination of the molecular weight of the truncated E2 catalytic domain

The data recorded for all three concentrations and speeds fit well to the single ideal species model (Figure 6.13), and therefore all results were used to determine the molecular weight of this protein. The E2cat-trunc protein was calculated to have a molecular weight of 70.2 (± 3.2) kDa, which equates to 2.8 (± 0.1) E2cat-trunc monomers (Table 6.3).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Protein concentration (mg/ml)</th>
<th>Channel A</th>
<th>Channel B</th>
<th>Channel C</th>
<th>Global fit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12k r.p.m 34 h</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15k r.p.m 30 h</td>
<td>77.4</td>
<td>71.2</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>75.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18k r.p.m. 28 h</td>
<td>73.7</td>
<td>69.8</td>
<td>65.1</td>
<td>71.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combination</td>
<td>69.6</td>
<td>69.1</td>
<td>64.1</td>
<td>68.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>71.8</td>
<td>69.5</td>
<td>64.6</td>
<td>70.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.3 Sedimentation equilibrium analytical ultracentrifugation results for the E2cat-trunc protein. The molecular weight in kDa is shown for the three concentrations and speeds along with the combined and global fit results.
Figure 6.13 Sedimentation equilibrium analytical ultracentrifugation of the E2cat-trunc protein. The blue dots are the $A_{280}$ recorded with radial distance across the cell after 30 h at 15k r.p.m (B). The red line is the fitted model for a single ideal species with the residuals from fitting the data to this model shown above (A).

The E2cat-trunc data are more reliable than the E2-trunc, as more of the concentration and speed data sets fitted well to the ideal species model. The molecular weight and multimeric nature of the E2-trunc and E2cat-trunc assemblies, determined by analytical ultracentrifugation, are consistent with one another, indicating that the truncated E2 and E2cat both form trimers.

6.3.5 Small-angle X-ray scattering of E2cat-trunc

SAXS was used to determine a low-resolution structure of the E2cat-trunc protein in solution. All experiments were performed on a pure sample of E2cat-trunc (5.8, 4.9, 4.3, 4.0, 3.2, and 0.9 mg/ml) in 50mM Tris, pH 8.8, and 100mM NaCl, the same buffer as was used for the 42-mer E2cat SAXS and all analytical ultracentrifugation experiments.

SAXS confirmed that the E2cat-trunc protein does not form a 42-mer; however, unlike the monodisperse E2-trunc and E2cat-trunc trimers detected by analytical ultracentrifugation, a mixture of E2cat-trunc trimers (80%) and hexamers (20%) were seen
by SAXS. A trimer from the non-truncated E2cat 42-mer has been modelled into part of the SAXS *ab initio* bead model (Figure 6.14); the E2cat trimer fits well into this part of the model, and the similarities in size and shape indicate that the E2cat and E2cat-trunc trimers have the same overall structure. Whilst the majority of the E2cat-trunc forms trimers, 20% is hexameric, which may be the result of two trimers interacting with one another. A second trimer cannot be fitted with any certainty into the elongated part of the SAXS model, indicating that this trimer may not have a fixed position relative to the first.

Figure 6.14 Low resolution *ab initio* bead model of the truncated E2cat protein. A ribbon diagram of a trimer (red) derived from the *Tp. acidophilum* E2cat 42-mer has been superimposed over the SAXS *ab initio* bead model (cyan).

The SAXS and AUC experiments were performed on pure E2cat-trunc protein in the same buffer conditions; however, higher protein concentrations were used for the SAXS experiments (5.8 - 0.9 mg/ml) compared to the AUC experiments (1.3 - 0.6 mg/ml). The difference in protein concentrations may be the reason why a small proportion of hexamers were detected by SAXS and not AUC. It is not feasible to repeat both sets of experiments using the same concentration range, due to the limitations of each detection method; that is, the AUC centrifuge spectrophotometer is only capable of measuring absorbance <1.2, whereas SAXS requires higher protein concentration as scattering is dependent on protein size and concentration.
6.3.6 Truncated E2 catalytic domain crystal trials

Truncating the C-terminus of the E2cat and removing the putative Ile anchor residue produces a polypeptide that assembles into trimers but not a 42-mer. A 42-mer E2cat trimer can be superimposed over the E2cat-trunc SAXS ab initio bead model; this indicates that the inability of the E2cat-trunc trimers to form a 42-mer, is not due to a large change in the overall structure of the E2cat trimer. Two possible explanations why the truncated E2 trimers no longer interact are:

1. Shortening the C-terminal helix may disrupt the tertiary structure of the trimer at the trimer interface.
2. The trimer structure may be completely unaffected, but without the essential anchor residue they are unable to interact.

X-ray crystallography has been used to determine the structure of the E2cat-trunc protein, with the aim of elucidating the reason why the truncated trimers do not interact with one another. A secondary aim was to obtain a high-resolution crystal structure of the E2cat trimer, in order to improve the current 4 Å 42-mer model; the E2cat-trunc trimer is smaller (75 kDa) than the 42-mer and therefore may crystallise in a more compact lattice.

6.3.6.1 Initial 96 well plate crystal screen

The PGA-LM screen (Molecular dimensions, Suffolk, U.K.) resulted in E2cat-trunc crystals in several related conditions containing 5% (w/v) PGA-LM, 0.1M Na cacodylate, pH 6.5, and various molecular weight polyethylene glycols including PEG 400, 550 MME, 2k MME, 4k, 8k and 20k; an example of the crystals that grew in these conditions are shown in Figure 6.15.

![Figure 6.15 E2cat-trunc crystals in the PGA-LM 96 well crystal screen condition](image)

The 9mg/ml E2cat-trunc protein was mixed with well solution containing 0.1M Na cacodylate, pH 6.5, 5% (w/v) PGA-LM, and 15% (w/v) PEG 4k. Crystals grew in 5-10 days.
6.3.6.2 E2cat-trunc crystal optimisation

The conditions identified from the PGA-LM screen were reproduced in 24-well hanging-drop trays, and the following components were optimised: storage temperature, PEG molecular weight, the concentration of: PGA, PEG, and protein, and buffer pH. Figure 6.16 shows an example of the crystal morphologies that grew in the optimised condition (8% (w/v) PEG 4k, 3% (w/v) PGA, and 0.1M Na cacodylate, pH 6.5).

Figure 6.16 Example of the E2cat-trunc crystals. The crystals grew in 8% (w/v) PEG 4k, 3% (w/v) PGA, and 0.1M Na cacodylate, pH 6.5, at 16°C.

6.3.7 The structure of the truncated *Tp. acidophilum* E2 catalytic domain

6.3.7.1 X-ray diffraction data collection

Diffraction to 4.1 Å was achieved at the Diamond Light Source (Oxfordshire) with E2cat-trunc crystals (8% (w/v) PEG 4k, 3% (w/v) PGA-LM, and 0.1M Na cacodylate, pH 6.5) that were soaked for 20 s in cryoprotectant (8% (w/v) PEG 4k, 3% (w/v) PGA-LM, 0.1M Na cacodylate, pH 6.5, plus an additional 30% (v/v) glycerol) before being flash frozen. All attempts to improve diffraction resolution by optimising the crystals, freezing conditions and data collections at room temperature, were unsuccessful the crystals either diffracting poorly or showing high levels of mosaicity.

6.3.7.2 Model building and refinement

The structure of the *Tp. acidophilum* E2cat-trunc protein was determined to a resolution of 4.1Å by molecular replacement using a monomer from the *Tp. acidophilum* E2cat structure (PDB access code: 3RQC).
The asymmetric unit of the E2cat-trunc contains 6 monomers arranged as 2 adjacent trimers (Figure 6.17); the two trimers are, however, in different orientations relative to each other compared to the non-truncated 42-mer E2cat trimers. The polypeptide backbone of the two trimers model was refined to give a final $R_{\text{work}}$ of 21.5% and $R_{\text{free}}$ of 28.4%.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Space Group</th>
<th>P32 2 1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cell parameters</td>
<td>a=b, c 107.2Å, 238.6 Å</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>α=β, γ 90°, 120°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resolution (Å) (last shell)</td>
<td>4.1 (4.17-4.10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of observations</td>
<td>12274</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of unique reflections</td>
<td>12902</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Completeness (last shell)</td>
<td>99.2% (97.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R merge (%) (last shell)</td>
<td>0.122 (0.551)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average I/σI (last shell)</td>
<td>13.06 (2.48)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Redundancy</td>
<td>5.3 (5.1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.4 X-ray data collection statistics from the E2cat-trunc crystal

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Resolution range</th>
<th>92.80- 4.10 Å</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of protein atoms</td>
<td>10296</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of solvent atoms</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average B value</td>
<td>74.61 Å²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-crystal</td>
<td>21.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-free</td>
<td>28.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rms deviations</td>
<td>Bonds 0.01Å</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Angles 1.63°</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.5 E2cat-trunc trimer structure refinement statistics
Figure 6.17 Crystal structure of the truncated E2cat protein to 4.1Å. Images A and B show a ribbon diagram of the polypeptide backbone structure and space filling model/surface representation, respectively, of the two trimers contained within the asymmetric unit. The image is orientated looking down the three-fold axis of symmetry of the yellow trimer.
6.3.8 Analysis of the truncated E2cat crystal structure and comparisons with the 42-mer structure.

6.3.8.1 Comparison of the trimer structure of the truncated and non-truncated E2cat

The removal of the putative Ile anchor residue, by truncating the C-terminal 3_{10} helix, does not affect the overall structure of either the E2 monomer or trimer (Figure 6.18). Monomer A from the trimeric E2cat-trunc and from the E2cat 42-mer have a Ca RMSD value of 0.86Å (214/219 residues); furthermore, two intra-trimer monomers (monomer A and B) taken from an E2cat-trunc trimer, and E2cat trimer have a Ca RMSD value of 0.71Å (214/219) and 0.77Å (217/222), respectively. The E2cat and E2cat-trunc trimers appear to be essentially identical; truncating the C-terminal helix does not change the tertiary structure of the protein. Therefore, it can be concluded that the C-terminal anchor residue is crucial in the formation of the inter-trimer interactions.

Figure 6.18 E2-trunc trimer superimposed over an E2 trimer from the 42-mer crystal structure. The E2-trunc trimer structure is shown in blue and the 42-mer trimer is shown in black.
6.3.8.2 Orientation of the two trimers within the asymmetric unit

The asymmetric unit of the E2cat-trunc crystal structure contains two trimers, but these are orientated differently relative to each other, compared to the position of two 42-mer E2cat trimers (Figure 6.19). The C-terminal anchor residue appears to be crucial in the formation of the 42-mer trimer-trimer interactions; without this region, the trimers do not assemble correctly, despite the residual of the trimer-trimer interface remaining unaltered.

Figure 6.19 The relative orientations of two trimers in the 42mer E2cat structure (A), and the trimeric E2cat-trunc (B). Space filling diagrams of two E2cat trimers shown in blue and red and two E2cat-trunc trimers shown in orange and green.
6.4 Conclusion

The E2 anchor residue has been predicted to play a key role in the formation of trimer-trimer interactions. Two possible *Tp. acidophilum* E2 anchor residues were identified by sequence alignments with other E2 sequences with known structures, they were E2-Ile 396 and E2-Ile 397; based on the *Tp. acidophilum* E2cat structure, Ile 397 would seem the more likely candidate, however this has not been unequivocally confirmed.

The conservative mutation of the E2cat Ile 397, to a valine or a leucine, resulted in insoluble protein; whereas, removal of both isoleucines, by the insertion of a premature stop codon before the final 5 C-terminal residues (IILEI), resulted in soluble recombinant E2 and E2cat proteins. The molecular weights of the E2-trunc and E2cat-trunc protein determined by equilibrium analytical ultracentrifugation (AUC) equated to a trimeric assembly, rather than a 42-mer. Unlike the monodisperse E2cat-trunc assembly seen by AUC a mixture of trimers (80%) and hexamers (20%) were seen by small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS). The variation between the two methods could be explained by different protein concentrations: SAXS requires a much higher concentration than AUC, and therefore any weak interactions that result in trimer-dimers are only seen at the high protein concentrations used in the SAXS experiments.

The structure of the E2cat-trunc trimer was determined by X-ray crystallography to 4.1 Å resolution. The structure of the trimeric E2cat-trunc trimer and the 42-mer E2cat trimer are the same; removing the C-terminal anchor residue has no effect on the structure of the trimer, but it completely disrupts the 42-mer trimer-trimer interactions. The results discussed in this chapter are consistent with work by Peng et al. (2012) on the dodecahedral *G. stearothermophilus* E2; in this case, the whole C-terminal helix (DPELLLMEA) was removed, resulting in a trimeric E2 catalytic domain protein.

The C-terminal anchor residue region has been shown to be crucial in the formation of a 42-mer; the angle at which the trimers interact with one another may be influenced by how the anchor residue fits into the hydrophobic pocket on the adjacent trimer. As site-directed mutagenesis of the putative anchor residue was unsuccessful, in that the protein was expressed in an insoluble form, the hydrophobic pocket residues could be mutated to investigate how the anchor residue interactions affect the angle at which the trimers interact. Further experiments are also needed to confirm if E2-Ile 397 rather than Ile 396 is the *Tp. acidophilum* E2 anchor residue.
Chapter 7: Characterisation of the trimeric E2 and OADHC

7.1 Introduction

A trimeric version of the Thermoplasma acidophilum E2 catalytic domain, and full length E2, along with its N-terminal PSBD and lipoil domain, have been produced by removing the inter-trimer anchor residue, a C-terminal Ile that extends from one trimer into a hydrophobic pocket on the adjacent trimer and vice versa. The removal of this key residue, by truncating the C-terminus of the catalytic domain, prevents the E2 trimers associating into a 42-mer. There are three acyltransferase active sites per trimer, situated in a tunnel at each of the monomer-monomer interfaces; the key active site residues are provided by both monomers: one monomer provides a His and an Asp, and the other a Thr (Figure 7.1).

Figure 7.1 Crystal structure of the trimeric E2 catalytic domain. The three monomers are coloured in three shades of blue, and the active site residues (Thr, His, and Asp) are highlighted in red. There are three active sites per trimer, with one monomer contributing the His and Asp and a second monomer contributing a Thr.

The structure of the trimeric E2cat, determined in Chapter 6, superimposes over the 42-mer E2cat trimer, this suggests that removing the E2cat's C-terminal anchor residue does not alter the structure of the trimer, only its ability to interact with other trimers and assemble into a 42-mer. If the structure of the trimer remains identical, then it can be hypothesised that it may retain acyltransferase activity. The N-terminal region remains unaltered by this mutation, and therefore the full-length E2 has the PSBD and lipoil domain required for OADHC assembly and activity. The aim of this chapter was to characterise the trimeric Tp. acidophilum E2cat and the trimeric full-length E2, and to investigate if it is possible to produce a functional trimeric OADHC.
7.2 Methods

7.2.1 Expression and purification of truncated E2 and E2 catalytic domain proteins
The truncated E2cat (E2cat-trunc) was expressed as described in Chapter 2.3.1. The truncated E2 (E2-trunc) was expressed and lipoylated as described in Chapter 3.2.2.

The E2-trunc was purified by the method described in Chapter 2.3.3, and resulted in protein that was approximately 90% pure. The E2cat-trunc protein was purified by the 4-step purification method established for the purification of the E2cat protein in Chapter 4.2.2; this method was also used when the E2-trunc protein was required to be >95% pure and in a buffer not containing imidazole.

7.2.2 E2 dihydrolipoamide transacetylase assay
The E2 assay is described in Chapter 2.5.2. Unless otherwise stated, the non-lipoylated E2-trunc was utilised for all E2 activity assays, rather than the lipoylated form of the enzyme, as previous results suggest that the enzyme-bound lipoic acid competes with the exogenous DHlip (Chapter 3.3.2.2).

7.2.3 Assembly and OADHC activity of a trimeric complex

7.2.3.1 Expression and purification of the E1 and E3 enzyme
The E1 and E3 enzymes were expressed as described in Chapter 2.3.1 and purified following the method in Chapter 2.3.3. The E1, E2-trunc, and E3 enzymes were dialysed overnight, at 4°C, into 50mM Tris, pH 8.5, 100mM NaCl and 50mM imidazole.

7.2.3.2 2-oxoacid dehydrogenase complex assembly and activity assay
The OADHC assays were performed as described in Chapter 2.5.4. The concentrations of the purified enzymes were determined by measuring the absorbance at 280nm or using the Bradford assay, depending on the purity of the enzyme (Chapter 2.4). The protein concentration was then converted to a molar concentration of the active protein units: E1αβ, E2α, and E3α2, using the molar absorbance coefficient predicted from the protein sequences (Gasteiger et al., 2003). The required molar ratio of E1αβ, E2α, and E3α2 were mixed in assay buffer in the cuvette (50mM potassium phosphate pH7.0, 2.5mM
NAD$^+$, 1mM MgCl2, and 0.2mM TPP) and incubated at 55°C for 10 min before the reaction was started with the addition of 0.13mM CoA, 2.6mM cysteine/HCl and the 2-oxoacid substrate (e.g. 2mM 3-methyl-2-oxopentanoic acid).

The $K_m$ and $V_{max}$ values of the E2 or E2-trunc OADHC with respect to 3-methyl-2-oxopentanoic acid were determined under comparable conditions by mixing the E1α2β2:E2α:E3α2 in a stoichiometry of 1:1:0.5.

### 7.2.3.3 Gel filtration of the assembled trimeric OADHC

The E1α2β2, E2α-trunc, and E3α2 were mixed in a ratio of 1:1:1 and heated at 55°C for 10 min without dilution; any precipitate was removed by centrifugation at 16 000 x g and filtration through a 0.45μm filter. The soluble OADHC sample was then loaded onto a Superdex 200, 10-300GL (GE Healthcare) column equilibrated with 25mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.5, 100mM NaCl and 25mM imidazole. The column eluent was collected in 0.5ml fractions; E1, E3 and OADHC activities were measured for each fraction, along with the determination of the protein concentration by the Bradford assay (Chapter 2.4.1).

### 7.2.4 Characterisation of the temperature optima and thermal inactivation profiles of the truncated E2 and OADHC

#### 7.2.4.1 Thermal inactivation assays

The thermal inactivation assays were performed as described in Chapter 3.2.6. The E2-trunc was incubated in 50mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.8, and 100mM NaCl, and the E2cat-trunc was incubated in 50mM Tris-HCl, pH8.8. The OADHC components were mixed in the required stoichiometry to produce a stock solution; all aliquots to be heated were taken from this solution to ensure a constant stoichiometry.

#### 7.2.4.2 Temperature optima

The temperature optima assays were performed as described in Chapter 3.2.7. A stock of assembled OADHC was made by mixing the component enzymes in a stoichiometry of 1:1:0.5 (E1αβ2:E2:E3α2) and incubated in complex assay buffer at 55°C for 10 min, the OADHC stock was then cooled on ice and stored at 4°C. The reactions were started with the addition of enzyme rather than substrate.
7.3 Results and discussion

7.3.1 Characterisation of the truncated E2 and E2cat dihydrolipoamide transacetylase activity

7.3.1.1 The dihydrolipoamide transacetylase activity of the E2-trunc and E2cat-trunc proteins

The enzymatic activities of the truncated E2 and E2cat were compared to that of the non-truncated versions, to determine if the truncation and prevention of 42-mer assembly influenced the enzymes’ catalytic ability. The recorded specific activities (Table 6.1) show that both the E2-trunc and E2cat-trunc are capable of catalysing the acyltransferase reaction, albeit at reduced rate; compared to the non-truncated versions, the specific activity of the E2-trunc had been reduced to 78% and the E2cat-trunc to 36%. Thus, truncating the E2 and preventing assembly does not abolish activity but does reduce the enzymes’ efficiency.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Enzyme</th>
<th>Specific activity (U/mg)</th>
<th>$k_{cat}$ (min$^{-1}$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E2</td>
<td>1.06 ± 0.05</td>
<td>48.9 ±2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E2-trunc</td>
<td>0.83 ± 0.01</td>
<td>37.8 ± 0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E2cat</td>
<td>1.63 ±0.13</td>
<td>42.8 ± 3.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E2cat-trunc</td>
<td>0.58 ± 0.08</td>
<td>14.5 ± 2.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.1 Specific activity and $k_{cat}$ values for the truncated and non-truncated E2 and E2cat. The specific activity is shown in U/mg of E2, where 1 Unit is described as the conversion of 1 μmol of acetyl-CoA to 1 μmol of acetyl-dihydrolipoamide per minute.

7.3.1.2 Thermal inactivation of the truncated E2 catalytic domain

The thermostability of the truncated proteins can be measured as both the E2-trunc and E2cat-trunc are catalytically active. The thermostability assays of the truncated and the non-truncated 42-mer E2 and E2cat proteins (Chapters 3.3.2 and 4.3.5) were conducted under the same conditions; therefore, the half-lives can be directly compared to determine if preventing the trimers associating into a 42-mer affects the proteins’ thermostability (Figure 7.4).
Figure 7.2 Thermal inactivation profile of the truncated E2. The truncated E2 protein was incubated in 50mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.8, 100mM NaCl.

Figure 7.3 Thermal inactivation profile of the truncated E2cat. The truncated E2cat protein was incubated in 50mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.8.
The trimeric E2cat-trunc is significantly less thermostable than the non-truncated 42-mer E2cat; the E2cat has a half-life of 215 min at 99°C, whereas, the E2cat-trunc has a half-life of just 3 min at 95°C (Figure 7.4). There is less of a difference between the thermostability of the E2 trimer and 42-mer; at 85°C both versions have a similar half-life of 56 and 39 min, respectively (Figure 7.4). This data set implies that the trimeric E2-trunc is slightly more thermostable than the 42-mer E2; however, further replicates of these results would be required to determine if there is a statistically significant difference between the thermostabilities.

Truncating the E2cat protein reduces its thermostability to a greater extent than truncating the E2 protein. Interestingly, the presence or absence of the flexible linker regions has more of an effect on the thermostability of the E2, than preventing the trimers assembling into a 42-mer.
7.3.2 Truncated E2 and OADHC activity

The trimeric E2 is capable of catalysing the dihydrolipoamide acyltransferase reaction, albeit at a reduced rate compared to the fully-assembled 42-mer E2. The removal of the C-terminal anchor residue is unlikely to influence the peripheral subunit binding domain or lipoyl domain; therefore, the E2-trunc should be capable of binding the E1 and E3 enzymes, and forming an OADHC.

7.3.2.1 Trimeric and functional OADHC detection

The specific activity values shown in Table 7.2 demonstrate that when lipoylated E2-trunc is mixed with E1 and E3, it is capable of catalysing the OADHC reaction. The order of substrate preference is the same as the pattern seen for the E1 (Chapter 3.3.1.3), with the highest activity seen with 3-methyl-2-oxopentanoic acid, low activity with pyruvate and no activity with 2-oxoglutarate.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Substrate</th>
<th>Specific activity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>U/mg complex</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-methyl-2-oxopentanoic acid</td>
<td>0.013 ± 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-methyl-2-oxopentanoic acid</td>
<td>0.010 ± 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pyruvate</td>
<td>0.006 ± 0.002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.2 Specific activity of the trimeric OADHC with a variety of 2-oxoacid substrates. The components were mixed in a stoichiometry of 1:1:0.5 (E1αβ2:E2α:E3α2) and assayed with 1mM 2-oxoacid. The specific activity is shown in U/mg of E2 and U/mg of complex, where 1 Unit is described as the conversion of 1 μmol NAD+ to NADH per minute.

7.3.2.2 Comparison of kinetic parameters of the trimer and 42-mer complexes

The $K_m$ and $V_{max}$ values were determined under comparable conditions for the 42-mer and trimeric OADHCs; the component enzymes were mixed in a stoichiometry of 1:1:0.5 (E1αβ2:E2α:E3α2) (Table 7.3 and Figures 7.5-7.8).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Complex structure</th>
<th>$K_m$</th>
<th>$V_{max}$</th>
<th>$V_{max}/K_m$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>mM</td>
<td>U/mg Complex</td>
<td>U/mg of E2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42-mer</td>
<td>0.306 ± 0.011</td>
<td>0.173 ± 0.002</td>
<td>0.922 ± 0.009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trimer</td>
<td>0.122 ± 0.002</td>
<td>0.080 ± 0.001</td>
<td>0.430 ± 0.002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.3 Comparison of the $K_m$ and $V_{max}$ values for the trimeric complex (E2-trunc) and the 42-mer complex (non-truncated E2) when utilising 3-methyl-2-oxopentanoic acid. The component enzymes were mixed in the cuvette in a stoichiometry of 1:1:0.5 (E1αβ2:E2α:E3α2). The specific activity is shown in U/mg of E2 and U/mg of complex, where 1 Unit is described as the conversion of 1 μmol NAD+ to NADH per minute.
The $V_{\text{max}}$ and $K_m$ values determined for the trimeric OADHC are 54% and 60% lower than that of the 42-mer OADHC, respectively. The $V_{\text{max}}/K_m$ values for the two complexes are similar, therefore implying, but not explicitly stating, that the catalytic efficiencies of the two complexes are similar (Eisenthal et al., 2007). From these experiments it is not known why the kinetic parameters of the 42-mer and trimeric complexes are different.

The E1 enzyme is usually the rate limiting step in the OADHC catalysed reaction. Therefore, the $V_{\text{max}}$ and $K_m$ of the complex will depend upon the amount of E1 bound to the E2; preventing the trimers from assembling into a 42-mer may influence the amount of E1 bound to each E2 trimer.
Figure 7.5 Michaelis-Menten plot of 42-mer OADHC activity with 3-methyl-2-oxopentanoic acid. The 42-mer OADHC is composed of E1:E2:E3 in a stoichiometry of 1:1:0.5.

Figure 7.6 Hanes-Woolf plot of 42-mer OADHC activity with 3-methyl-2-oxopentanoic acid. The 42-mer OADHC is composed of E1:E2:E3 in a stoichiometry of 1:1:0.5.
Figure 7.7 Michaelis-Menten plot of trimeric OADHC activity with 3-methyl-2-oxopentanoic acid. The trimeric OADHC is composed of E1:E2-trunc:E3 in a stoichiometry of 1:1:0.5.

Figure 7.8 Hanes-Woolf plot of trimeric OADHC activity with 3-methyl-2-oxopentanoic acid. The trimeric OADHC is composed of E1:E2-trunc:E3 in a stoichiometry of 1:1:0.5.
### 7.3.3 Assembly of the trimeric OADHC

#### 7.3.3.1 Stoichiometry of the trimeric E2 complex

The OADHC activity was measured with different stoichiometries of E1 and E3, in order to determine if varying the ratio of the E1 and E3 to the trimeric and 42-mer E2 cores affects OADHC activity in a similar pattern. Optimal activity for the trimeric OADHC was achieved with the stoichiometry of 1:1:1 (E1α2β2:E2-truncα:E3α2) (Figure 7.9), compared to the optimal stoichiometry for the 42-mer OADHC of 1.75:1:0.5 (E1αβ2:E2α:E3α2) (Chapter 3.3.5).

![Figure 7.9 Specific activity of the trimeric complex as a function of the ratios of E1 and E3 to E2.](image)

The ratio of E1αβ2 and E3α2 were varied independently with respect to the concentration of E2α. The E1:E2 ratio was fixed at 1:1 when the amount of E3 was varied, and the ratio of E2:E3 was fixed at 1:0.5 when the amount of E1 was varied.
Figures 7.10 and 7.11 compare the relative OADHC activities when the ratios of E1 and E3 were varied with respect to 42-mer E2 and trimeric E2-trunc.

**Figure 7.10** A comparison of the effect of changing the E1:E2 stoichiometry on the OADHC activity of the 42-mer and trimeric complexes. The amount of E1αβ2 was varied with respect to the amount of 42-mer E2 or the trimeric E2-trunc; the ratio of 42-mer E2α: E3α2 was fixed at 1:1, and the ratio of trimeric E2-trunc:E3α2 was fixed at 1:0.5.

The ratio of the 42-mer E2:E3 was fixed at 1:1, whereas the trimeric E2-trunc:E3 ratio was fixed at 1:0.5. There appears to be less competition for E1 to bind to the E2-trunc PSBD from E3, than in the non-truncated E2 experiments; this variation may explain why optimal OADHC activity was achieved at a ratio of 1:1 E1:E2-trunc and 1.5:1 E1:E2.
Figure 7.11 A comparison of the effect of changing the stoichiometry of E3:E2 on the OADHC activity of the 42-mer and trimeric complexes. The amount of E3 was varied with respect to 42-mer E2 and trimeric E2-trunc; the ratio of E1α₂β₂:E2/E2-trunc was fixed at 1:1.

To achieve optimal activity, a higher ratio of E3:E2 was required for the trimeric complex than for the 42-mer complex. In the case of the 42-mer OADHC, optimal activity was achieved with an excess of E1:E3. The E1 enzyme is probably the rate limiting step in the reaction catalysed by the 42-mer OADHC, which may be capable of channelling acyl groups around the complex faster than the E1 can catalyse the decarboxylation reaction (Danson et al., 1978). The reduction in the number of E3 enzymes per complex does not compromise overall activity, as the E3 enzyme is the fastest of the three component enzymes, and therefore is capable of regenerating the lipoic moiety as quickly as the E1 acylates it. The trimeric OADHC requires a higher ratio of E3:E1 than the 42-mer complex; this complex is most likely not capable of channelling substrates between trimers, and so consequently each trimer must have at least one E1 and one E3 bound. The E3 binds less tightly to the PSBD than the E1 (gel filtration experiments in Figures 7.13 and 7.14); therefore, a greater concentration of E3 is required to displace an E1 and occupy at least one PSBD per trimer.
7.3.3.2 Gel filtration of the trimeric complex

Size exclusion gel filtration chromatography was performed to examine the stability of the assembled trimeric complex. The purified complex components in 25mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.5, 100mM NaCl, and 25mM imidazole were mixed in a molar stoichiometry of 1:1:1 ($E_1\alpha_2\beta_2:E_2:E_3\alpha_3$) and incubated at 55°C for 10 min to allow assembly. The gel filtration column was equilibrated with 25mM Tris-HCl, pH8.5, 100mM NaCl, and 25mM imidazole.

Figure 7.12 Gel filtration trace of the trimeric OADHC. The $A_{280}$ readings are shown in blue, and the fraction numbers are shown along the X-axis in red.

Figure 7.13 SDS-PAGE of the gel filtration fractions. The lanes are labelled with the fraction number corresponding to the trace shown in Figure 7.12. The standard protein markers are shown with their molecule weights (kDa) in the lane labelled M.
The two peaks shown in Figure 7.12 correspond to protein assemblies with an approximate molecular weight of 920 kDa and 88 kDa. The E2-trunc alone eluted from the gel filtration after 11.2ml, the approximate molecular weight of this protein peak is 340 kDa (Figure 6.9). When the E2-trunc was mixed with E1 and E3 there is no longer a peak at 11.2ml; instead the E2-trunc eluted after 8.95ml, a peak that contained branched-chain OADHC activity. This indicates that all the E2 trimers have bound E1 and E3 enzymes producing a trimeric OADHC (Figure 7.14). The second peak, which eluted between 13 and 15.5ml, contained the unbound E1α₂β₂ and E3α₂. More of the E1 than the E3 enzyme remains bound to the E2, this is the same pattern as was seen for the 42-mer complex, again suggesting that the E3 binds less tightly to the E2 than the E1 (Chapter 3.3.5).

It is difficult to predict the stoichiometries of the E1:E2:E3 from the SDS-PAGE, as the E2 and E3 monomers have similar molecular weights; however, it can be concluded that under these conditions the E2-trunc binds more E1 than E3. This gel filtration result cannot be directly compared with the gel filtration of the 42-mer complex as the previous experiment was carried out in a different buffer due to the stability of the E2-trunc protein, and this may have influenced the binding of the E1 and E3 to the E2-PSBD.
The specific activity of the trimeric OADHC is higher after gel filtration (fractions 11 and 12) as the excess unbound and thus non-functional E1 and E3 has been removed. The specific activity seen in this experiment is higher than the values previously achieved; this may be due to the assembly conditions in that the complex components were at a much higher concentration than that used for the preceding experiments and therefore more functional OADHC is likely to form.

7.3.4 Thermostability and temperature optimum of the trimeric OADHC

7.3.4.1 Temperature optimum of the trimeric OADHC

The temperature optima ($T_{opt}$) of the trimeric OADHC (E2-trunc) and the 42-mer OADHC (E2) (Chapter 3.3.4) are both 65°C (Figure 7.15). Preventing the trimers from assembling into a 42-mer has no affect on the thermoactivity of the OADHC.

Figure 7.15 Temperature optima of the trimeric and 42-mer OADHC. The trimeric complex is composed of $E1\alpha_2\beta_2:E2$-trunc:$E3\alpha_2$ in stoichiometry of 1:1:0.5 and the 42-mer complex is composed of $E1\alpha_2\beta_2:E2:E3\alpha_2$ in a stoichiometry of 3:1:0.1.
7.3.4.2 Thermal inactivation of the trimeric OADHC

The trimeric OADHC was assembled in a stoichiometry of 1:1:0.5 (E₁α₂β₂:E₂-trunc:E₃α₂). There is very little difference between the thermostability of the non-truncated 42-mer E₂ and the truncated trimeric E₂ (Figure 7.4); however, the trimeric OADHC appears to be less thermostable than the 42-mer OADHC (Figure 7.17). The stoichiometry of the 42-mer complex was 3:1:0.5 (E₁:E₂:E₃), whereas 1:1:0.5 was used for the trimeric complex; the affect that the stoichiometry of the OADHC has on thermostability is not known, and therefore the difference in stability between the two complexes may be due to the stoichiometry. The decrease in stability of the trimeric complex compared to the 42-mer may also be influenced by a change in interactions between the E₂-trunc and the E₁/E₃ enzymes, or the binding of these enzymes to the E₂ trimer may affect the strength of the interaction between the E₂-trunc trimers. Any changes to the E₂ stability could be investigated by repeating the E₂-trunc thermal inactivation assays in the presence and absence of the E₁ and/or E₃ enzymes.

![Figure 7.16 Thermal inactivation profile of the trimeric OADHC](image)

**Figure 7.16 Thermal inactivation profile of the trimeric OADHC.** The non-heated samples at time zero were taken to be 100% active. The (E₁α₂β₂:E₂-trunc:E₃α₂) were mixed in a ratio of 1:1:0.5 and diluted 1:1 with 50mM potassium phosphate, pH 7.0, 0.2mM TPP, and 1mM MgCl₂.
Figure 7.17 Bar chart comparing the half-lives of the trimeric and wild type 42mer OADHCs. The trimeric and 42-mer complexes were formed by mixing the following stoichiometries: trimeric complex (E1α2β2:E2-trunc:E3α2) 1:1:0.5, and the 42-mer complex (E1α2β2:E2:E3α2) 3:1:0.5.
7.4 Conclusion

The removal of the C-terminal anchor residue of the E2 protein does not alter the trimer structure, only its ability to form inter-trimer interactions. The trimeric E2-trunc and E2cat-trunc are capable of catalysing the dihydrolipoamide-dependent transacylase reaction, albeit at a reduced rate compared to the 42-mer E2. The trimeric E2 is also capable of binding E1 and E3, producing a functional trimeric OADHC; optimal activity was achieved when mixing the E1:E2-trunc:E3 enzymes in a stoichiometry of 1:1:1.

It would appear that it is not essential for the *Tp. acidophilum* branched-chain OADHC to assemble into a large 42-mer, but that assembly does increase the $V_{\text{max}}$ of the complex. The *Tp. acidophilum* trimeric branched-chain OADHC is currently the only example of a functional trimeric OADHC. Removal of the final C-terminal five residues (LLLLL) from the porcine E2, prevented 24-mer assembly but also abolished all E2 activity (Koike et al., 2000); although a trimeric *G. stearothermophilus* E2 has been reported (Peng et al., 2012), the effects on E2 and OADHC activity have not, to date, been published.

Direct comparisons between the trimeric and 42-mer OADHCs have been limited in this chapter due to variations in the experimental conditions used. Preferably all experiments would be performed in identical conditions utilising the same E1 and E3 preparations, so that any changes to the activity and stability are due only to the 42-mer and trimer assemblies rather than other factors.
Chapter 8: The role of the 2-oxoacid dehydrogenase multienzyme complexes in *Tp. acidophilum* and other Archaeal OADHCs

8.1 Introduction

8.1.1 The role of the *Thermoplasma acidophilum* branched-chain OADHC

It was previously thought, that all archaea utilise ferredoxin oxidoreductases to catalyse the conversion of the various 2-oxoacids to their corresponding acyl-CoAs; however, genome sequencing has identified the putative genes encoding the proteins required to produce a fully-assembled and functional OADHC in numerous species of aerobic archaea. The *Tp. acidophilum* OADHC genes have been recombinantly expressed and the component enzymes assembled, resulting in a functional branched-chain OADHC (Heath et al., 2007). Dihydrolipoamide dehydrogenase (E3) activity has been detected in *Tp. acidophilum* cell lysates (Smith et al., 1987), but OADHC activity has not been detected. One of the aims of this chapter was to investigate a possible role of the *Tp. acidophilum* branched-chain OADHC within central metabolism; a genome search was performed in order identify genes encoding putative enzymes involved in the metabolism of branched-chain amino acids, details of this pathway can be found in Chapter 1.2.3 (Figure 1.4). The *Tp. acidophilum* OADHC has activity with both the branched-chain 2-oxoacids and pyruvate; as yet, it is unclear which substrate is the physiological substrate and under what conditions the OADHC replaces or complements the corresponding ferredoxin oxidoreductase enzyme.

8.1.2 The putative *Sulfolobus solfataricus* OADHC

The second aim of this chapter was to recombinantly express a hyper-thermostable OADHC from *S. solfataricus*, a hyper-thermophilic Crenarchaeota that grows at temperatures up to 85°C and between pH 2-3 (Brock et al., 1972). The E1 enzyme from this putative OADHC has been recombinantly expressed and been shown to possess a substrate specificity for acetoin, suggesting that *S. solfataricus* may possess an acetoin OADHC (Payne et al., 2010).
8.1.3 A putative *Picrophilus torridus* OADHC

The *Tp. acidophilum* E2 forms a 42-mer structure comprising both square and pentagonal faces, unlike the other previously described 24-and 60-mer structures. The final aim of this chapter was to identify, clone and express the OADHC genes from *P. torridus*; this organism grows optimally at 60°C and at pH 0.7, and along with *Tp. acidophilum* is of the order Thermoplasmatales (Futterer et al., 2004). The substrate specificity and E2 structure of the *P. torridus* putative OADHC may provide an insight into the evolutionary origins of the OADHC in Thermoplasmatales and the novel 42-mer E2 structure seen in *Tp. acidophilum*. 
8.2 Methods

8.2.1 Identification of archaeal OADHCs and other genes

The Protein Basic Local Alignment Search Tool (PBLAST) programme was initially used to identify OADHC genes in other archaeal species, using the *Tp. acidophilum* OADHC genes as a reference sequence. Once one of the complex genes, usually E2, had been identified the Kyoto Encyclopaedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) (Ogata et al., 1999) was used to identify and position the other OADHC component genes. KEGG was also used to identify other OADHC genes distal from any putative complex operon.

The putative enzymes involved in branched-chain amino acid metabolism were identified based on gene annotations and PBLAST searches using the *Bos taurus* and *Pseudomonas putida* GB1 protein sequences as a reference. Genes encoding putative *S. solfataricus* enzymes involved in acetoin anabolism were identified using the sequences from *Klebsiella terrigena* (Blomqvist et al., 1993).

8.2.2 Cloning of the OADHC genes for heterologous expression in *E. coli*

The cloning of the OADHC genes from *S. solfataricus* into various pET vectors along with the protein expression trials were performed by Dr. K. Payne (University of Bath). The *P. torridus* E1, E2 and E3 genes were cloned from *P. torridus* DSM 9790 (DSMZ, Germany) genomic DNA, which was extracted by Nicholas Morant (GeneSys Ltd., Surrey); the PCR primers used to amplify the genes are shown in Table 8.1. The *P. torridus* OADHC genes were ligated into pGem-T Easy and pET28a using *Nhe I/Nco I* and *Xho I*, following the method described in Chapter 4.2.1.
Table 8.1 The primers used to PCR amplify the *P. torridus* OADHC genes. The sequence complementary to the gene is shown in black, the restriction site in red and any extra bases in blue. An additional G, shown in green, was added after the *Nco*I site and before the E1β gene to keep the gene in-frame with the ATG start codon found in the restriction site.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Primer name</th>
<th>Restriction Site</th>
<th>Primer Sequence 5’-3’</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E1α Forward</td>
<td><em>Nhe</em>I</td>
<td>CGGCTAGCATGATGGAGGAAGATATTAGGAAAGG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E1α Reverse</td>
<td><em>Xho</em>I</td>
<td>CCCTCGAGTCTATCTACCCCTTTC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E1β Forward</td>
<td><em>Nco</em>I</td>
<td>CCATGGGCAACGAGATGAACATGGTAAAGG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E1β Reverse</td>
<td><em>Xho</em>I</td>
<td>CCCTCGAGCTAATAATTATAACCTTATTATAGCATTGATATTC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E2 Forward</td>
<td><em>Nhe</em>I</td>
<td>AGCTAGCTAGCATGTACACGTTGAAAGCTTCCACCCATAGG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E2 Reverse</td>
<td><em>Xho</em>I</td>
<td>CGGCTAGCATGGATTACGATGTCATTATGATTC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E3 Forward</td>
<td><em>Nhe</em>I</td>
<td>CGGCTAGCATGGATTACGATGTCATTATGATTC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E3 Reverse</td>
<td><em>Xho</em>I</td>
<td>CCCTCGAGTTAATTTTGGAAGATCATGATGATATCCC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

8.2.3 Expression of the OADHC proteins

The OADHC genes from *P. torridus* and E2 proteins from *S. solfataricus*, were expressed in *E. coli* Rosetta(DE3)pLysS following the method described in Chapter 2.3.1. Expression trials were conducted to attempt to increase expression of soluble *P. torridus* OADHC proteins using the following expression strains: *E. coli* BL21(DE3) grown in Overnight Express™ Instant TB medium (Novagen, Merck, U.K.) and ArcticExpress™ (Stratagene, Agilent Technologies, U.K.) grown in LB medium (Chapter 5.2.1.1).

8.2.4 Purification of the E2 dihydrolipoamide transacetylase

The *E. coli* cell pellets were resuspended in His-bind buffer and lysed by sonication as described in Chapter 2.3.2; the proteins were then purified by a heat precipitation at 70°C for 10 min, except those expressing the *P. torridus* E2 enzyme which was not heat treated, followed by nickel affinity chromatography (Chapter 2.3.2.2).
8.2.5 Characterisation of the E2 dihydrolipoamide transacetylase protein

8.2.5.1 Dihydrolipoamide S-acetyltransferase spectrophotometric coupled assay
The E2 activity assays were performed as described in Chapter 2.5.2.

8.2.5.2 Determining the molecular weight of the assembled E2 protein
The molecular weight of the assembled E2 protein was determined by gel filtration and dynamic light scattering (DLS); for details see Chapters 2.3.2.3 and 4.3.4.3, respectively.

8.2.5.3 Thermostability of the E2 protein from Picrophilus torridus
The thermostability of the *P. torridus* E2 was measured by heating aliquots of the protein and comparing the relative amounts of soluble, insoluble and aggregated protein by SDS-PAGE and DLS, following the methods described in Chapters 3.2.5, and 4.3.4.3, respectively.

8.2.6 Homologous expression of *S. solfataricus* putative E3 dihydrolipoamide dehydrogenase
The *S. solfataricus* E3 was expressed recombinantly following the method developed by Albers et al. (2006).

8.2.6.1 Creation of the E3 expression plasmid for homologous expression
The N-terminal his-tagged putative E3 (SSO1524) gene (Payne et al., 2010) was cloned by Dr. Karl Payne into the modified viral vector pMJ0503 (kindly provided by Dr. Sonja-Verena Albers, Max-Planck-Institute for Terrestrial Microbiology, Marburg, Germany) following the method developed by Albers et al. (2006). The E3 gene was cloned via pET28a via pGem-T. The E3 gene was then excised from pET28a along with the N-terminal his-tag and ligated into the pMZ1 vector; this vector added the arabinose promoter (AraS) region upstream of the his-tagged E3 gene. The E3 gene and AraS sequence were then excised and ligated into pMJ0503 to create the final homologous expression vector (Figure 8.1).
Figure 8.1 *S. solfataricus* pMJ0503-E3 construct. The pMJ0503 viral vector is shown in orange and contains the *S. solfataricus* E3 gene (black), the N-terminal his-tag (His) originally from pET28a (green), the arabinose promoter (AraS) (blue), and the marker gene PyrEF (red). The restriction enzymes used to clone each part are shown above and the arrow indicates the direction of transcription of the his-tagged E3 gene.

The pMJ0503-E3 viral vector was transformed into the *S. solfataricus* uracil auxotroph strain (ΔpyrEF/lacS double mutant) by Dr. Sonja-Verena Albers. The transformants were then grown under selective conditions using basal salt medium without uracil (Brock et al., 1972), containing (per litre): 0.28g KH₂PO₄, 1.3g (NH₄)₂SO₄, 0.25g MgSO₄.7H₂O, 0.25g CaCl₂.7H₂O and adjusted to pH3.5. The medium was supplemented with 1% trace elements solution (20.0g FeCl₂.6H₂O, 4.5mg Na₂B₄O₇.10H₂O, 1.8g MnCl₂.4H₂O, 0.22mg ZnSO₄.7H₂O, 0.05mg CuCl₂, 0.03mg Na₂MoO₄.4H₂O, 0.03mg VOSO₄.2H₂O, 0.01mg CoSO₄.7H₂O), 0.05% (w/v) Yeast extract and 0.2 % D-arabinose (Albers et al., 2006).

Selection of transformants was by growing cells on medium lacking uracil, the pMJ0503 plasmid contains the pyrEF gene which rescues the uracil auxoptroph mutation.

**8.2.6.2 Homologous expression of the *S. solfataricus* E3**

The transformed *S. solfataricus* cultures were grown in increasing volumes of medium until two 500ml cultures were inoculated and grown at 75°C; gene expression was induced by presence of D-arabinose in the medium during this time. The cultures were harvested after 2-4 days by centrifugation at 13400 × g, for 10 min at 4°C. The cells were resuspended in His-bind buffer and lysed by sonication; the his-tagged E3 was then purified from cell lysates following the method described in Chapter 2.3.2, except in this case, the heat purification step was omitted.

**8.2.6.2 E3 dihydrolipoamide dehydrogenase assay**

E3 dihydrolipoamide dehydrogenase activity was measured following the method described in Chapter 2.5.3, except the assay temperature was increased to 70°C.
8.3 Results and discussion

8.3.1 *Tp. acidophilum* branched-chain amino acid metabolism

The protein sequences from *B. taurus* and *P. putida* GB-1 were used to search the *Tp. acidophilum* genome for putative genes encoding enzymes involved in the metabolism of the branched-chain amino acids, Leu, Ile and Val into acetyl-CoA, acetoacetate, or succinyl-CoA (Chapter 1.2.2); these organisms were chosen as the branched-chain OADHC from each has been characterised (Kato et al., 2006, Ævarsson et al., 1999). Any hypothesis regarding the metabolism of the branched-chain amino acids in *Tp. acidophilum* is cautiously proposed, as the proteins have not been characterised and therefore catalytic activity and substrate specificity is not certain.

The branched-chain amino acids are initially converted into 2-oxoacids by a branched-chain aminotransferase (EC 2.6.1.42 and 2.6.1.6); the *Tp. acidophilum* genome does not contain any genes with homology to either the *B. taurus* or *P. putida* branched-chain aminotransferase enzymes. There are, however, nine genes in the *Tp. acidophilum* genome annotated as aminotransferases or aminotransferase-related proteins; the substrate specificity of these enzymes has not been determined, and it is therefore possible that one may possess branched-chain aminotransferase activity.

The *Tp. acidophilum* genes identified as possibly encoding enzymes involved in the metabolism of branched-chain acyl-CoAs are shown in Table 8.2. These results suggest that the *Tp. acidophilum* possesses several of the necessary enzymes but not all. From the data available, it is not possible to conclude if *Tp. acidophilum* utilises the branched-chain OADHC as part of the metabolism of Val, Leu and Ile, or if pyruvate is the OADHCs physiological substrate. There are two sets of ferredoxin oxidoreductase subunits genes annotated as having putative activity with pyruvate and 2-oxoglutarate, although interestingly there is not a set of genes annotated as a branched-chain FOR. The branched-chain 2-oxoacid degradation pathway can produce various molecules required for the biosynthesis of polyketides and branched chain fatty acids; however, *Tp. acidophilum* is unlikely to utilise these precursors as archaea do not synthesise polyketides and their cell membranes comprise isoprenoid lipids, rather than fatty acid lipids (Boucher et al., 2004).

Confirmation of the ability of *Tp. acidophilum* to metabolise branched-chain amino acids as a carbon source could be analysed by gene knock-outs and growth studies, as in the
case of *Haloferax volcanii*, in this case it has been suggested it utilises its branched-chain OADHC when grown on isoleucine but not valine or leucine (Sisignano et al., 2010).

![Table 8.2 The enzymes required to metabolise the branched-chain acyl-CoAs produced by the branched-chain OADHC. (Continued)](image-url)
Table 8.2 The enzymes required to metabolise the branched-chain acyl-CoAs produced by the branched-chain OADHC. The required enzymes, along with their EC numbers, were identified from *B. taurus* or *P. putida* GB-1; the *T. acidophilum* gene number and putative enzyme function are shown in each case. The coloured *T. acidophilum* genes indicate where the same gene has been identified in more than one pathway. The valine pathway merges with the isoleucine pathway at the propionyl-CoA carboxylase step.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Required enzyme</th>
<th><em>Thermoplasma acidophilum</em> gene(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gene number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Leucine</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isovaleryl-CoA dehydrogenase (1.3.8.4)</td>
<td>Ta0230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ta0974</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methylcrotonyl-CoA carboxylase (6.4.1.4)</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>γ-Carboxygeranoyl-CoA hydratase (4.2.1.18)</td>
<td>Ta0291</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hydroxymethylglutaryl-CoA lyase (4.1.3.4)</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The enzyme**s** required to metabolise the branched-chain acyl-CoA*s* produced by the branched-chain OADHC. The required enzymes, along with their EC numbers, were identified from *B. taurus* or *P. putida* GB-1; the *T. acidophilum* gene number and putative enzyme function are shown in each case. The coloured *T. acidophilum* gene number and putative enzyme function are shown in each case. The coloured *T. acidophilum* genes indicate where the same gene has been identified in more than one pathway. The valine pathway merges with the isoleucine pathway at the propionyl-CoA carboxylase step.
8.3.2 S. solfataricus acetoin dehydrogenase multienzyme complex

Please note that some results in this section include experiments completed by Dr. Karl Payne (University of Bath).

8.3.2.1 Possible Acetoin Dehydrogenase multienzyme complex operon

The genes required to produce a putative OADHC have been identified in *S. solfataricus*, Figure 8.2 shows the location of 4 of these genes. The E2 gene contains a -1 frame-shift that results in a premature stop codon; this frame-shift is probably corrected in *S. solfataricus* during transcription by a process called programmed ribosomal frame-shift (Cobucci-Ponzano et al., 2006). The E2 gene used to express the recombinant E2 enzyme was mutated, by site directed mutagenesis, to remove this frame-shift, based on a sequence alignment with the *Sulfolobus islandicus* E2 gene which does not have the -1 mutation (experiments completed by Dr. Karl Payne).

**Figure 8.2 OADHC genes in Sulfolobus solfataricus P2.** The numbers above the genes indicate the position of the gene relative to the end of the previous gene. The -1 above the middle of the E2 gene indicates that there is a -1 frame-shift mutation in the middle of this gene sequence.

There are also other sequences predicted to encode OADHC proteins located elsewhere in the genome. Another E1α and E1β sequence is found approximately 170kbp upstream, and there are three other E3 genes, with one located 410kbp upstream, and the other two located 30 and 950kbp downstream of this predicted operon.

8.3.2.2 Expression and characterisation of the *S. solfataricus* OADHC proteins

The OADHC genes have been cloned into various pET-vectors for recombinant expression in *E. coli*. The E1, E2 and E3 proteins were all recombinantly expressed, resulting in soluble E1 and E2 proteins, but insoluble E3 under all conditions tried. The E1 has been well characterised by Dr. Karl Payne as an acetoin E1α,β decarboxylase (Payne et al., 2010).
8.3.3 Characterisation of the \textit{S. solfataricus} E2

\subsection*{8.3.3.1 Expression and purification}
The \textit{S. solfataricus} E2 protein was expressed from pET28a in \textit{E. coli} Rosetta(DE3)pLysS cells; the protein was then purified by heat precipitation of the \textit{E. coli} proteins and nickel affinity chromatography, resulting in a protein that was approximately 90\% pure (Figure 8.3).

![Figure 8.3 SDS-PAGE of the nickel affinity chromatography purification of the \textit{S. solfataricus} E2. Lane 1: flow-through protein that did not bind to the column; lanes 2 to 4: the his-bind buffer, 5\% and 10\% his-elute washes; lanes 5 to 9: his-elute wash collected in 1ml fractions. The standard protein markers, with their molecular weights (kDa), are shown in the lane labelled M.](image)

\subsection*{8.3.3.2 \textit{E2} dihydrolipoamide acyltransferase enzyme assays}
The \textit{S. solfataricus} E1 has been shown to utilise acetoin. In this case, unlike other E1 catalysed reactions, acetaldehyde is released rather than carbon dioxide; this leave an acetyl group attached to the lipoyl domain as would occur if pyruvate was the substrate. An acetoin specific OADHC would catalyse the following reaction (Payne et al., 2010):

\[
\text{Acetoin} + \text{CoA} + \text{NAD}^+ \rightarrow \text{acetadehyde} + \text{acetyl-CoA} + \text{NADH} + \text{H}^+
\]

The substrate specificity of the E1 enzyme indicates that the E2 will be able to catalyse the transfer of an acetyl group, so this E2 can be assayed using the phosphotransacetylase-E2 coupled assay.
Table 8.3 Specific activity and $k_{\text{cat}}$ values of the E2 dihydrolipoamide transacetylase from *Tp. acidophilum* and *S. solfataricus* at 55°C. The specific activity is shown in U/mg of E2, where 1 Unit is described as the conversion of 1 μmol of acetyl-CoA to 1 μmol of acetyl-dihydrolipoamide per min. The $k_{\text{cat}}$ value is the turnover number per min per E2 monomer.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Organism</th>
<th>Specific activity (U/mg)</th>
<th>$k_{\text{cat}}$ (min$^{-1}$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>Tp. acidophilum</em> E2</td>
<td>1.1 ± 0.1</td>
<td>48.9 ± 2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>S. solfataricus</em> E2</td>
<td>10.4 ± 0.6</td>
<td>678.7 ± 54.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The specific activity and $k_{\text{cat}}$ values of the non-lipoylated E2 enzymes from *S. solfataricus* and *Tp. acidophilum*, at 55°C, are shown in Table 8.3. The *S. solfataricus* E2 has a higher specific activity and $k_{\text{cat}}$ than the *Tp. acidophilum* E2, even at 55°C a temperature that may be lower than *S. solfataricus* E2’s optimum. It is not unexpected that the *S. solfataricus* E2 has a higher specific activity as the *Tp. acidophilum* is a branched-chain OADHC which only possesses low levels of activity with pyruvate.

### 8.3.3.2 Molecular weight of the *S. solfataricus* E2

The multimeric nature of the *S. solfataricus* E2 was investigated to determine if it assembled into a 24, 42 or 60-mer. A sample of the *S. solfataricus* E2 was purified by nickel affinity chromatography and analysed by size-exclusion gel filtration in 50mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.5, 200mM NaCl, and 100mM imidazole. The E2 protein eluted from the column in a peak at 13.09 ml (Figures 8.4 and 8.5), this equates to a molecular weight of approximately 150 kDa. The E2 monomers have a predicted molecular weight of 46.4 kDa, and therefore the gel filtration results suggest that the *S. solfataricus* E2 assembles into a structure comprising 3.3 subunits; this result must be viewed cautiously, as has been seen with the *Tp. acidophilum* E2, the E2’s extended flexible linker regions can inaccuracies when determining the molecular weight of this protein by gel filtration.
Figure 8.4 Gel filtration trace of the *S. solfatarius* E2 protein. The $A_{280}$ readings are shown in blue, and the 0.5ml fractions shown in red along the X-axis; no protein peaks were collected prior to those shown. The column was equilibrated and run in 50mM Tris-HCl, pH8.5, 200mM NaCl, and 100mM imidazole.

Figure 8.5 SDS-PAGE of gel filtrations fractions. The lanes are labelled with the fraction number corresponding to Figure 8.4. The lane labelled M contains standard protein markers along with their molecular weights (kDa).
Dynamic light scattering was also used to determine the molecular weight of the *S. solfataricus* E2 protein. The E2 protein in 50mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.5, 200mM NaCl, and 100mM imidazole, was monodispersed, with a hydrodynamic radius of 5.84 nm; assuming that the E2 is a globular protein this size equates to a molecular weight of 209 kDa or 4.5 monomers.

![Figure 8.6 DLS size distribution peak at 25°C.](image)

The hydrodynamic radius of the protein sample is shown verses the signal intensity; duplicate measurements were taken and are shown in green and red.

The molecular weight of the E2 protein determined by gel filtration and DLS equate to a structure comprising 3.3 and 4.5 monomers, respectively. The variation between the two results means that the multimeric nature of the *S. solfataricus* cannot definitely be established; however, both results imply that the *S. solfataricus* E2 is not assembling into a large structure (24, 42 or 60-mer).

### 8.3.4. Homologous expression of the *S. solfataricus* E3

All attempts to recombinantly express the E3 gene, located 535bp upstream of the E1α gene, resulted in insoluble protein; all attempts to refold the insoluble E3 protein were unsuccessful. As the E1 and E2 proteins were soluble and active, homologous expression of the his-tagged *S. solfataricus* E3 was attempted with assistance from Dr. Karl Payne (University of Bath) and Dr. Sonja-Verena Albers (Max Planck Institute for Terrestrial Microbiology, Marburg, Germany).
8.3.4.1 Cloning of the S. solfataricus E3 into pMJ0503
The creation of the pMJ0503-E3 vector was completed by Dr. Karl Payne and the transformation of this plasmid into the S. solfataricus M16 homologous expression strain (Albers et al., 2006) was completed by Dr. Sonja-Verena Albers.

8.3.4.2 Homologous expression of the S. solfataricus E3
The homologous expression of the S. solfataricus E3 gene was induced with 0.2% (w/v) D-arabinose. The his-tagged E3 was purified from cell lysates by nickel-affinity chromatography (Figure 8.7); a protein with the expected molecular weight of a his-tagged E3 was purified, and this putative E3 protein was soluble but very dilute (approximately 0.01mg/ml).

Figure 8.7 SDS-PAGE nickel-affinity chromatography purification of the homologously expressed S. solfataricus E3. Lane 1 contains the standard proteins along with their molecular weights (kDa); lane 2 contains the S. solfataricus cell lysate, and lane 3 contains protein the eluted from the nickel-affinity column with his-elute buffer. The band on lane 3 is very faint so its position has been highlighted with the adjacent arrow.

8.3.4.3 E3 dihydrolipoamide dehydrogenase
The putative E3 protein was assayed for dihydrolipoamide dehydrogenase activity with NAD$^+$ and NADP$^+$, but none was detected. The protein was also incubated at 60°C and 70°C with 0.05mg/ml FAD and FMN, but this also did not result in any detectable activity. Unsurprisingly, no OADHC activity was detected when the E3 was mixed with heterologously expressed E1 and lipoylated E2. The lack of soluble and functional E3 may be due to the correct expression condition not yet being identified; however, it should also be noted that unlike several other species aerobic archaea dihydrolipoamide dehydrogenase activity has never been detected in S. solfataricus cell lysates.
8.3.4.4 The OADHC from *S. solfataricus*

The *S. solfataricus* E1 substrate specificity and E2 activity implies that this complex catalyses the following reaction:

\[
\text{Acetoin} + \text{CoA} + \text{NAD}^+ \rightarrow \text{Acetaldehyde} + \text{Acetyl-CoA} + \text{NADH} + \text{H}^+
\]

*S. solfataricus* also possess an acoX gene (SSO1527) in between the E1β and E2 genes, the protein AcoX is predicted to be involved in the catabolism of acetoin (Priefert et al., 1991). These results possibly indicate that *S. solfataricus* may utilise acetoin as a carbon source; however, the source of this acetoin is not yet known. The organism may convert pyruvate to acetoin, as a method of storing carbon and preventing over-acidification of the cytoplasm; the enzymatic steps required to convert pyruvate to acetoin are shown in Figure 8.8. A gene annotated as encoding an acetolactate synthase (ALS) is present the *S. solfataricus* genome; however, no putative α-acetolactate decarboxylase (ADLH) has been identified (Payne et al., 2010). The lack of this gene does not discount the possibility of this pathway existing in *S. solfataricus*, as this reaction can occur spontaneously at high temperatures (Kobayashi et al., 2005). Acetoin production has not been detected in *S. solfataricus*, so the α-acetolactate may instead be diverted into the production of branched-chain amino acids rather than acetoin; if this is the case, then exogenous acetoin maybe the OADHC’s physiological substrate, allowing the organism to utilise scavenged acetoin as an additional carbon energy source. As no E3 or OADHC activity has been detected in cell lysate, it is not known if or under what conditions *S. solfataricus* utilises this OADHC.
Figure 8.8 Enzymatic conversion of pyruvate to acetoin. Two pyruvate molecules can be converted via $\alpha$-acetolactate into one acetoin molecule. $\alpha$-acetolactate is an unstable molecule so the conversion to acetoin can occur non-enzymatically.
8.3.5 Cloning of the multienzyme complex genes from *P. torridus*

Please note that some results included are from experiments completed by Isabel Diez-Sevilla (Undergraduate student, University of Bath).

The OADHC genes have been identified in the genome of *P. torridus*; this organism grows in conditions similar to those inhabited by *Tp. acidophilum* (Darland et al., 1970, Futterer et al., 2004). The OADHC proteins from this organism may provide information regarding the evolutionary origins of the substrate specificity and structure of the *Tp. acidophilum* branched-chain OADHC.

8.3.5.1 Identification of the OADHC genes in *P. torridus*

The OADHC genes from *P. torridus* are located adjacent to each other, (Figure 8.9), in a similar arrangement to the *Tp. acidophilum* operon. The putative *P. torridus* operon is flanked by the lipoic acid synthase (LipA) and protein N-octanoyltransferase (LipB) genes; these genes are not present in *Tp. acidophilum*, which utilises a lipoate protein ligase A (LplA) system instead (Posner et al., 2009).

![Image of OADHC genes in P. torridus](#)

**Figure 8.9 OADHC genes in *P. torridus*.” The numbers above the genes indicate the position of the gene relative to the end of the previous gene. LipA is a predicted lipoic acid synthase and LipB is a protein N-octanoyltransferase.

8.3.5.2 Cloning of OADHC genes

The E1, E2 and E3 genes were successfully PCR-amplified from genomic DNA and ligated into pET28a (Figure 8.10). There is a 4bp overlap between the E1α and E1β genes, and analysis of the sequence upstream of the E1β start codon revealed a possible ribosome binding site and TATA box within the E1α gene. The E1α-E1β tandem (Figure8.10a) was cloned into pET28a, resulting in the co-expression of the his-tagged E1α and non-tagged E1β; the E1β gene was also cloned on its own into pET19b.
Figure 8.10 Agarose gel of A) the E1αβ tandem and B) the E2 PCR products. The DNA marker ladder on both gels is a 1Kb ladder (Promega, U.K.) The E1αβ has an expected size of 2.0kbp and the E2 has an expected size of 1.2kbp.

8.3.6 Expression of *P. torridus* complex proteins

8.3.6.1 Expression E1 and E3

Expression of the E1α and E1β genes from the tandem E1αβ plasmid construct resulted in soluble E1α protein but insoluble E1β (Figure 8.11). Co-transformation of the pET28a-E1αβ and pET19b-E1β resulted in soluble E1α, and again insoluble E1β. Expression trials altering the expression strain and medium were conducted by Isabel Diez-Sevilla but did not result in the expression of any soluble E1β alone or in the presence of E1α. All attempts to express *P. torridus* E3 protein from pET28 using a range of expression strains and media resulted in no expression of the E3 protein in either a soluble or insoluble form.

Figure 8.11 SDS-PAGE of the soluble and insoluble fractions from a cell lysis containing the E1α and E1β proteins expressed from the E1αβ tandem. Lane 1 contains the soluble cell lysate proteins, lane 2 contains the insoluble cell lysate proteins, and lane 3 contains the standard protein markers labelled with their molecule weights (kDa). The expected molecular weight of the E1α and E1β are 40.4 kDa and 35.3 kDa respectively.
8.3.6.2 Expression E2

The E2 protein with an N-terminal his-tag was successfully expressed in *E. coli*. The protein was purified by nickel affinity chromatography, resulting in a final sample that was approximately 85% pure (Figure 8.12).

![Figure 8.12 SDS-PAGE of the purification of the E2 protein. Lane 1: cell lysate loaded onto the column; lane 2: flow through; lanes 3: his-bind buffer wash; lanes 4 and 5: 5 and 10% his-elute washes; lanes 6 – 10: 1ml fractions of 100% his-elute buffer. The lane labelled M contains the standard protein markers, with their molecular weights (kDa). The his-tagged E2 protein has an expected molecular weight of 45.7 kDa.](image)
8.3.7 Characterisation of *P. torridus* E2

### 8.3.7.1 Sequence alignment of the *P. torridus* and *Tp. acidophilum* E2

The *P. torridus* and *Tp. acidophilum* E2 protein sequences align with 43% identity, 62% similarity and 9% gaps. The key residues involved in assembly and catalytic activity have been highlighted in Figure 8.13. The flexible linker region that links the peripheral subunit binding domain (PSBD) and the catalytic domain appears to be significantly reduced in the *P. torridus* E2 protein; how the condensation of the PSDB and catalytic domains affects E1 and E3 binding along with OADHC activity has not yet been investigated.

![Figure 8.13 Sequence alignment of the E2 proteins from *P. torridus* and *Tp. acidophilum*.](image)

Residues and sequences of known importance have been highlighted. The yellow lysine (K) located in the lipoyl domain is the site of lipoylation. The flexible linker regions of the *Tp. acidophilum* E2 have been highlighted in green (Lipoyl domain - PSBD) and cyan (PSBD - catalytic domain). The residues highlighted in red are key residues required for acyltransferase activity. The Ile highlighted in purple is the *Tp. acidophilum* anchor residue and the corresponding residue in the *P. torridus* sequence.
8.3.7.2 *P. torridus* E2 dihydrolipoamide transacylase activity

The *P. torridus* E2 was assayed using the coupled E2-PTA assay. The enzyme had a specific activity and $k_{\text{cat}}$ that were approximately 1.6-fold higher than the *Tp. acidophilum* E2, but the values were significantly lower than those of the *S. solfataricus* E2 (Table 8.4). Comparing the $k_{\text{cat}}$ values of the *P. torridus* E2 with *Tp. acidophilum* and *S. solfataricus* values, it could be hypothesised that *P. torridus* OADHC may be specific for a substrate other than pyruvate; that is, as the rate of acetyl transfer is more similar to the *Tp. acidophilum* E2, than the *S. solfataricus* E2. The *P. torridus* OADHC may be specific for either the branched-chain 2-oxoacids, or 2-oxoglutarate. However, it is not possible to confirm this as the recombinant E1β is insoluble.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Organism</th>
<th>Specific activity (U/mg)</th>
<th>$k_{\text{cat}}$ (min$^{-1}$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>P. torridus</em></td>
<td>1.7 ± 0.1</td>
<td>76.4 ± 4.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Tp. acidophilum</em></td>
<td>1.1 ± 0.1</td>
<td>48.9 ± 2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>S. solfataricus</em></td>
<td>10.4 ± 0.6</td>
<td>678.7 ± 38.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8.4 Specific activity and $k_{\text{cat}}$ values of the E2 dihydrolipoamide transacylase from *Picrophilus torridus*, *Thermoplasma acidophilum* and *Sulfolobus solfataricus*. The specific activity is shown in U/mg of E2, where 1 Unit is described as the conversion of 1 μmol of acetyl-CoA to 1 μmol of acetyl-dihydrolipoamide per min. The $k_{\text{cat}}$ value is the turnover number per E2 monomer.

8.3.7.4 Size determination of the *P. torridus* E2

A purified sample of the *P. torridus* E2 was loaded onto a gel filtration column equilibrated with 20mM Tris-HCl, pH8.5, 300mM NaCl, and 50mM imidazole. The E2 protein eluted from the column in the void volume of the column, from this, it can be concluded that the *P. torridus* E2 has assembled into a large structure but a precise molecular weight cannot be determined by this method (data not shown).

Dynamic light scattering was used to determine the hydrodynamic radius of the protein and therefore predict the molecular weight of the assembled structure. The hydrodynamic radius of the *P. torridus* E2 at 25°C in 20mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.5, 300mM NaCl, and 50mM imidazole, was 15.7 nm (Figure 8.14); assuming that the E2 forms a globular structure, this equates to a molecular weight of 2.1 MDa (the expected molecular weights of a 24, 42 and 60-mer are 1.1 MDa, 1.9 MDa and 2.7 MDa, respectively). The molecular weight of the E2 protein calculated from the hydrodynamic radius is likely to be overestimated, as the algorithm that converts the radius into a $M_w$ assumes that the proteins are both globular and solid. The flexible arms of the E2 extend out from the
catalytic core, and this increases the hydrodynamic radius to a size above that which would be expected of a globular compact protein of the same molecular weight.

Figure 8.14 DLS intensity graph of the *P. torridus* E2 protein at 25°C

The hydrodynamic radius of the *Tp. acidophilum* E2 was determined by DLS to be 19.3 nm, which is larger than the radius of the *P. torridus* E2. It is important to note that the flexible linker region between the *P. torridus* catalytic domain and PSBD is shorter than the equivalent *Tp. acidophilum* linker; shortening this region may reduce the distance that the flexible arms project outward and thus decrease the hydrodynamic radius of the protein. The DLS result suggests that the *P. torridus* E2 is smaller than the *Tp. acidophilum* E2, but the exact number of monomers cannot be established. To determine the structure of the *P. torridus*, the molecular weight would need to be accurately measured by analytical ultracentrifugation, or the structure ascertained by either SAXS or X-ray crystallography.

**8.3.7.5 Thermostability of the *P. torridus* E2**

The thermostability of the *P. torridus* E2 protein was studied by comparing the relative amounts of soluble and insoluble protein, after a 10 min incubation at a range of temperatures (Figure 8.15). The *P. torridus* E2 is stable for up to 10 min at 80°C, but above this temperature the protein begins to precipitate; the majority of the protein is insoluble after 10 min at 95°C. This result is similar to that seen for the *Tp. acidophilum* E2; this protein began to precipitate after 10 min at 80-85°C and had completely precipitated after 10 min at 95°C (Chapter 3.3.2.3).
The thermostability of the *P. torridus* E2 was also studied by DLS. The hydrodynamic radius of the E2 in 20mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.5, 300mM NaCl, and 50mM imidazole, was determined after one-minute incubations at a range of increasing temperatures between 50°C and 90°C. The average size begins to increase slightly between 75°C and 80°C, and then dramatically increases after 80°C, indicating that the protein had aggregated at this temperature (Figure 8.16). The thermostability of the *P. torridus* and the *Tp. acidophilum* E2 proteins measured by DLS and SDS-PAGE are similar, this is not unexpected as both organisms inhabit similar environments; the effect that temperature has on the activity of the *P. torridus* E2 has not yet been studied.

![Figure 8.15 SDS-PAGE of A) the soluble and B) the insoluble E2 protein after a 10 min incubation over a range of temperatures.](image)

The lanes are labelled with the temperatures (°C) at which the samples were incubated for 10 min in 20mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.5, 300mM NaCl, and 50mM imidazole. The standard proteins are shown in the lanes labelled M along with their molecular weights (kDa).

![Figure 8.16 The hydrodynamic diameter of the *P. torridus* E2 across an increasing temperature ramp.](image)
8.4 Conclusion

It is not possible, with the data currently available, to determine the metabolic role of the *Tp. acidophilum* branched-chain OADHC. Several putative genes have been identified as encoding enzymes involved in the metabolism of the branched-chain amino acids, but as these enzymes and the pathways have not be characterised, it is not possible to draw any definitive conclusions. The OADHC genes have been shown to be transcribed and translated in *P. aerophilum* and *Tp. acidophilum* (Cozen et al., 2009, Sun et al., 2011) but no OADHC activity has ever been detected in cell lysates. The physiological role these complexes play in archaeal metabolism is further complicated by the fact that archaea appear to utilise the ferredoxin oxidoreductase to catalyse the conversion of 2-oxoacids to their corresponding acyl-CoA. Nevertheless, as archaeal genomes have been streamlined during evolution (Csűrős and Miklós, 2009), and therefore these organisms do not maintain genes that are surplus to requirement, this suggests that the OADHC identified in *Tp. acidophilum* and the other aerobic archaea are likely to have a physiological function, otherwise functional E1, E2, E3 and the accessory OADHC specific protein lipoylation enzymes would not be so widely maintained.

The E1α, E1β, E2, and E3 proteins from *Tp. acidophilum* have been recombinantly expressed and assembled into an active OADHC; however, thus far it has not been possible to replicate this from another thermophilic or hyper-thermophilic archaeon. It seems most likely that this is due to the inability of the *E. coli* expression systems to express and fold these thermophilic proteins correctly, and although a *S. solfataricus* expression system has been developed (Albers et al., 2006) it is not yet as efficient as the *E. coli* system. Further understanding of the thermostability of these complexes may be achieved by studying the proteins from thermophilic bacteria, such as the *Geobacillus stearothermophilus* PDHC (60°C) or other uncharacterised complexes.

The nature of the *P. torridus* E2 assembly may provide some insights into the evolutionary origins of the novel *Tp. acidophilum* E2 42-mer structure. The *P. torridus* E2 has been recombinantly expressed in *E. coli* resulting in a functional enzyme that assembles into a multimeric structure, although the exact nature of this structure has not yet been determined. The production and characterisation of the *P. torridus* E2 catalytic domain would ideally be followed, if possible, by a high-resolution X-ray crystallographic structure.
Chapter 9: Conclusions and future work

9.1 The recombinant OADHC from *Tp. acidophilum*

The *Thermoplasma acidophilum* OADHC enzymes have been recombinantly expressed in *E. coli*, resulting in a functional multienzyme complex (Heath, 2006); the assembled OADHC is both thermostable and thermoactive at temperatures above the organisms expected growth range. The temperature optimum of the OADHC appears to be limited by the E1 component, an enzyme that has previously been suggested to be the rate limiting step of the overall oxidative decarboxylation reaction (Pei et al., 2008). The assembled complex is less thermostable than the individual component enzymes; this insinuates that in this case it is the stability of the interactions of the E1/E3 with the E2, or between E2 trimers, that limits the thermostability of the complex. Assuming that the thermostability and thermoactivity of the recombinant OADHC reflects those of the *in vivo* enzyme, these data suggest that the *Tp. acidophilum* branched-chain OADHC would be stable and functional at the temperatures at which this organism grows; therefore, despite the fact that OADHC activity has not be detected *in vivo*, this complex could theoretically be utilised by the organism.

The assembly and the stability of the *Tp. acidophilum* OADHC have only briefly been studied in this project; the results suggest that the E1 and E3 do not bind strongly to the E2 core. The weak binding of the E3 to the E2 was not unexpected, as proteomic studies of the large complexes (>1 MDa) in *Tp. acidophilum* have only identified the E1 associated with the E2 protein, and not the E3 (Sun et al., 2007). One question that has not been answered is, *in vivo* could non-bound E3 enzymes re-oxidise the E2 lipoic acid moiety, and hence result in an E1 and E2 complex with E3 enzymes in close proximity? The binding affinities of the E1/E3 for the E2-PSBD could be calculated using surface plasma resonance, to determine if and how tightly the E3 associates with the E2. Weak interactions may be sufficient to achieve a functional complex within a cell lysate, but they may be easily broken during cell lysis, this may explain the lack of detectable OADHC activity when cell lysate have been assayed.
9.2 The structure of E2 core of the archaeal OADHCs

9.2.1 The novel 42-mer structure

The structure of the *Tp. acidophilum* E2 catalytic domain has been solved by X-ray crystallography to 4 Å, and verified by small-angle X-ray scattering and equilibrium analytical ultracentrifugation. The *Tp. acidophilum* E2 forms a novel arrangement comprising 42 monomers, arranged into a cage-like spheroid with both square and pentagonal faces. The pentagonal faces of the 42-mer have similar dimensions to the pentagonal faces of the dodecahedral 60-mer; however, the square faces of the 42-mer are larger than those of the cubic 24-mer. The evolutionary origins of this 42-mer structure are, as yet, unknown; solving the structures of other archaeal E2s, particularly the *Picrophilus torridus* E2, may provide some insights into the diversity of archaeal E2 structures.

The novel 42-mer E2 assembly does not conform to the strict rules thought to govern the assembly of E2 structures; Izard et al. (1999) describes how a cubic 24-mer can be converted into a dodecahedral 60-mer based using Euclidean principles, and the rules of quasi-equivalence. These two structures contain identical trimeric subunits which all inhabit quasi-equivalent environments, unlike the *Tp. acidophilum* E2 trimers; the environment surrounding *Tp. acidophilum* E2 trimers and thus the ability to form different inter-trimer interactions varies depending upon if it is part of a square or pentagonal face. The differences between the *Tp. acidophilum* E2 trimer-trimer interfaces extend beyond the constraint of quasi-equivalence, as some bonds are not merely distorted by up to 5° rather they may only be present at some faces and not other. Although this structure challenges some of the symmetry principles previously thought to govern protein assembly, it does support Casper and Klug hypothesis, that biological molecules do not have to be perfectly symmetrical structures, rather subunits may be arranged into the most stable assembly possible (Caspar and Klug, 1962). Virus capsids are another example of protein assembly that do not always display perfect symmetry, in that it is not possible to arrange more than 60 subunits symmetrically; the Bacteriophage fr capsid is an example of a quasi-symmetrical structure comprising 180 identical subunits (Liljas et al., 1994). If protein assemblies, like the virus capsids, are not restrained by the principles of Euclidean symmetry, then this massively increases the number of possible subunit arrangements, including shapes like the *Tp. acidophilum* E2 which comprises multiple-shaped faces.
9.2.2 A functional trimer multienzyme complex

A functional trimeric *Tp. acidophilum* OADHC has been created by the removal of the Ile anchor residue at the C-terminus of the E2 polypeptide, a key residue in the formation of trimer-trimer interactions. This trimeric complex is the first reported case of a functional E2 that is capable of binding the E1 and E3 enzymes, and catalysing the 2-oxoacid oxidative decarboxylation reaction. This trimeric complex proves that it is not essential that these OADHCs form the large 24-, 42-, or 60-mer structures. However, the fact that no naturally occurring OADHCs comprising less than 24 E2s have been described, strongly suggests that the larger assemblies are advantageous. The ability to channel substrates around the complex during limited substrate conditions (Danson et al., 1978), may increase the efficiency of carbon metabolism and thus provide selective advantage to an organism.

9.3 The roles of the OADHCs in archaea

The role the OADHC plays in archaeal central metabolism remains unclear. However, in all species of aerobic archaea sequenced, putative OADHC genes can be identified and in all cases are accompanied by a lipoylation system. The maintenance of these genes and their essential protein motifs, throughout archaeal evolution, strongly implies that these complexes have a necessary function, as they would not be maintained if they were redundant.

The substrate specificity of only two archaeal OADHCs has been determined: the *Tp. acidophilum* OADHC is specific for branched-chain 2-oxoacids and also displays some minor activity with pyruvate, and the *S. solfataricus* OADHC appears to be specific for acetoin, based on the E1 specificity. The genomes of these two organisms do not appear to contain an FOR annotated as specific for either the branched-chain 2-oxoacids or acetoin; however, it must duly be noted that substrate specificity and promiscuity of the other FORs have not determined. The OADHCs and the FORs may provide complementary activities, increasing the range of substrates on which these organisms can survive.

The role and evolutionary origins of the OADHC still require further investigation. The size of the OADHC operon, and the additional requirement for either the LipA/LipB or LlpA lipoylation system, decreases the likelihood that all aerobic archaea independently
inherited the OADHC via lateral gene transfer from a cohabiting bacterium. This, coupled with the recent discovery of a putative OADHC operon in the anaerobic methanogen, Methanocella sp. HZ254 (genes numbers: mtc1889-1893), may support a hypothesis that all archaea initially possessed both the FOR and OADHC genes, but these genes have not been retained by the majority of anaerobic species. Growth studies, gene knock-outs and transcriptomics, may provide some insights into the regulation and role of these complexes. Sisignano et al (2010) found that when the Haloferax volcanii branched-chain OADHC was knocked-out, the organism was unable to grow on isoleucine but could still grow on leucine and valine; another study by Cozen et al (2009) found that the Pyrobaculum aerophilum complex genes were up-regulated when the organism was cultured with oxygen or nitrate as the terminal electron acceptors compared to arsenate, or ferric iron-citrate.

A final hypothesis can be proposed that all archaea initially possessed both the FORs and OADHC genes; however, as the organisms adapted and evolved into their niche environments; the anaerobic archaea lost the OADHCs, and the aerobic species maintained the genes. The anaerobic archaea may have favoured the 2-oxoacid ferredoxin oxidoreductase, as this enzyme utilises ferredoxin rather than NAD⁺; whereas, the aerobic archaea have the electron transport chain, which is capable of regenerating NAD⁺, and therefore could use either the OADHCs or FORs. The aerobic archaea may have exploited the complementary activities of the FORs and OADHCs in order to create a specialist and separate enzyme system capable of catabolising any scavenged 2-oxoacids, whilst leaving the FORs unaffected, thus providing a competitive advantage in the hostile environments that these organism inhabit.
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Chapter 11: Appendixes

Appendix 1 E2 and E2 catalytic domain sequence

The *Tp. acidophilum* E2 sequence is shown below with the sequence complementary to the E2 catalytic domain shown in italics and highlighted in grey.

>`Tp. acidophilum` E2
ATGTACGAATTCAACTGCCAGACATAGGTGAGGGGTAAACAGAGGGGAGATAGTGACAG
CAAGGTCAAGTGAAGAATCCTGCAGCGAGATAGTCAAGATATCCACAGG
GAGGAGGAGGAGTATAGACGTGAGTGGTCCCTGTGGGTTCTACCCTCCTGCCAGATCGATACCGGTGAAGAGGCTCCGGGTACAGCAGCCTGCCGGCCGTGCCGAAAGCACG
GTTCAGGTTGCAGAGGTCAAGCAGGT
GCCCCTGCACAGCGCTGCGGCGCGCTGCGGCGCGGCAGACGCTGATGGTCCCTGCTCAGACGGTGGAGACGGATGCATGGGAGGCTCGACGTGCCACGCGCCATGGGCAGACG
AGATGTGAGTCGGTACGTGAGTCCGGAGATAGGCGTGAGGCAAGAAGAAGGTTCCCGGACGGTGCCCGCGCGGGGAAAGATAGTGAAGATACTCTACAGGGAGGGCCAGGTTGTCCCTGTGGGTTCTACCCTCCTGCCAGATCGATACCGGTGAAGAGGCTCCGGGTACAGCAGCCTGCCGGCCGTGCCGAAAGCACG
GTTCAGGTTGCAGAGGTCAAGCAGGT
GCCCCTGCACAGCGCTGCGGCGCGCTGCGGCGCGGCAGACGCTGATGGTCCCTGCTCAGACGGTGGAGACGGATGCATGGGAGGCTCGACGTGCCACGCGCCATGGGCAGACG
AGATGTGAGTCGGTACGTGAGTCCGGAGATAGGCGTGAGGCAAGAAGAAGGTTCCCGGACGGTGCCCGCGCGGGGAAAGATAGTGAAGATACTCTACAGGGAGGGCCAGGTTGTCCCTGTGGGTTCTACCCTCCTGCCAGATCGATACCGGTGAAGAGGCTCCGGGTACAGCAGCCTGCCGGCCGTGCCGAAAGCACG
GTTCAGGTTGCAGAGGTCAAGCAGGT
GCCCCTGCACAGCGCTGCGGCGCGCTGCGGCGCGGCAGACGCTGATGGTCCCTGCTCAGACGGTGGAGACGGATGCATGGGAGGCTCGACGTGCCACGCGCCATGGGCAGACG
AGATGTGAGTCGGTACGTGAGTCCGGAGATAGGCGTGAGGCAAGAAGAAGGTTCCCGGACGGTGCCCGCGCGGGGAAAGATAGTGAAGATACTCTACAGGGAGGGCCAGGTTGTCCCTGTGGGTTCTACCCTCCTGCCAGATCGATACCGGTGAAGAGGCTCCGGGTACAGCAGCCTGCCGGCCGTGCCGAAAGCACG
GTTCAGGTTGCAGAGGTCAAGCAGGT
GCCCCTGCACAGCGCTGCGGCGCGCTGCGGCGCGGCAGACGCTGATGGTCCCTGCTCAGACGGTGGAGACGGATGCATGGGAGGCTCGACGTGCCACGCGCCATGGGCAGACG
AGATGTGAGTCGGTACGTGAGTCCGGAGATAGGCGTGAGGCAAGAAGAAGGTTCCCGGACGGTGCCCGCGCGGGGAAAGATAGTGAAGATACTCTACAGGGAGGGCCAGGTTGTCCCTGTGGGTTCTACCCTCCTGCCAGATCGATACCGGTGAAGAGGCTCCGGGTACAGCAGCCTGCCGGCCGTGCCGAAAGCACG
GTTCAGGTTGCAGAGGTCAAGCAGGT
GCCCCTGCACAGCGCTGCGGCGCGCTGCGGCGCGGCAGACGCTGATGGTCCCTGCTCAGACGGTGGAGACGGATGCATGGGAGGCTCGACGTGCCACGCGCCATGGGCAGACG
AGATGTGAGTCGGTACGTGAGTCCGGAGATAGGCGTGAGGCAAGAAGAAGGTTCCCGGACGGTGCCCGCGCGGGGAAAGATAGTGAAGATACTCTACAGGGAGGGCCAGGTTGTCCCTGTGGGTTCTACCCTCCTGCCAGATCGATACCGGTGAAGAGGCTCCGGGTACAGCAGCCTGCCGGCCGTGCCGAAAGCACG
GTTCAGGTTGCAGAGGTCAAGCAGGT
GCCCCTGCACAGCGCTGCGGCGCGCTGCGGCGCGGCAGACGCTGATGGTCCCTGCTCAGACGGTGGAGACGGATGCATGGGAGGCTCGACGTGCCACGCGCCATGGGCAGACG
AGATGTGAGTCGGTACGTGAGTCCGGAGATAGGCGTGAGGCAAGAAGAAGGTTCCCGGACGGTGCCCGCGCGGGGAAAGATAGTGAAGATACTCTACAGGGAGGGCCAGGTTGTCCCTGTGGGTTCTACCCTCCTGCCAGATCGATACCGGTGAAGAGGCTCCGGGTACAGCAGCCTGCCGGCCGTGCCGAAAGCACG
GTTCAGGTTGCAGAGGTCAAGCAGGT
GCCCCTGCACAGCGCTGCGGCGCGCTGCGGCGCGGCAGACGCTGATGGTCCCTGCTCAGACGGTGGAGACGGATGCATGGGAGGCTCGACGTGCCACGCGCCATGGGCAGACG
AGATGTGAGTCGGTACGTGAGTCCGGAGATAGGCGTGAGGCAAGAAGAAGGTTCCCGGACGGTGCCCGCGCGGGGAAAGATAGTGAAGATACTCTACAGGGAGGGCCAGGTTGTCCCTGTGGGTTCTACCCTCCTGCCAGATCGATACCGGTGAAGAGGCTCCGGGTACAGCAGCCTGCCGGCCGTGCCGAAAGCACG
GTTCAGGTTGCAGAGGTCAAGCAGGT
GCCCCTGCACAGCGCTGCGGCGCGCTGCGGCGCGGCAGACGCTGATGGTCCCTGCTCAGACGGTGGAGACGGATGCATGGGAGGCTCGACGTGCCACGCGCCATGGGCAGACG
AGATGTGAGTCGGTACGTGAGTCCGGAGATAGGCGTGAGGCAAGAAGAAGGTTCCCGGACGGTGCCCGCGCGGGGAAAGATAGTGAAGATACTCTACAGGGAGGGCCAGGTTGTCCCTGTGGGTTCTACCCTCCTGCCAGATCGATACCGGTGAAGAGGCTCCGGGTACAGCAGCCTGCCGGCCGTGCCGAAAGCACG
GTTCAGGTTGCAGAGGTCAAGCAGGT
GCCCCTGCACAGCGCTGCGGCGCGCTGCGGCGCGGCAGACGCTGATGGTCCCTGCTCAGACGGTGGAGACGGATGCATGGGAGGCTCGACGTGCCACGCGCCATGGGCAGACG
AGATGTGAGTCGGTACGTGAGTCCGGAGATAGGCGTGAGGCAAGAAGAAGGTTCCCGGACGGTGCCCGCGCGGGGAAAGATAGTGAAGATACTCTACAGGGAGGGCCAGGTTGTCCCTGTGGGTTCTACCCTCCTGCCAGATCGATACCGGTGAAGAGGCTCCGGGTACAGCAGCCTGCCGGCCGTGCCGAAAGCACG
GTTCAGGTTGCAGAGGTCAAGCAGGT
GCCCCTGCACAGCGCTGCGGCGCGCTGCGGCGCGGCAGACGCTGATGGTCCCTGCTCAGACGGTGGAGACGGATGCATGGGAGGCTCGACGTGCCACGCGCCATGGGCAGACG
AGATGTGAGTCGGTACGTGAGTCCGGAGATAGGCGTGAGGCAAGAAGAAGGTTCCCGGACGGTGCCCGCGCGGGGAAAGATAGTGAAGATACTCTACAGGGAGGGCCAGGTTGTCCCTGTGGGTTCTACCCTCCTGCCAGATCGATACCGGTGAAGAGGCTCCGGGTACAGCAGCCTGCCGGCCGTGCCGAAAGCACG
GTTCAGGTTGCAGAGGTCAAGCAGGT
GCCCCTGCACAGCGCTGCGGCGCGCTGCGGCGCGGCAGACGCTGATGGTCCCTGCTCAGACGGTGGAGACGGATGCATGGGAGGCTCGACGTGCCACGCGCCATGGGCAGACG
AGATGTGAGTCGGTACGTGAGTCCGGAGATAGGCGTGAGGCAAGAAGAAGGTTCCCGGACGGTGCCCGCGCGGGGAAAGATAGTGAAGATACTCTACAGGGAGGGCCAGGTTGTCCCTGTGGGTTCTACCCTCCTGCCAGATCGATACCGGTGAAGAGGCTCCGGGTACAGCAGCCTGCCGGCCGTGCCGAAAGCACG
GTTCAGGTTGCAGAGGTCAAGCAGGT
GCCCCTGCACAGCGCTGCGGCGCGCTGCGGCGCGGCAGACGCTGATGGTCCCTGCTCAGACGGTGGAGACGGATGCATGGGAGGCTCGACGTGCCACGCGCCATGGGCAGACG
AGATGTGAGTCGGTACGTGAGTCCGGAGATAGGCGTGAGGCAAGAAGAAGGTTCCCGGACGGTGCCCGCGCGGGGAAAGATAGTGAAGATACTCTACAGGGAGGGCCAGGTTGTCCCTGTGGGTTCTACCCTCCTGCCAGATCGATACCGGTGAAGAGGCTCCGGGTACAGCAGCCTGCCGGCCGTGCCGAAAGCACG
GTTCAGGTTGCAGAGGTCAAGCAGGT
GCCCCTGCACAGCGCTGCGGCGCGCTGCGGCGCGGCAGACGCTGATGGTCCCTGCTCAGACGGTGGAGACGGATGCATGGGAGGCTCGACGTGCCACGCGCCATGGGCAGACG
AGATGTGAGTCGGTACGTGAGTCCGGAGATAGGCGTGAGGCAAGAAGAAGGTTCCCGGACGGTGCCCGCGCGGGGAAAGATAGTGAAGATACTCTACAGGGAGGGCCAGGTTGTCCCTGTGGGTTCTACCCTCCTGCCAGATCGATACCGGTGAAGAGGCTCCGGGTACAGCAGCCTGCCGGCCGTGCCGAAAGCACG
GTTCAGGTTGCAGAGGTCAAGCAGGT
GCCCCTGCACAGCGCTGCGGCGCGCTGCGGCGCGGCAGACGCTGATGGTCCCTGCTCAGACGGTGGAGACGGATGCATGGGAGGCTCGACGTGCCACGCGCCATGGGCAGACG
AGATGTGAGTCGGTACGTGAGTCCGGAGATAGGCGTGAGGCAAGAAGAAGGTTCCCGGACGGTGCCCGCGCGGGGAAAGATAGTGAAGATACTCTACAGGGAGGGCCAGGTTGTCCCTGTGGGTTCTACCCTCCTGCCAGATCGATACCGGTGAAGAGGCTCCGGGTACAGCAGCCTGCCGGCCGTGCCGAAAGCACG
GTTCAGGTTGCAGAGGTCAAGCAGGT
Appendix 2: *Sulfolobus solfataricus* E3-pMJ0503 sequence

The pMJ0503 viral vector (orange) containing the *S. solfataricus* E3 gene is shown in black, with the start ATG underlined, the his-tag (His) originally from pET28a is shown in green, the arabinose promoter (AraS) is shown in blue, and the marker gene PyrEF that complements the uracil auxotrophic mutant *S. solfataricus* strain is shown in red. The following restriction sites have been highlighted in the sequence: *AvrII*, *NcoI*, *BamHI* and *EagI*.

>

```
PyrEF AraS His E3

AvrII NcoI Ndel BamHI EagI
```

> pMJ0503-E3

CTGATACCATAGGATGCTAAACAACTATCTTCAACTGTATGTAATGAGACATAAAGTTTGA
TGGGGGCAAGATTTCCTTCACTGCTATGCTGCAATCAGGTTTCTACATTTAATTCTTTCTGA
TAATCTGAGTTTTGCCTTTATTGAGATTGCTATGTTGCTACATGGAATTTTCGAGTCATATTAA
GACTCCCATAAACATAAATATTGATCTCAAAACATATTAGGAATTTTCTACTTTACAAGATAT
TATAGTTATTTTTAGAAAAACATCCAAATATGTAACAAAACGCTTTTACGGGAAATATATA
AATGTATAAACACGTTGATACCTTACATTTAATAATGTTATTTTTCTACTTTTTGAAATAGGG
ATTATAAATTGTTAGGTTAGTAGAGGATGCGTTGGAAGATGAATTGATTTAGGATAGAG
GAAGAAAGTTGGAATACCTGAGATATATAGAAAGTTTCTACTTTTTCAAAAACAT
GATAGGACCTTCTCTGAGATTCTTTACATTTGATAGATTTAGAATAGG
GATAGGACCTTCTCTGAGATTCTTTACATTTGATAGATTTAGAATAGG
GATAGGACCTTCTCTGAGATTCTTTACATTTGATAGATTTAGAATAGG
GATAGGACCTTCTCTGAGATTCTTTACATTTGATAGATTTAGAATAGG
GATAGGACCTTCTCTGAGATTCTTTACATTTGATAGATTTAGAATAGG
GATAGGACCTTCTCTGAGATTCTTTACATTTGATAGATTTAGAATAGG
GATAGGACCTTCTCTGAGATTCTTTACATTTGATAGATTTAGAATAGG
GATAGGACCTTCTCTGAGATTCTTTACATTTGATAGATTTAGAATAGG
GATAGGACCTTCTCTGAGATTCTTTACATTTGATAGATTTAGAATAGG
GATAGGACCTTCTCTGAGATTCTTTACATTTGATAGATTTAGAATAGG
GATAGGACCTTCTCTGAGATTCTTTACATTTGATAGATTTAGAATAGG
GATAGGACCTTCTCTGAGATTCTTTACATTTGATAGATTTAGAATAGG
GATAGGACCTTCTCTGAGATTCTTTACATTTGATAGATTTAGAATAGG
GATAGGACCTTCTCTGAGATTCTTTACATTTGATAGATTTAGAATAGG
GATAGGACCTTCTCTGAGATTCTTTACATTTGATAGATTTAGAATAGG
GATAGGACCTTCTCTGAGATTCTTTACATTTGATAGATTTAGAATAGG
GATAGGACCTTCTCTGAGATTCTTTACATTTGATAGATTTAGAATAGG
GATAGGACCTTCTCTGAGATTCTTTACATTTGATAGATTTAGAATAGG
Appendix 3: \textit{Picrophilus torridus} OADHC genes

The bases at the end and beginning of genes which overlap with the adjacent gene have been underlined.

\textbf{P. torridus LipA}

\begin{verbatim}
ATGAAATGCGAGTCCATAAATAACCTAAGGTATTTAACTGCTCCGGGGAAAGATATATATTTTA
TCAGAGTACATATATCGCGCAAGAACTTTACTTACGTCTGCGAGGAGGCGCACTGGCCAAA
CATAGCCGAATGCTTCAGCAACCTTTATATGATTATTATGTTATTACATCATCT
AGATGCTGATGATCTCTCGGATGAAAGGTTCTGACAGGCTGATTTGCTCAAGG
TGGCTACAAAAATCCTGAGGTTTTGATCCCGGACTTTTAAAGACCTTAAAATAAAAAT
AGAGGTTTTGATCCCGGACTTTAATATGGGTTCAAACTGCTC
CATAGCCGAATGCTCCGGAAAGGTTCTGACAGGCTGATTTGCTCAAGG
TGGCTACAAAAATCCTGAGGTTTTGATCCCGGACTTTTAAAGACCTTAAAATAAAAAT
AGAGGTTTTGATCCCGGACTTTAATATGGGTTCAAACTGCTC
\end{verbatim}

\textbf{P. torridus E1α}

\begin{verbatim}
ATGAAATGCGAGTCCATAAATAACCTAAGGTATTTAACTGCTCCGGGGAAAGATATATATTTTA
TCAGAGTACATATATCGCGCAAGAACTTTACTTACGTCTGCGAGGAGGCGCACTGGCCAAA
CATAGCCGAATGCTTCAGCAACCTTTATATGATTATTATGTTATTACATCATCT
AGATGCTGATGATCTCTCGGATGAAAGGTTCTGACAGGCTGATTTGCTCAAGG
TGGCTACAAAAATCCTGAGGTTTTGATCCCGGACTTTTAAAGACCTTAAAATAAAAAT
AGAGGTTTTGATCCCGGACTTTAATATGGGTTCAAACTGCTC
CATAGCCGAATGCTCCGGAAAGGTTCTGACAGGCTGATTTGCTCAAGG
TGGCTACAAAAATCCTGAGGTTTTGATCCCGGACTTTTAAAGACCTTAAAATAAAAAT
AGAGGTTTTGATCCCGGACTTTAATATGGGTTCAAACTGCTC
\end{verbatim}

\textbf{P. torridus E1β}

\begin{verbatim}
ATGAAATGCGAGTCCATAAATAACCTAAGGTATTTAACTGCTCCGGGGAAAGATATATATTTTA
TCAGAGTACATATATCGCGCAAGAACTTTACTTACGTCTGCGAGGAGGCGCACTGGCCAAA
CATAGCCGAATGCTTCAGCAACCTTTATATGATTATTATGTTATTACATCATCT
AGATGCTGATGATCTCTCGGATGAAAGGTTCTGACAGGCTGATTTGCTCAAGG
TGGCTACAAAAATCCTGAGGTTTTGATCCCGGACTTTTAAAGACCTTAAAATAAAAAT
AGAGGTTTTGATCCCGGACTTTAATATGGGTTCAAACTGCTC
CATAGCCGAATGCTCCGGAAAGGTTCTGACAGGCTGATTTGCTCAAGG
TGGCTACAAAAATCCTGAGGTTTTGATCCCGGACTTTTAAAGACCTTAAAATAAAAAT
AGAGGTTTTGATCCCGGACTTTAATATGGGTTCAAACTGCTC
\end{verbatim}
P. torridus E2

ATGTACACGTTGAAAGGTTCCACCAATAGGAGAGGGCGAGATAGTAAAATGGGAATGTAAAGGAGGGCGACACAATAGAAAAGGATCAGGA

GACGTTTTCAGTAACAAACATGAGGGAAAAACCGTCAAGGTGGCAGTCTGGAATATAGGCGTCTGGGTGATAAAAAATTA

P. torridus E3

ATGGATTACGATGTCATTATCCTCTTGGGCCGGTCTGGTTGATAATAAACGTGCTGTTCATCTTCTAAAAATAGATAAAAGGGTTATTAATGATAAGAAAAAGGGAATTTTATAAAGACCGATGAGCAGAAAGATTATGACATCGGCAGGTGTTCTGATGTCTGGTGGAAATTGAAATGGATGGAAGACGAAGATTATGACATCGGCAGGTGTTCTGATGTCTGGTGG
> P. torridus LipB
ATGATGACTTCGAAAAATTAATTATATATTATGCTTTAAAAGATTGTATTACAAAAATGCC
TTCGTTGACATAGCAGCAGCTTTTCTCAATGAGAAAGAAGATTTAAATAGTAATACAAATAAT
TTTCGTTGAGCAGATCTCTGTTTACAATAAGCCAGAAGGCTGCACCAAGGAACCTATTTCA
AATGTAAATGTATAGAAGACGCGGTGGTGATATAAACTACAGCCAGCCCGGCGGGCCCGCCAGC
TGGTTCTCTTACTTTACCTTTATGAGAATAATGTGAAAAAGGAGGTAATAAAAACCTTTCT
TAATATATAGAAAAACGTCTACATAAAAATCTACTAAAGAAATCTTTGAGATACGTGCTACAA
GCCAGATGACCGCGCATCTGGATAGAAAAACGGAATAATAAAAAAAGGTGGCTTCCATAG
GCATGGCCATAGATGATTTATGATCATACTATGCTGTTTCACCTAACAACAAACAGGAGGT
TTTAAACCGTATTATATAAAAATACCCATGCGGCTCCCACCACCCCGCGGGCGTTATGATTACATA
GATATTAAGAGAGATGATGCCATTGATTTAATAATAAGGGAGATTGAAAAATATATGGTA
AATTCAATAAAATAGAATATCAGGGCGCTGATCCTCATGA

Appendix 4: Publication